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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO TEE STUDY 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
Organization of material aids a person's ability to 
speak, write, and talk coherently. This need is felt by the 
pupils of our schools as the various areas of the curriculum 
become broader and reading more intensive. Organization in 
reading, like all other skills, needs to be taught. The pupil 
should know what skill he is trying to master, his need for 
such a skill and the progress he makes in it . To teach 
organization through the reading program presents for the 
child the point of departure into other subject rm tter 
organization as all skills must be put to use to fit the 
child's purpose and the teachers of every subject should 
recognize the opportunity to broaden the child's learning by 
using the skills taught . 
THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of this 
study to evaluate a workbook of exercises designed to aid 
sixth-grade pupils in the essential study-skills of organiza-
1 
tion as compiled by Helen Hulsman . Hulsman defines the 
skill of reading organization as used in her workbook as: 
1 Helen Hulsman, "Exercises to Develop Reading Organi-
zation in Grade Six," (unpublished Master's service paper, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1947), 50 pp . 
1 
--the ability to group related words or ideas, 
to list events in chronological sequence, and to 
arrange ideas in a meaningful pattern so that an 
outline of written material may result. 2 
A comparison is to be made on the test scores of the 
sixth-grade classes of a large city in Maine. In the experi-
ment fourteen classes are to be used in the experimental 
group (those using the workbook for a five week period) 
against thirteen classes in the control group (those follow-
ing the regular reading lessons from a basal text). 
The writer hopes to determine by the comparison of the 
results of the test taken from the same service paper and 
over similar exercises whether such a workbook on a series 
of lessons will improve significantly the pupils' skill in 
organization over a five week period. 
The reading material used is of general pupil-interest 
as found in fourth, fifth and sixth grade textbooks not used 
by the children. Some of the material was re-written to fit 
the need by Hulsman. 
Justification of the problem . Many workbooks have been 
constructed on the teaching of the skills at the intermediate 
grade level as partial fulfillment of the requirement for a 
Master's degree. Most o f these workbooks have little if any 
statistical data as to their value. The writer, feeling that 
children needed training designed to improve reading organiza-
tion, chose to evaluate a workbook of exercises so designed 
2 Ibid., p. 1. 
2 
3 
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on an entire city. It seemed to the author more valuable 
to use these organization exercises to find the amount of 
improvement, if any, on a large sampling than to construct 
similar ones. 
The lack of the ability to organize has retarded many 
children in their work in junior high schools, high schools 
and even in colleges. Organization is needed for thoughtful, 
independent reading, especially for study in the various in-
formative subjects. This skill must be carefully developed 
so that the child can use his reading for its major functional 
purpose, the acquisition of knowledge. A systematic set of 
exercises leading to outlining should aid the child in meet-
3 
ing the demands of the content fields. Cole's opinion is 
that improvement in teaching the pupils what they are to look 
for in reading so as to have meaning must be systematic and 
intensive. 
The author, having taught sixth-grade, realized, like 
so many other teachers, the need of the children at this level 
to have the opportunity to develop an orderly growth of the 
skills. Most basic reading texts do not provide the intensive 
drill in the skill of organization to provide for the step by 
3 Luella Cole, The Improvement of Reading, Farrar and 
Rinehart, New York, 19387 
4 
step thorough development of organization. McKee in agree-
ment states that "any good reading program includes the job 
5 6 
of teaching children how to organize what they read. Betts 
ranks organization high on the scales of values. 
7 
Storm states that in giving systematic instruction 
during definite periods with attention upon improving skills 
and techniques at the intermediate grade level is the way to 
ultimately bring about the schools adjusting the reading to 
8 
the children's needs. Barton is also in agreement with 
systematic study in outlining subject matter. 9 . 
Yoakum states that organization is one of the complex 
skills used in the curriculum field which must be developed. 
The teachers of the curriculum must resume responsibility for 
4 Paul McKee, Reading and Literature in the Elementary 
School, Riverside Textbooks in-Education EliWooa-P. Cubberley 
Editor, Houghton Mifflin .Company, Boston, 1934. 408 pp. 
5 Ibid., p. 316 . 
6 Emmett A. Betts, "Developing Basic Reading Abili ties 11 
Elementary English Review, 20:312-320, December, 19+3. 
7 Grace E. Storm, "A Study of Intermediate Grade Read-
ing Skills," Elementarz School Journal, 48:493 May, 1948 
8. William A. Barton, "Outlining as a Study Procedure,n 
Contributions to Education, Teacher's College, Columbia 
University, New-York, N. 556. p. 411. 
9 G. A. Yoakum, "Essential Relationships Between 
Reading and the Subject Fields or Areas of the Cur_iculum, 
"Journal of Education Research, 38:462-469, February, 1945. 
4 
adequate use of skills already learned. He goes further in 
stating that there must be systematic instruction at the 
elementary school level and later incidental instruction at 
all levels in relation to the content area. 
These exercises are uniform assignments which tend to 
remove the possibility of best motivation but the writer 
feels that upon reaching the sixth-grade pupils have not had 
the training in the skills which are in the readiness program 
10 
for outlining. Durrell states that the children need graded 
lessons which lead step-by-step to confidence and achievement 
but is not in favor of uniform assignments. This workbook 
carries on a step-by-step development through the skills 
which lead to outlining. 
It is in agreement with authors on the subject of read-
ing that the ability to organize material read should be 
taught. The teachers in the control group will deal with 
such skills only as they appear in the manual of the basic 
reader. It is the writer's hope to show that such an inten-
sive workbook aids the children in the acquiring of the skill 
of organization. 
The writer, in this chapter has attempted to state and 
justify the problem of the study. The latest research and 
literature related to the subject of organization skills in 
reading will be reviewed in the following chapter. 
10 Donald E. Durrell, "Skills Instruction in Inter-
mediate Grade Reading," National Elementary Principal, 
29:11-20, December, 1949. 
5 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
In this chapter, the literature and research related 
to the problem of reading organization will be reviewed. 
Several workbooks have been compiled as partial require-
ment for a master's degree. The findings from the use of 
these service papers and theses will be reviewed first. 
Review of related theses and service papers. It was 
1 
the purpose of Hulsman in compiling her workbook to aid in 
the growth in the skill of organization and to stimulate 
thought. Her study was made on twelve pupils in a double 
graded room. She carried on the work over a five week period. 
She defines the skill of reading organization as used in her 
study to be 11 the ability to group related words or ideas, to 
list events in chronological sequence and to arrange ideas in 
a meaningful pattern so that an outline of written material 
2 
may result." On her small sampling she found that pupil-
skill in reading organization can be increased through 
3 
specific drill. 
1 Helen L. Hulsman, "Exercises to Develop Reading 
Organization in Grade Six," {unpublished Master's service 
paper, Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1947), 
50 pp. 
2 Ibid., p. 1 . 
3 Ibid. , p. 45 • 
6 
4 
Dyer, working to develop reading organization in a 
fifth grade, reported that from the findings on the using of 
her workbook on thirty-one pupils there was pupil-growth in 
this area produced through definite, specific training in 
5 
reading organization skills. 
The writer feels the need for a definite training in 
the skill of organization rather than to leave it to chance. 
6 
In a study done by Salisbury in Wisconsin, she found signifi-
cant gains in reading comprehension among those who were 
trained in logical organization. In this same study she 
found that "training given intensively for six weeks was 
somewhat superior to training given intermittently for one 
7 
semester." She used four experimental groups in the seventh, 
ninth and twelfth grades of four high schools. They were 
given thirty training lessons in outlining and summarizing. 
She states that the psychological principles of organization 
8 
are fundamental to both thought getting and thought giving. 
4 Helen F. Dyer, "Exercises to Develop Reading Organiza-
tion in Grade Five," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1949), 62 pp. 
5 Ibid., p. 58 . 
6 Racheal A. Salisbury, "Some Effects of Training in 
Outlining," English Journal, 23:111-116, February, 1935. 
7 Ibid., p. 115 . 
8 ~., p. 112. 
7 
9 
In the study by McDonald, her workbook contained more 
matching of topics with fewer exercises in actual outlining 
than the one evaluated in this study. Her workbook was used 
every day for a ten week period in the sixth grade. Her 
assumption was that in making the approach to classifying 
and outlining simplified, the children lost their timidity 
10 
about their possible inability to make outlines. 
Using the reading material of the social studies in the 
11 
middle grades, MacDonald scattered her various kinds of 
exercises throughout her workbook rather than being concen-
trated into groups of similiar kinds. She found that the 
slower pupils had difficulty with the work whereas the 
brighter students did well and seemed to enjoy the work. 
13 
Keneally in her study to determine the relative 
12 
order of difficulty of several types of study skills in the 
middle grade found the following which are listed from the 
9 Loretta K. McDonald, "Workbook of Exercises for Teach 
ing Outlining," (unpublished Master's service paper, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1946), 107 pp. 
10 Ibid., p. 96 . 
11 Avis MacDonald, "Exercises for Organization of Read-
ing Material in Social Studiesn, (unpublished Master's service 
paper, Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1945), 
99 pp. 
12 Ibid., p. 30 . 
13 Catherine Keneally, "The Relative Order of Difficulty 
of Several Types of Study Skills in the Intermediate Grades," 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, School of 
Education, Boston, 1939), 70 pp. 
8 
easiest to the more difficult with the percent correct after 
each skill: 
1. Supplying minor ideas with major 
ideas supplied. 65 percent 
2. Selection of statement which best 
summarizes a paragraph 50 percent 
3. Listing topics in the order in 
which they occur. 39 percent 
4. Matching headlines or topics with 
paragraphs. 23 percent 
5. Finding major ideas when minor 14 
ideas are given. 16 percent 
6. Writing original headlines or 
topics. 10 percent 
Hulsman, after having used her workbook and test com-
posed of similar exercises, rearranged the workbook to the 
form used in this study. This was the order of difficulty 
which they had presented to her class as shown by the daily 
15 
oral and written work. This arrangement differs somewhat 
from that stated above by Keneally. 
In a systematic attempt to classify abilities and to 
weigh the relative importance of each in the reading process, 
16 
Burkhart found that reading specialists rate the ability to 
organize data eleventh in rank order of what he considered 
the major abilities constituting the general reading abilities 
in the list of eighteen abilities. As one hundred nine read-
ing specialists were surveyed in this analysis, the importance 
f4 Ibid., p. 37. 
15 Hulsman, ££• cit., p. 29 . 
16 K. H. Burkhart, "An Analysis of Reading Abilities," 
Journal of Educational Research, 38:430-439, February, 1945. 
10 
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of this skill has been founded but the problem remains to 
find the most profitable way to teach this skill to the 
pupils. The writer feels it depends upon intensive and 
systematic training over a definite period. 
17 
Deal and Seamans in their experiment in remedial 
reading found that to improve the pupils' ability to com-
prehend printed matter, the teaching of selecting topic 
sentences, making of titles for par~~raphs and headlines 
for newspaper stories was valuable. They worked with two 
hundred pupils of eighth and ninth grades in a suburb of 
Boston who were deficient in reading. The skills of organi-
zation was only a part of the training given during a year. 
In their opinion organization was very important in aiding 
19 
the development of comprehension. 
Children at any level of intelligence improve in read-
ing ability under proper teaching with appropriated material 
20 
was found by Fogler in an experiment of a planned remedial 
reading program. 
17 Ada B. Deal and Albert Seamans, "Group Remedial 
Reading in High School," English Journal, 26:355-362, 
May, 1937 • 
18 Ibid. p. 362 . 
19 Loc. cit. 
20 Sigmund Fogler, 11An Experiment in a Planned Program 
of Remedial Reading," The Elementary School Journal, 
45:444-450, April, 194;:-
===~=It~~ 
21 
In a study on middle grade reading, Fleming endeavored 
to develop the study skills in these grades. He used three 
carefully matched sixth grades, drilling for one-half hour 
daily for ten weeks on the skills of reading for general 
significance, noting details, following directions and effect 
of drill on reading rate and time required in locating materi-
22 
al. Fleming states from his findings: 
The training to be effective must be designed 
to improve the specific skill desired. Training in 
more reading -- that is reading in general -- is 
inadequate or wasteful and training in one kind of 
reading skill will not surely develop other types 23 
Hulsman's study showed a definite improvement in nearly 
every type of exercise and that the dri l l in reading organiza-
24 
tion can increase pupil-skill in this field. Likewise, 
·Dyer found definite gains of improvement on the final forms 
of all the standardized test after her experiment. She also 
states that the slow readers show equal to or greater gains 
25 
than good or excellent readers. 
21 John P. Fleming, "Developing Study Skills in Middle 
Grade Reading," (unpublished Master's service paper, Boston 
University, School of Education, Boston, 1932), 60 pp. 
22 Ibid. p. 42 . 
23 Ibid. p. 5-6 . 
24 Hulsman, £E· cit., p. 43 . 
25 Dyer, op. cit., p. 50-58 . 
========~==~==========-
26 
Jennings findings were significant in her work with 
directed teaching in following directions in an experimental 
study of one hundred fifty equated pupils in grade five. 
This study does not deal with organization but does prove 
that directed, systematic and intensive drill on a skill 
shows positive results. 
27 
Foster in her experiment to improve written recall 
found the experimental group had made statistically signifi-
cant gains to recall in sequence. She states that improve-
ment can be made by 
1 Planning teacher aids and procedures to 
reach that goal. 
2 Planning consistently good teaching to 
meet special needs. 
3 Planning for proper motivation of the 
ehild through interest. 4. Planning to keep the child constantly 
aware of the goal and of his progress 
along the way. 28 
29 
Cosgrove, Cusack and Murphy compiled a workbook in 
26 Marion J. Jennings; "Construction and Evaluation of 
Practice Exercises for Developing the Ability to Follow Pre-
cise Directions in Grade Five," (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1949), 74 pp. 
27 Elizabeth V. Foster, "Experiments in the Improvement 
of Written Recall", (unpublished Doctor of Education thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1949), 308 pp. 
28 Ibid., p. 163 . 
29 Claire Cosgrove, Gertrude Cusack, Katherine Murphy, 
"Exercises to Develop the Ability to Classify Words and to 
Outline Paragraphs -Grade Four", (unpublished Master's 
service paper, Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 
1949), 108 pp. 
12 
the classification of words and ideas and rearranging 
scrambled sentences in definite order to be used in the 
fourth grade. They found that few fourth grade pupils make 
correct answers on these types of skills so they recommended 
30 
more training in grades four, five and six. Browne in her 
workbook for junior high uses classification as her first 
group of exercises. This classification, lists of words to 
arrange in different categories, is the first type of exer-
cise which has been used in the workbook of this study. 
31 
Sweet states that the classification of words requires 
both the ability to discriminate between the meanings of the 
words and the ability to discover the common qualities of 
words. This, along with choosing the best title and getting 
the main idea of a paragraph is necessary in an outline readi-
32 
ness program. The writer feels that there is a decided 
need for more training in this readiness program in the sixth 
grade although it should not be left entirely to the sixth 
grade level as much can be started earlier so that the pupils 
JO Mary E. Browne, "Exercises in Classification to 
Stimulate Thought and Develop Paragraph Sense, 'i (unpublished 
Master'.s service paper, Boston University, School of Education 
Boston, 1945), 78 PP• 
31 Helen S. Sweet, "Exercises to Develop Skills Needed 
in Outlining," (unpublished Master's service paper, Boston Uni 
versity, School of Education, Boston, 1947), 64 pp. 
32 Ibid., p. 24 • . 
13 
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will be ready to meet his needs in the content fields. A wide 
spread of ability to organize as indicated by the large range 
33 
of scores was found by Gilbride in her work with seventh 
grade pupils. The degree to which any program of reading im-
provement will succeed depends upon the degree to which teach-
ers accept their responsibility. 
34 
Cook, working in grades six, seven and eight, to ana-
lyze the basic work-study skills, states the following: 
The best instruction possible cannot raise c l ass 
scores to a marked degree if the average intelligence 
of the class is low or if the pupils have had poor 
instruction in earlier grades. Likewise, even the 
poorest of teaching procedures will not prevent pupils 
from making 35 high scores if they are endowed with 
better than average intelligence. 
36 
Crawford, basing his results on immediate results 
(testing directly after the study period), disputes as to the 
value of outlining. His experiment was conducted with three 
hundred forty-six college students. His experiments and 
33 Dorothy M. Gilbride, "The Construction and Evalu-
ation of a Test to Measure the Ability of Seventh Grade 
Pupils to Organize Paragraphs," (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1950). 75 pp. 
34 Hannah B. Cook, 11An Analysis of Basic Work-Study 
Skills in Grades 6, 7 and 8," (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1944). 89 pp. 
35 Ibid., p. 86. 
36 C. c. Crawford, 'Relative Value of Reading and 
Outlining as Methods of Study, 11 Educational Method, 
8:434-438, May~l929 . 
1 
results were: 
1. Three time-limit experiments failed to show 
significant differences between reading and 
outlining as to number of ideas recalled and 
reproduced in the essay test. 
2. Two time-limit experiments revealed two read-
ings and outlining were almost equal and 
neither significantly better than reading 
once. 
3. Outlining requires approximately twice as 
much time as reading once, and slightly more 
than reading twice. 37 
As these results were acquired immediately after read-
ing and not taking into account the valuable results of using 
the outlines later, their lack of initial return may be 
significantly over weighed as to warrant their being made. 
~o account was made as to the efficiency of those students 
in the ability to make an outline. 
The writer feels that, in giving training in the readi-
ness skills of outlining as well as outlining itself, the 
pupils can be trained to become efficient enough so it will 
not be an uneconomical and inefficient method of study. 
38 
Germane and Germane, in a study negative to outlining, con-
eludes, t'making summary-outlines as preparation for the 
lessons is not an economical method of study for pupils who 
39 
have not been trained in outlining". 
37 Ibid., p. 434 
38 C. E. Germane and E. G. Germane, Silent Reading, 
Row, Peterson and Company, New York, 1930, 383 pp. 
39 Ibid., pp. 71-72 
15 
The rest of the review will cover the latest literature 
on reading organization. The specialists in the field of 
reading agree on the need of the pupils to be able to organ-
ize what they read. Their statements will be discussed. 
Review of literature related to outlining. As has been 
previously stated one hundred and nine reading specialists 
listed reading organization as being one of the major abili-
40 
ties constituting the general reading abilities. 
41 
McKee places ~valuating, organizing, and securing 
the retention of meanings selected from reading matter in 
order to study effectively what is to be learned in a given 
field" first in the ways of making· use of meanings gained 
42 
through reading. He places organizing third in a list of 
four reading-study jobs. Directed and systematic teaching 
spread through several grades with a definite time set aside 
for teaching the lessons is necessary to the program in the 
intermediate grades as stated by him. 
Training the pupils in logical organization improves 
thinking and reasoning. Impossible reading demands are made 
upon children equipped with only the fundamentals of reading. 
These children are forced to adapt themselves to learning, 
40 Burkhart, loc. cit. 
41 Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementa-
!I School, Houghton Mifflin Company-,-Boston, 1~8:-522 pp. 
42 Ibid., p. 115. 
16 
(in effect, memorizing), unintelligible materials due to 
lack of effective reading skills and habits according to 
43 44 
Witty. He states the following: 
Pupils in the middle grades need to know how 
to make a sequential arrangement of ideas, how to 
outline, and how to summarize . Guidance and train-
ing should be provided as they are needed by groups 
and individuals in developing and applying these 
skills. 4.5 
46 
Chase states that outlining is merely the means to 
logical or clear thinking. It is the problem of the teachers 
of the intermediate grades to provide the pupils with situa-
tions requiring them to think logically. Topics and time or 
chronological sequences require such logically thinking. 
For the child to perceive relationships between facts 
and contribute to intelligent interpretation of these facts, 
47 
they need well developed organization abilities. Betts 
ranks organization abilities high on a scale of values for 
that reason. 
43 Paul A. Witty, "Reading for Meaning, 11 Engli sb 
Journal, 27:220-223, March, 1938. 
44 Paul A. Witty, Reading in Modern Education, D. C. 
Heath and Company, Boston, 1949. ~19 pp. 
4.5 Ibid., p. 1,58 . 
46 Naomi Chase, "Outlining - an Aid to Logical Ex-
pression," English Journal, 38:200-203, April, 1949 . 
47 Emmett A. Betts, "Developing Basic Reading 
Abilities,n Elementary English Review, 20:312-320, 
December, 1943. 
17 
48 
Durrell states that the "ability to do careful, 
detailed reading has important values in both vocational 
49 
and avocational activities." This tends to evaluate the 
importance organization of material serves outside of school 
50 
and in our adult life . Goodykoontz upholds this statement. 
"Organization is made up of two phases, selective sorting 
51 
(analysis) and formulating (synthesizing)," she states. 
These are playing a part in our every day adult activities 
as well as the child's. 
If well rounded skills are to be learned, each age-
level must experience them in accord with the pupils' stage 
52 
of maturity. Hunnicutt states this in her article on the 
skills having to be taught now at college level. These 
skills have roots extending into elementary school. The need 
for organization skills and the stage of maturity for organi-
zation is found in our intermediate grades. 
48 Donald A. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 
1946. 407 pp. 
49 Ibid., p. 233 . 
50 Bess Goodykoontz, nTeacb..ing Pupils to Organize 
What They Read", Elementary English Review, 7:87:90, April, 
1930. 
51 Ibid., p. 87 . 
52 C. W. Hunnicutt, "Study Skills Start Early", 
Education, 68:620-624, June, 19+8 . 
18 
53 
Traxler stresses the need for the developing of the 
skill to organize facts read. A conmon factor of all ''work-
type reading skill'1, he states, is the power to separate the 
important from the less important. This is the same as say-
ing separate the major ideas from the minor ideas or outlin-
ing. 
Every teacher is a teacher of reading to-day. The 
teachers must meet their responsibilities as directors of the 
54 
study habits of the pupils. Durrell states that the read-
ing program is just the point of departure to a genuine read-
ing pro gram. Teaching of the skills have little value if not 
put to practical use in his every day situations. 
56 
55 
Witty 
and Russell, also are in accord that a particular skill 
follows a continuous course of development, application and 
maintenance. 
The pupils will have very little security in organizing 
if it is left to incidental teaching. In a systematic plan 
of step-by-step teaching the pupil can develop skills to the 
extent of his learning capacity. We need to know the learn-
ing capacity of our pupils and supply them with skills they 
53 A. E. Traxler, "The Improvement of Study", The 
School Review. 53:286-293, May, 19+5. ---
54 Donald D. Durrell, "Skills Instruction in Inter-
mediate Grade Reading", National Elementary Prine ipal, 
29:11-20, December, 1949. 
55 Witty, loc. cit. 
--
56. David Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and Com-
pany, Boston, 1949. 
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are able to use. 
57 
Kelley states the following: 
The inability to read effectively is not 
necessarily confined to the dull or mentally 
slow group. Many students in the upper in-
tellectual group also experience serious short-
comings in applying certain of the fundamental 
reading and study skills. 58 
To make outlining an efficient tool for learning the 
steps must be provided as they arise for the child in a 
definite and systematic procedure. 
Factual materials are superior to the usual children's 
fiction for the purpose of illustrating study procedures. 
59 
Snedaker and Horn say "The materials should be largely in-
60 
formational in character. The paragraphs from the texts 
in our content fields are crowded with information to be 
retained by the child. The factual materials used in teach-
ing organization should be easy in vocabulary and sentence 
structure. Easy factual material with pupil-interest and 
suited to the child's need is not always available. This fact 
has led to the development of workbooks. 
57 Victor H. Kelley and Harry A. Greene, Better Read-
ing and Study Habits, World Book Company, 1947. 73 pp.----
58 Ibid., p. iii. 
59 Mabel Snedaker and Ernest Horn, "Reading in the 
Various Fields of the Curriculum", National Society for Study 
of Education, Thirty-sixth Yearbook, Part I, Public School 
Publishing Company, 1937. pp. 133-182. 
60 Ibid., p. 158. 
Conclusion. The need and the necessity for teaching 
the skill of reading organization is well established by 
reading specialists. On the most part they are in accord 
with a step-by-step intensive and systematic approach to 
the development of the skills. Research has justified this 
statement. 
In this chapter, the writer has at tempted to review 
the literature on the subject of reading organization. The 
following chapter will place the emphasis on the plan of 
procedure used in evaluating the workbook by Hulsman. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT 
The plan for carrying on the evaluation of the work-
book will be discussed in this chapter. 
Description of school population. As this $udy is to 
be an evaluation of a workbook the population includes the 
entire enrollment of the sixth-grades of a New England city. 
This enrollment includes twenty-seven reading classes from 
fifteen schools. The schools are located throughout the city, 
its suburbs and includes an island school. 
This city, the largest in Maine, had a population of 
76,936 according to the 1950 census. The total school en-
rollment as of January 1, 1951 was 12,024, with 738 pupils 
enrolled in the sixth grades . This city could be called a 
typical New England city. The high socio-economic and low 
socio-economic status population appears in both the control 
and experimental groups. 
Selection of the groups . Of the twenty-seven reading 
classes, eleven of them are situated in four buildings. These 
buildings have the departmental classes. In the fifteen 
schools, three of the buildings had heterogeneous sixth-grade 
classes. From each such building an equal number of classes 
were used for the control and experimental groups to keep 
22 
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the socio-economic status equal. The other schools were 
matched as nearly as possible to keep the same factor con-
trolled. 
In the abscence of criteria for equating teachers, a 
random selection for the control and experimental teachers 
was made of those in a building having more than one sixth 
grade. 
Preparation of Teachers . After securing permission 
from the Superintendent of Schools and the Director of Read-
ing to carry on the experiment, the district principals of 
the schools were interviewed. Each expressed his willing-
ness to cooperate with the writer and the sixth-grade teachers 
To control the variable of the teaching procedure a 
manual of directions was distributed to the teachers of the 
experimental group after a conference hour with them. As the 
workbook was to be used for only a five week period, the 
author divided the work to be taught each week. In case of 
legal or storm holidays, teachers were told to use their own 
judgment in spacing lessons as long as a reasonable uniformity 
was maintained throughout the study. In case of sickness on 
part of the teacher, the substitute teacher was not to con-
tinue on the workbook and an allotted time was given the 
teacher to finish the workbook. 
For the sake of uniformity, the writer demonstrated the 
procedure desired in handling the exercises. It was possible 
for the writer to be on call at all times to answer any 
question arising or to demonstrate at any point. 
The teaching began on January 15, 1951 and continued 
thereafter for five weeks in which time the forty-five exer-
cises over generalization, categories, selecting best titles, 
organizing scrambled outlines, finding topic sentences, 
organizing sequence from memory, writing headlines and titles, 
supplying minor sentences and topics for incomplete outline, 
and the making of a complete outline was to be presented. 
The teachers were instructed to motivate each lesson 
by letting the child realize what skill he was working with 
and to give him the opportunity to see his achievement. 
In the control group no emphasis was to be placed on 
these skills except what appeared in the reading manual of 
the basic text used in that sixth grade. 
Preliminary Testing. To equate the mental capacity of 
1 
both groups, the California Test of Mental Maturity was ad-
ministered and corrected during October by the testing de-
partment of the school system. This test yields three mental 
ages: total mental factors, language factors, and non-language 
factors. To equate the groups the total mental age was used. 
To equate the groups as to reading ability, a reading 
age and grade equivalent was secured from the Iowa Silent 
I Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark and Ernest w. 
Tiegs, New California Short-Form Test of Mental MaturiSf; 
Element~. California Test Bureau, California, 1947.See 
Appendix B) . 
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2 
Reading Tests. The correcting of these tests was done by 
the writer. The median score of the six sub-tests was used 
as this test measured eight aspects of reading skill: rate, 
comprehension, directed reading, word meaning, paragraph com-
prehension, sentence meaning, alphabetizing and use of index 
with no direct regard to reading organization. This testing 
was begun on December 12, 1950. As they were to be adminis-
tered by the teachers, the directions from the manual were 
discussed with the teachers. 
3 
A pre-test, comprised of fourteen exercises, covering 
the skills taught in the workbook was administered by the 
teachers during the week of January 8, 1951. Uniformity was 
obtained by teachers reading the directions with the child-
ren and working a stated number of exercises per day during 
the thirty minute reading period. 
Workbook Used. The material used as the basis of this 
4 
experiment was a service paper by Hulsman. This workbook 
2 H. A. Greene and V. H. Kelley, Iowa Silent Reading 
Tests, Elementary Test: Form Am . World Book Company, 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, lt)i+3. (See Appendix B) . 
3 Appendix B . 
4 Hulsman, Loc. cit. 
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is made up of the following items: 
TABLE I 
TABLE OF CONTENT OF WORKBOOK 
5 
Types of Exercise 
1. Generalizing from Minor 
Classification 
2. Word Categories 
a. With 2 groupings 
b. With 3 groupings 
c. With 2 and with 3 groupings 
3. Selecting Best Titles 
4. Organizing Scrambled Outlines 
5. Finding Topic Sentences 
6. Organizing Sequence from Memory 
7. Writing Headlines 
8. Writing Titles 
9. Supplying Minor Topics for 
Incomplete Outlines 
10. Supplying Major Topics for 
Incomplete Outlines 
11. Making a Complete Outline 
5 Appendix A. 
Number of 
Exercises 
1 ( 3 parts) 
2 (4 parts) 
1 {2 parts) 
1 (2 parts) 
4 ( 15 parts) 
3 (6 parts) 
3 (13 parts) 
7 
3 (12 parts) 
3 (12 parts) 
7 (7 parts) 
5 
3 
Page 
51 
52 
53 
53 
54-58 
59 
60-63 
64-68 
68-72 
68-72 
73-77 
78-81 
82-84 
The pages listed are the placement of the exercises in 
the appendix A. 
In checking with the experimental teachers from time to 
time, it was reported that the children were enthusiastic 
about the exercises. Marked i mprovement was shown in the 
exercises within a type of skill exercise . In some instances, 
teachers noticed a marked improvement in their pupils' abilit 
to organize and report on what they had read in social study. 
Final Testing. At the conclusion of the five week experi-
- 6 
mental period, a check test, the same form as the pre-test, 
was administered to both the experimental and control groups 
to determine the effect of the variable of planned exercises 
on reading organization. All correcting was done by the 
author as some phases of the pre-test and check test require 
subjective answers. 
In the following chapter, the result of this test and 
all other tests are analyzed. The interpretation of these 
scores by means of statistical techniques determines the 
significance of the data recorded. 
6 Appendix B. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It is the purpose of this study to determine the effect 
of intensive and systematic teaching in improving the ability 
to organize their reading . The analysis of data obtained 
has been organized to show: 
l . The range of chronological ages, mental ages 
and reading ages. 
2. Comparison of chronological age of the groups 
at the beginning of the experiment. 
3. Comparison of mental ages of the groups at the 
beginning of the experiment . 
4- Comparison of the reading ages at the beginning 
of the experiment . 
5. Comparison of gains made by the control and ex-
perimental groups during period of experimentation 
on pre-test and check test . 
6. The gain made by the control group during the 
period of experimentation. 
7• The gain made by the experimental group during 
the period of experimentation. 
8. Comparison made by boys and girls during period 
of experimentation. 
Statistical Design. The schools of t he city were 
separated to form the control and experimental groups with 
the purpose of keeping the socio-economic variable as stable 
as possible at the beginning of the study. The groups proved 
to be approximately equal in chronological a ges and mental 
ages. 
In interpreting the data derived from the investigation 
it was necessary to determine the level a t which a difference 
could be considered significant. For this purpose, a critical 
1 
ratio of ).0 or better was established. The chances of this 
being a true difference is 369 to 1. 
The range of the three a ges at the beginning of the 
study are shown in the following table. 
Boys 
Girls 
TABLE II 
RANGES OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, MENTAL AGE AN~ 
READI NG AGE 
No. C .A. M.A. R.A. 
Exp. 158 10-8 to 15-4 6-9 to 15-9 8-11 to 14--9 
Con. 165 10-7 to 15-3 6-5 to 14-8 9-3 to 14-9 
Exp. 162 10-7 to 15-4 6-6 to 14-10 8-9 to 14-0 
Con. 155 10-8 to 15-2 6-6 to 15-7 8-9 to 14-11 
The total range of chronological ages extends from 
10-7 to 15-4, the mental ages from 6-5 to 15-9 and the read-
1 Kvaraceus, William c. Methods in Educational Re-
search. World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Huason, New York-,-
1948. p. 77. 
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ing ages from 8-8 to 14-11 at the beginning of the experiment. 
Table III shows the comparison of the 639 children as 
to their c~~onological ages at the beginning of the experiment. 
TABLE III 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES IN MONTHS 
NOVEMBER 1 
Statistic Experimental Control 
N 320 319 
Mean 142. 813 142.477 
S.D. 9.36 9.63 
S.E.m .523 .539 
Diff. .336 
S. E.Diff. -75 
C.R. .448 
The critical ratio of .448 was not significant. The 
difference of the means was .336. From this it could be said 
that the groups were approximately equal on this variable. 
The difference of one pupil would seem to be too small a pro-
portion to change the ratio of the groups. 
Table IV shows the ratio of the groups as to their 
mental ages. 
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ME 
Statistic 
N. 
Mean 
S.D. 
S.E .m 
Diff. 
S.E .Diff. 
C.R. 
TABLE IV 
TAL AGE IN MONTHS 
NOVEMBER 1 
Experimental 
320 
137.668 
18.606 
1.04 
1.056 
1.431 
-737 
Control 
319 
138.658 
17.550 
The groups showed no significant difference in the 
mental ages at the beginning of the experiment. The critical 
ratio was found to be .737 with a difference of the means being 
1.056. This factor helped to establish the equality of the 
groups so that the gain achieved could be attributed to the 
value of the teaching of the organization skills in an in-
tensive, systematic step-by-step procedure. 
Table V shows the comparison of the two groups on the 
reading ages before the use of the workbook. 
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TABLE V 
READING AGE IN MONTHS 
Statistic Experimental Control 
N. 320 319 
Mean 129.907 134.864 
S.D. 13.683 13.008 
S.E. • 764 .728 m 
Diff. 4.95 
S.E.Diff. 1.055 
C.R. 4.888 
The difference of the means between the two groups was 
4.95 with the mean of 134.864 in the control group compared to 
129.907 in the experimental group. The critical ratio of 
4.888 was found. This was significant. From this fact, the 
control group was better in their reading ability than was the 
experimental group at the start of the experiment. 
Table VI compares the results of the groups on the pre-
1 
test. The pre-test was constructed to test the abilities 
taught in the workbook which was used by the experimental 
group. The skills tested are: word categories, generalization, 
selecting best titles, writing headlines, writing titles, 
1 Appendix B 
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finding topic sentences, organizing sequence fro m memory, 
organizing scrambled outlines, supplying minor and major 
topics of incomplete outline and making of a complete outline. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF PRE-TEST ON SKILL I N 
READING ORGANIZATION 
Statistic Experimental 
N. 320 
Mean 25 . 157 
S.D. 10 . 869 
S.E. 
m . 607 
Diff . 
S.E.Diff. 
C. R. 
Control 
319 
30.722 
11. 8J..4 
. 661 
5.565 
1.267 
4 . 392 
The critical ratio of 4· 392 shows a significant differ 
ence on the part of the control group . With the ratio of 
their reading a ges, also significant , this was not unexpected. 
The difference of the means was 5.565. 
Table VII compares the scores of the check tests of 
2 
both groups . The check test was the same form of the test 
which was used as a pre-test . 
2 Appenttix B 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF CHEm\ TEST 0 KILLS I 
READI NG ORGANIZATION 
Statistic Experimental Control 
N. 320 319 
Mean 36 . 998 33-404 
.D. 13.797 12 . 20l 
S.E . 
-771 .683 m 
Diff. 3-594 
S.E.Diff. 1. 06 
C.H. 3.39 
The critical ratio of 3. 39 was found. This ratio is 
significant to a small degree . The mean of 36.998 in the 
experimental group against the mean of 33 .404 in the control 
group cites the difference of 3. 594 in favor of the experi-
mental group. While the significant difference is small the 
experimental group had progressed enough in improvement to 
overcome the difference in their reading ages and pre-test 
scores in which the control group had held the significance. 
=- ~==-
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Table VIII shows the comparison of the pre-test and 
check test in the control group. This group showed a 
significant difference in their reading ages. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF PRE-TEST AND CHECK TEST 
IN CONTROL GROUP 
Statistic Pre-Test Check Test 
N. 319 319 
Mean 30.722 33.404 
S. D. 11.814 12.201 
S.E .m . 661 . 683 
Diff. 2.682 
S . E.Diff. -951 
C.R. 2. 82 
No significant difference was found. The difference 
of the means between the pre-test and check test was found 
to be 2.682 with a critical ratio of 2.82 . There was a gain 
made on the check test but it was not significant. This gain 
may be attributed to the teaching of some phase of organiza-
tion as it appeared in their basal text. 
In many instances losses were cited on the scores of the 
check test as compared to the scores of the pre-test. 
-== ---- ~-
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Table IX shows the comparison of the pre-test score and 
the check test score. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF PRE-TEST AND CHECK TEST 
OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Statistic Pre-Test Check Test 
N. 320 320 
Mean 25.157 36.998 
S.D. 10.869 13.797 
S.E. 
m 
.607 
·771 
Diff. 11.841 
S.E.Diff. .981 
C.R. 12.07 
A mean of 25.157 on the pre-test against the mean of 
36.998 gave the difference of 11.841 of the mean. The critical 
ratio of 12.07 gave a substantial significant difference on 
the work on the two tests. The gain can be attributed to the 
use of the workbook as this was the reading program for five 
weeks. In some cases the children were instructed in the 
using of the skill being taught in their social studies. This 
made the work meaningful for the pupils and could have helped 
in raising the gain . 
--- ---~~~ 
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Table X shows the co mparison of gains on the check test 
between the controlled and experimental group. 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF GAINS ON CHECK TE~T BY CONTROL 
AND EXPERIWffiNTAL GROUP 
Statistic Control Experimental 
N. 319 320 
Mean 33.404 36.998 
S .D. 12.201 13.797 
S.E. .683 .771 m 
Diff. 2.682 11.841 
S.E. i D ff. .951 .981 
C.R. 2.82 12.07 
This table shows the significant gains made by the 
experimental group in comparison to the gains obtained by the 
control group. The critical ratio of the control group is 
not significant while the critical ratio of the experimental 
group shows a true significance. This substantiates the 
purpose of this study to prove that a workbook on a series 
of lessons will improve significantly the pupils' skill in 
organization. 
I 
I 
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Table XI compares the pre-test and check test scores of 
the girls in control group with those in the experimental 
group and the results of the tests of the boys are also com-
pared. 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF GIRLS AND BOYS 
IN INITIAL AND FINAL TEST 
No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
m Diff. 
Pre- Exp. 162 26.183 11.13 ,873 
Test Con. 1.54 31.699 12.114 -976 5.516 1. 311 4.207 
Girls 
Check Exp. 162 38.378 12.999 1.021 3 • .579 1.363 2.62.5 
Test Con. 154- J4. 808 11.364 .91.5 
Pre-
Test 29.15 12.102 .680 3.06 .9.5 3.221 
Check 316 
Test 36.644 12.4.53 .700.5 4.8.50 1.031 4.791 
Pre- Exp. 1.58 24.101 11.094 . 882 
Test 16.5 29. 819 11.442 . 890 5.718 1.2.51 4.139 Boys Con. 
Check Exp. 1.58 33.57 14.616 1.163 3.777 1.492 2 • .531 Test 165 12 • .597 . 89 Con. 30.093 
Pre-
Test 26.09 11.667 .649 
Check 323 
Test 31.794 13.692 .761 
This table shows us the significant difference that both 
the boys and girls in control group had in relation to the 
experimental group on the Pre-test. It shows the gain made by 
---= *" --..=-:....:...--== 
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the boys and girls in the experimental group as compared to 
the boys and girls of the control group. This gain is not 
significant but does show a gain on the part of the experi-
mental group . The girls in comparison with the boys on both 
the pre-test and check test show a significant difference 
with critical ratios of 3.221 and 4 . 791 . The girls of both 
groups had a difference of the means of 3.06 on the pre-test 
and 4. 850 on the check test when compared with both groups of 
boys . 
Conclusion. The analysis of the data found in the 
evaluation of the workbook has been presented in this chapter . 
The summary and conclusions of the study will be given in the 
following chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The statistical data related to this study has been 
analyzed in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the 
writer will attempt to summarize the work and to state the 
conclusions of the study. 
Summarx• The purpose of the study was to evaluate a 
workbook of exercises designed to assist sixth-grade pupils 
in organizing material from the printed page. 
The experiment was conducted by using the sixth grade 
enrollment of 738 pupils in the largest city in Maine. Due 
to incomplete data and transfers only 639 pupils could be 
used in the final analysis. 
The control and experimental groups were divided as 
nearly as possible to control the socio-economic variable 
before any testing began. The teacher selection was a ran-
dom one that was decided upon before any part of the experi-
ment began. 
The control group of 319 pupils and the experimental 
group of 320 pupils showed no significant difference as to 
1 2 
their chronological ages or mental ages as found from the 
I T~ble III, p.30 . 
2 Table IV, p. 31 . 
- .u...-- ---- -- - ~-
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results of the New California Short-Form Test of Mental 
3 
Maturity: Elementary. This equating was done at the end 
of the experiment with no cases dropped to control either 
group. 
The reading ages were established by administering the 
4 
Iowa Silent Reading Test Am. There was a significant 
difference shown on the part of the control group. The 
5 
critical ratio was 4 . 888. The control group had a 1.888 
significant difference over the established critical ratio 
of 3. Therefore, at the beginning of the experiment, the 
control group was significantly better in their ability to 
read than those of the experimental group. 
Procedure. An informal test, covering samples of each 
type of exercise used in the workbook, was administered over 
a one week period. The results were tabulated for the pur-
pose of comparison with the scores of the final test . For 
five weeks , the children did oral and written work in their 
thirty-minute reading period on the forty-five exercises 
contained in the workbook . The same test was then regiven 
and the results compared with the initial scores . The con-
trol group at the time of experimentation was taught these 
skills only as they appeared in the manual of the basic text 
used in that room. 
3 Appendix B, p. 93 . 
4. Appendix B, p. 94 . 
5 Table V, p . 32 . 
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Results of test. On the comparison of the pre-test 6 ---
scores, the si gnificant difference was in favor of the con-
trol group. The control group was significantly different 
in their reading ages also. The critical ratio was 4.392 on 
the pre-test scores. 
7 
The comparison of the check test scores showed a 
significant difference in favor of the experimental group with 
a critical ra-tio of 3. 39. 
In the comparison of the pre-test scores and check test 
8 
scores on the control group a critical ratio of 2.82 was 
established. This was not si gnificant. In some instances the 
children showed a lower result on the check test. This was 
evidenced in over confidence in re-taking the same test, as 
the same form was used as a check test. 
The experimental group showed a significant difference 
9 
on a comparison of the pre-test and check test scores. The 
critical ·ratio was 12.07. This was 9.07 above the established 
critical ratio. The gain made by this group was substantially 
significant. The writer would assume from this that the work-
book had good potentialities and the step-by-step systematic 
instruction proved valuable. 
6 Table VI, p. 33 
7 Table VII, p. 34 
8 Table VIII, p. 35 
9 Table IX, p. 36 
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The comparison of the gains on the check test by the 
control group of 319 pupils and the experimental group of 320 
pupils substantiates the significance of this study with a 
critical ratio of 2.82 by the control group as compared to 
12.07 by the experimental group . The experimental group showed 
a true significance in favor of intensive, systematic drill 
I in reading organization over a five weeK period. 
II The 1.58 boys of the experimental group showed no signifi-
cant difference in comparison with the 165 boys in the· control 
11 
group on either pre-test or check test. The difference of 
the means of the pre-test was .5.718 in favor of the control 
group but changed to the experimental group on the check test 
with the difference of those means being 3.777. The experi-
mental group mean had risen from 24.101 to 33 • .57. With the 
control group showing the significant difference at the be-
ginning of the experiment the writer would assume that the 
difference of the seven boys on the control side would not 
effect assuming that gains were made by the experimental group. 
The critical ratio of the pre-test was 4.139 and 2 • .531 on the 
check test. 
The critical ratio of 4.207 showed a significant differ-
ence between the 162 girls and the 1.54 girls on the pre-test. 
The difference of the eight girls being in the control group 
10 Table X, p . 37 
11 Table XI, p. 38 
showed that the control group at the beginning of the experi-
ment was substantially better in the skills used to organize 
reading material. On the check test the critical ratio of 
2.625 was not significant but the difference was in favor of 
the experimental group. The mean of the experimental group 
had risen from 26.183 to 38.387. 
In a few cases, the experimental group showed a loss on 
some of the exercises but not in as many instances as was shown 
in the control group. Most exercises showed gains with the 
greatest gain being made in the making of a complete outline. 
Conclusions. The results of the evaluation of this work-
book seem to the writer to indicate the following conclusions: 
1 . Significant gain was shown after the specific 
drill in reading organ~zation. 
2. The amount of gain for the boys was greater than 
that of the girls . 
3. More than a five week period is needed to develop 
the varied skills in reading organization. 
4. Gains are shown by slow readers as well as the 
average or good readers. 
On a whole the interest was good on the part of the 
ch~ldren and they were interested in watching their improve-
ment in the different types of exercises . 
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CHAPTE VI 
LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The summary and conclusions of the evaluation of read-
ing organization exercises have been stated in the previous 
chapter. It is the purpose of this chapter to state the 
limitations and suggestions for further research which have 
developed from this study. 
Limitations. There have been the following limitations 
to this study: 
l. Of the 738 pupils enrolled in the sixth grades 
at the start of the experiment of the city, com-
p:Je te data on only 639 pupils was had at the end 
of the experiment. 
2. Due to sickness on the part of several teachers 
during the period of experiment, the time limit 
extended over a consecutive five weeks. 
3. It has been impossible to be completely objective 
in the marking of the tests. (The writing of 
titles, headlines, and outlines could vary in 
degrees of excellence. ) 
4. The using of the same form of test for the 
check as was used as pre-test was unsatisfactory 
in that the children became over confident in 
having done it before. 
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5. During the five week period one and one-half days 
were lost due to no school. 
6. The only time limit on the informal tests being 
that of the thirty-minute reading period for one 
week. 
Suggestions for further research. With the several 
limitations noted, further research of the following kinds 
might prove worthwhile: 
1. The use of similar exercises to note improvement 
on the sixth grade enrollment in a suburban locality. 
2. The use of exercises in a different geographical 
section of the country. 
3,. Experiment with similar exercises having a time 
pre-test with a different form of check test and 
a longer time limit on experiment. 
4. The use of outlining versus re-reading as a study 
aid in grade six. 
5. The grading of the exercises as to the ability of 
the fourth, fifth and sixth grades to apply certain 
steps at their grade level. 
-=--- ==-- -- = -- --=---=--
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APPENDIX A 
WORKBOOK 
EXERCISES TO DEVELOP THE STUDY-SKILL 
OF ORGANIZATION 
GRADE 6 
CH3heral! z.a.tion 
Bxer-cise l 
l! 
51 
Sometin1es ~rre need to know a _c;l§fl.DJ.te vord or phrase to des-
cribe a gy_()LJT) of tll"l ngs. For· ex2.mple ~ dogl3, cats, and tigers are 
Rl1 1Q\f!JS:1~~ . .!:?· Dimes~ 1J8nn1es, c;.nd. nic.K.e1s a·ce f,ll colJJ:?.· 
8e~ whether or not you C8n g ive a defin~te answer for each 
of thestJ 1.:::.1.::lt8. 
1. 
2. 
). 
1 
3 
2 
sp8.de, 2 
Ni ndO'tV"S 1 
violins, 
raLes and 1 
1 chimney, 1 
1 cello, o.nd 
hoe equal 4 
roof, and 2 doors equal 
2 t:r·umpets equal 5 
. 
4. 3 bees, 2 butterflies, and 2 mosnuitoes equal 7 
5. 1 ~roneller, 2. wings, and 1 fuselage equal 4 
7 
6. 4 bears, 1 eJ.ei1h8nt, B.nd 2 glrn.ffes enu1-1.l 7 ______ _ 
f3~. 
1. 2 feno.ers, 1 motor, El.nd 1 ~r rindshield e0ual LJ-__________ _ 
2. 1 HondR.y , J .. iVednesday, and 1 S8.turday e0ual ) _____ ____, ___ _ 
3 3 seP.s, 1 ocean, P.ncl. 2 br01ys e0ual 6 ________________ _ 
4. 3 B.utomobiles, 2 buses, gnd 1 taxi equal 6---------~--: 
5. 2 cups of milk, 1 cup of ~ater, and 2 cups of coffee equal 
5 CUDS Of 
III. 
1 stove, furne.ce and fire:olace equal 3 ___ ____________ _ 
2 1 floor, 3 ~'ralls, P.nd 2 ceilings equal 6 ____________ __, 
3 ~he eyes, the nose .nnd, the mouth equal :? _____________ . 
4. 2 pennies, 3 dimes, and 2 nickels e0ue.l 7 ____________ _ 
5, 3 kittens, 2 '>JU'!Jpies, 8.nd 2 o.ucklings equal 7 __________ _ 
fl ,~•"'n t 'ni",_...HV 
;.,clJoo! of E'Ju<;:t.lon 
libmrv 
.. , 
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- - Horc.l. CRt egorles-- -- --~~ 
Here, each groury of ten words belongs in 2 grouns. For in-
stpnce: dollAr, cent, red, yellow, blue, dime. Theee words would 
me.ke 2 short lists of colors end money, like this: 
Uo19rs Money 
red dollAr 
yellow cent 
blue dime 
See 'lfrhether or not you CEl.n make _g groups of '~'rords from each of 
these lists. Do your work on another paper. 
Exercise 2 
I 
l . cat, dog, canary, elenhant, robin, bluejay, tiger, snarrow, blue-
bird . lion. · 
2. 
"':\ 
-· . 
4. 
5. 
1. 
2.. 
3. 
• .5. 
2, 
J, 
5. 
1. 
2 . 
). 
~-
• 5. 
fir~ , furn~ce, ice, refrigerator, snow, sun, flames, blaze, 
ha~l st ones, . icicles 
piA.no, · r2}:e, hoe, vi olin, clPrinet, orgB.n, spading fork, trumpet 
cornet, shovel 
Monclay, Fridny, FebruP.ry, Tue sdc>.y, June, July, i.'V'ed,ne sdgy, March, 
December, Thursday 
Cht-1.rles, Jim, NP.ry, Henry, Betty, Jane, S2.m, Dorothy, Nell, Dick. 
II 
ball, hA.mmer, s8.'1i'r, doll, teddy bear, chisel, jack-in-the-box, 
rHttle, Pincers, scre~t~r-dri ver 
nickel, dime, ticket, penny notebook, ball, quarter, bat, boat, 
dollar. 
robin, hen, turk~, s~~prow, duck, oriole, roost~r, peacock, 
bluebird., goose. 
fly, Ce.t, kitten, mosnuito, dog, bear, porcu-oine, dragonfly, 
bee~ cow·. 
Tom Sa'ltryer, Ca-ota.in John Smith, General EJ,senhower, HucklBberry 
Finn~peye, IJ:enere.l HFJ.cArthur, Lindberg!2, \IJ1lson, Oinderalla. 
it:X:e dise 3 
I 
m6uee, tiger, kitten, lion, elenhant, puppy, rhinoceros, giraffE 
~quirrel, chipmunk, 
shells, sand, ladder, pole, vm.ves, engine, siren, bell hooJ 
Mder 1 truck. 
yellm·r, black, sunny, purple, shady, gloomy, go)Jden, 
~~ pP.le pink. 
pe 1, egg bee.ter, pen, ruler, bov.rl, mixing spoon, paring knifE: 
paper, envelope, ink. · 
desk., eraser, elastic, sh~ngle, boards, rubbers, hot '~!rater 
bottle, desk cha ir. 
I.JL. 
Shoes, pen point, calfskin belt, 't'ra.tcr pipe, stove, stove pipe 1 
't<Tatch, clod:, pigskin gloves, co1vboys 1 boots. 
July,· ice, sno1·r, · Janu,g.ry, August, heat, iced lemone.de, hot 
cocoa~ Christma~, Fourth of July. 
gay,· pJ.eP.sed, gloomy, contented, sad, fearful, anxious, joyful, 
glad, 8.fraid. 
kitten, dog, bear, puppy, cat, cub, lion, bi:Jrse, calf, colt,cow • 
Mr. Jones, Jimmie, Hrs. Smith, Sammie, Dick, Mr. Bro'lim, Ned , 
Jerry, Alice Had.ley, Mrs. Brady. 
-- ---~~---
Three C8ten;ories 
• . rexercise 4 
This time, make 1 lists from each group of ten items. 
I. 
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1. robin, chickadee, herring 1 be~r, cod, Bluejay, elephant , mnckeral 
salmon, clog. 
2. B~"' · n, Fe!:tt'up.ry, Broclttrm, M~rch, Hi sJ.ssippi River, Chicago, 
June, S'P.h Frencisco, July, Ohio River. 
3. ColumbiH River, Hc>.ssachusetts, Amazon River, Monday, Callfornia, 
Tuesd1=1.y, Mn.ine , Frido.y, Rhode Islc:md, Sund8.y. 
4. Rocky Hountrdns, Boston, Buffalo, Connecticut River, Chicago, 
Helr0se, Ap~')B.lachian Hountrdns, Amazon River, S·0ringfield, Detrol 
5. shovel, hammer, sav.r, :)Rring knifA , egg be8.ter , chise],, rB.ke, hoe, 
mixinG spoon, ·ol8.ne (for smoothing lumber) • . 
II. 
1. fish, dragonfly, bird, C-"1.t, bc:tt , eel , dog, bear, mosquito, rabbit. 
2. 8, D, E, VI, IX, 0, ?, XIII, C~X, F. 
3. pen, sounR·ooon, p:=tper, ink, mixing bm,rl, measuring spoon, cup 
Rnd saucer, pencil, ruler, mixing spoon. 
4 bed, sof:=t , dining table, bureau, soup plates, china cabinet, 
bookcase, · upholstered ch;=drs, piano, brush and comb . 
. 5. bird, Edison, Lindbergh, Longfcllo1,r, Hark Tvrnin, Rickenbacker, 
MF1.rconi, Louisa Alcott, Samuel Morse, Alexander Graham Bell, 
Word 0Atep;O~§.§ 
Exercise 5 
I. 
Mnke 2 ~rouns of words from ~ncb of these lists . 
1. pine~ ball, rocking-horse, cedar, elm, mP.nle, '~'rillovr, Nhistle 1 
doll~ te•1cl.y bear 
2 • SP.nd, "\'T8.Ve8, 8 tOVC 1 refrigern.. tors, shells, rocks 1 sink, baking 
pan , pnil and shovel, teakettle. 
3. tickets, fire engine, siren, time table, train, vrhistle, hook 
and l8dder, helfuets, tracks, hose. 
4. OhriRtm.r:ts, June, Februr.1.ry, Fourth of July, JHnua.ry, EEtSter, 
Columbus Day, Aut;ust, Armistice Day. · 
.5. MnssP.chusetts, · Ford, Buick, Connecticut, Chevrolet, Maine, 
Virginia., Dodge, Vermont, Pac~Rrd. 
II. 
Make 1 lists this time. 
1, monument, arro~,rheHc1, !)enpoint, bool{case, table 1 marble pillars, 
heR.d of a hammer, me1.:ole floor~ aluminum dipper, slate blRckboard. 
2. dime, dbllRr, nurse, store, bank, pocketbook, market, nickel, 
the~.ter, penny. 
3. cello, trumuet, sna~e drum, violin, trombone, flute, kettle 
drum, cornet, bF1ss drum, French horn. 
4. mansion, cottage, apartment building , church, St0te House, hut, 
public librA.ry, mus·eum, City Hall, bungalow 
?. hide~and-gO-seek, automobile, pencil, London Bridge is Falling 
DoNn, tr~in, eraser, ink, hopscotch, bus, pen. 
-------- - --
Selecting BeP.t Title~ 
Exercise--6 
.. 
. ... 
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:t .. , .. 
. " 
The best title for R l')l'l.ragra-oh or section is the title about 
11rhich the };!hole :')arP.f; ra:r;h or section is telling. Do not choose a 
title Nhich is discussed by only a small part of the p8.rR.graph. 
Nhich of the follo1,ring titles gives the m8.in thought of these 
Nhole pR.rA.g;ro.-.-)hs or sections? · 
1. Once an ele'Jhngt is over its fri5ht, it soon becomes tn.:ne, and 
there is Nork for it to do . It mn.y go to an Indian prince vJho will 
ride it in parRdes or on tiger hunts. It may become a living truck 
to cnrry henvy lon.ds for the o.rmy, for ele:r:)hants cn.n C8.rry af;l much 
as R ton at n. time. It may lefl.rn to carry heavy logs for saNmills. 
lt may be shipped to some fnrawny country, like the United StP.tes, 
to become n~rt of a circus or a zoo, One thing is sure Never 
age.in ~'rill these cJ_e;Jhants bre:::1k into the farmers 1 field.s to destroy 
the crops. ' 
1 A Frightened Elenhn.nt 
2. Uork for a Tame Elephqnt 
'3. A United St2.tes Zoo 4. An EleTihRnt for a Prince 
2. On a cold December morning in 1903, elmost forty yell.rs r:tgo, the 
1vrJ.c;ht Brothers clid l•rh~. t no mrm had ever done before. 'lhey fJ.e,.,.,r. 
It ,,.rp. s not much of H flight. The clumsy little :olP.ne shot u-.') Pnd 
do~~ in the air. One moment it was ten feet off ~he ground. The 
next it clP.rted d,oNn to Iori thin a feH inches of the e8.rth. On the 
fourth do1,rn1,rard sHoon it hit the soft snnd e.nd stuck there All in 
all, it stp,yed in ther.ir t1,relve seconds P.nd flew· 120 ;feet. Yet it 
hr=td floTm. Since thR.t fnmous Decem1-;e r d8.y, men have found hundreds 
of ne1~r uses for the nir')lfl.ne .2 
1. The First Airu1 ane Flight 
2. The Wright Brothers 
3. A Short Flight 
4. A Clumsy Plane 
J. Sky riding in P. fire balloon '1'f,T8.S cle~.rly clangerous. WP.s there 
some other Nay of m<'l.~dng e.. balloon flon.t'? Professor• Charles, e.nothe 
Frenchmc:m, soon hR.d the e.ns1,rer. 'IAJhy not fill A. bng Ni th hydrogen 
instead of with hot smoke? He knew that hydrogen was fourteen timer 
lighter than air. Since it was lighter than air, hydrogen ought to 
lift the balloon , just as hot smoke he..d done. With hydrogen, he 
would not need to 6~rry a fire into the skies with him~ 
1. Riding a Fire Balloon 3. 11uch Lighter the~,n air 
2. Professor Ch.<'1.rles 4. A Ne1or '('Je.y of Hn.king g BP.lloor 
Float 
-- -------~-
1 Carol Hovious and Elga M. Shearer, ·wings for Reading. 
D.C.Heath and Company, Boston, 1942. p. 110, para:-2. 
2 Ibid., p. 123, para. 1. 
3 Ibid., p. 197, para. 3. 
======~==========~ 
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4. One dr.y he sent the br1.lloon u:o on a test flir;ht. It floated 
a1·rt1y just like n fire bnlloon. Charles Hatched. it rise to 3000 feet 
and disanDear into the clouds, Fifteen miles away it c11.me to earth. 
T·errified -oc;::.sn.nts sn:H it. Thinldng thFJ.t a devil h<1.d drop:oed 
on them from thes~s:ios, tho !_Je[tsants grabbed their p:i, tchforks r-md 
rP.n tONF1.rd the monster. They jr:obed the ~;itchforks into tb.e balloor 
until the silk was torn to shreds~ Then they tied it to the tail of 
a hor0e and, dr.n.gged it over the country to be sure thr:tt it "'ras c1end .~J. 
1. A ~est Flight 3. HO't•T the Flying 11 Monster 11 Was 
2 . Tr::weling Fifteen Hiles Trep_ted. 
4. Frightened Pe~. sants 
5 ~ That 1 s it And n su;-:Jercharger sa·~~?es you the trouble of p8.nting, 
lfuen this :olr->ne le ,q.ves the ground, it ;is just like an~ other plane, 
r-md you bref1.the ord:i,n,qry .cdr. At 8, 000 feet the cabin is se8.led, 
airti c;ht. From then on you breathe sv:•;erch8.rged air. ':::he su~-:Jer­
chnrger nulls in the thin outside !Cl,ir n.nd shrinks it so th::1.t it 
isn 1 t thin anymore. Then a blower shoots this su-oercharged air into 
the CP.bin for you to brePthe.s 
1 . Breathing OrdinRry Air 
2. Sealing the Cabin 
3. 
4. 
Exercise 7 
The VCJ.lue of the Su:·:Jercharger 
Panting for Breath 
1. As he u . .-,.d.cUed or ·oushecl. his crude boR.t pround F.t lnke, he found 
th::1.t Hhen 'the ~·.rind blEn·r, it "t-ras hA.rd to go fortvard Perhn·rJ s, it 'tvaS 
many thousPnds of years before he reasoned that if he would use a 
sldn or a grass mr.t as a 8Ril he could go still fn.st.e11. Thus pc 
discovered th~t there n11e two wqys to get a boat ove~ Pnd through 
the ,;·r::>.ter. He could 'OUSh ngninst the vr.,.ter 'l'r.ri th his hC1.nd or 'tlri th 
R PR.cldle, or he could let the ·t~rind :oush l'l.gEdnst the snil of his bo~ 
and thus SP_ve himself labor. He could , of course, drift "''i th the 
't•rind or current , but th<:tt did satisfy him, for by such methocf.s he 
could not ·;o ,.,rhere he i·r.nnteCJ. to go "' 
~. A Crude Boat 3. Moving R Primitive BaRt 
2. Drifting Hi th the 1vind 4~ Us.1,ng a Gr8.SS HP.t 
4 Ibid., p. 198, para. 1 and 2. 
5 Ibid., p. 219, para. 8. 
6 Gerald Yoakam, Madilene Veverka and Louise Abbey, 
From Every Land. Laidlow Brothers, New York, 1941. p. 210, 
para. 2. --
4 
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2. The fact that primitive peOi)les of today still use simple types 
of boats enables us to understand how boats and shi n s develoned. 
One of the most primitive of these boats of today i~ the log canoe. 
Southern !ndic:ms learned hov-r to mal:e them by hollo1,ring out a log 
~~ri th fire~ but modern log canoes are made with im·oroved tools whi ch 
make the sha:oing of the hulls much e<wi er . A canoe differs from 
other boats becauRe of its long, narrow hull that is sharp at both 
ends. It is nropellcd by sail or paddle, but not by the oar 7 
1~ A Log Canoe 3. Primitive Peo~le 
2. How a Canoe iG Made 4. Using a Sail 
3. The sea has alHays fescinated man. Because he bas been curious 
about everything of the ee.rth and in the heavens he has alNays been 
leo. to try to see 't'rhat is on the other side. Before the beginning 
of modern shins, the sc<-J.s 1, rere veiled in mystery. :People believed 
the great monsters lived. in the unknown seas <md that these monsters 
Nould destroy them and their little boats if they ventured far from 
the Rhore. Some peonle believed the myth of the sea serpent to 
this ctay and it took many thousands of years for man to develop boat 
large enough so that 1;1.e did not fear to sail the gre8.test, oceans. 9 
1. Modern Shins 3. ~he Develonment of Large Boat 
·2. GreHt HonRters 4 People t s B-eliefs about the Se 
Exercise 8 
1.. The canoes of the North American Indie.n are famous in song and 
story. HiaT·ratha 1 s building of his marve.ffinus canoe has been mnde 
immort8.l by Longfellm·r. r.i:he birch bark C8.noe -vras an im:oroved kind 
of 'vessel. It ~~as shaped to a frP.me instead of being dug out of 
a log, 80 1 t i<Tas light to CR.rry. The Indian developed his canoe to 
a high state of beauty, 8.nd used it for trav,el as vell as in 1rrar. 
The birch bark of the Indian canoe was .she.ned to the frame of 
i<rood, Rei<red, ~md made ">rB.ter tight vi th gum from the pine tree, a-rul..-T. 
then decorated i<ri th the Indian's Art. Hodern canoes bull t by the -
1~hi te man ano. used on thousands of lakes and rivers, still follow 
the lines 1of the ;Indis.n 1 8 canoe CJ 
1. Hifl.NB.tha 1 s Canoe 3. Modern Canoes 
2. Making Better Canoes 4 . Using Birch Be.rk 
7 Ibid., p. ("'}" .. "1 .:.J.J.., Jai:::l t paragraph. 
"8 Ibid., p. 210, last paragraph. 
9 Ibid., p. 212, para. 3 and 4. 
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~; .. 't'Ti th his lco.yn.l: the ·'Esldmo can hunt the ·t-ralrus and the polar bear 
·U;!hough he often takes a ducJ.dng because the c2.noe is very easily 
ti:o··")ed over, the Es~:imo uses :l, t 1d th surprising skill anGl, q.2n r,tght 
himself quicJ.Gy Nhen overturned in the \•rater . \H th his s~ear and 
kayak he can hu~t the great 't•rc-lrus and Dursue the :oola;r 'b·$ar aa be 
sv.rims from one calce of ice to another. 10 
1 . ~he KB.yBk 3. 't'J'alrus Hunting 
2 . Using a Kayak 4. A Sudden Duck:l,ng 
3. Double-X-Ranch houee was a long, lm·.r building of logs and abode~ 
It stood in a valley, hemmed in by the mounto.ins \·Tater came from 
the lake made by c1amming U:':J a small mountain stream. '::his lHke ga'Te 
her father enough Nater for cattle .?nd for :l,rrigating some hay land 
in the bottom. Here the home corrals were located for holding young 
stock and co~'rs '~rho needed s·0ecial attention. The horse corral was 
am1)le for a lnrge herd of horRes neec\ed for vork on the range ,II 
1. Double ..... X·-Ranch House 3. Double ... x..:...Ranch 
2. A Beautiful Vn.lley 4. A Fine Horse Corral 
4. Elizabeth ·FfW fond of her home. She liked the big living room 
with :l,ts log beams and its great stone fire~place. She liked the 
IncUan rugs on the floor , the heads of deer Rnd bear on the wall; 
B.nd best of F~ll Rhe liked her cheerful room \rrhidh her father had 
finished for her ' v-rthh s.ll the comforts of the ej, ty •12 
l A Big Living Room 3. Interesting Decorations . 
2. Elixabeth 1 s Home L~ . The Comforts of the City 
Exercise 9 
1 •. The \llallm)i band lce11t u:o a steady, if not alF8.ys harmonious, 
series of coliege tunes. Somebody suggested that they play some 
Indian Music 1 but they :i.gnored the suggestion in solid fashion 
and began Boola-Boola. i'!ben they got out of tune, the cornet play-
er rose in his eeat and put them ri[;ht aga.in Nith vigorous SNinging 
of both he01.d o.nd cornet. The peo·ole a:onla.uded enthusia.stically .'.3 
1. The Music of the 11J'allB:,")i Band ·:3 ·~ Indian Husi c 
k Boola-BoolB. - 4, An EnthusiB.stic Audience 
10 Ibid., p. 213, para. 1. - -
11 Ibid., p. 279, para. 1. 
12 Ibid., p. 279, para. 3. 
13 Ibid., p. 289, para. 6. 
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2. Team tying is a contest in '~'rhich e. team of t'T.·ro men on horses 
try to see hm.~r quickly they C.?.n ro:oe and tie a pla.f ·t~rhich is releasee. 
to run free across the arena. One rider lassoed the head and one, 
the hind feet of the flying C8.lf. l'D.1en and if the calf is roped, 
the ricl.:er 'tlrho has ro ·,')ed the head dismounts P.nd 'tlri th a short rone 
'tlrhich he held in his mouth as he rode ties the calf 1 s feet together 
so that 1 if desired, it could be branded. A Time limit is set on the 
contest. '.::he riders must nerform the tric~: in t\.- renty-five seconds 
or less. 1lf. 
1. A Time Limit 3. Lassoing a Calf's Head 
2. How Team Tying is Done 4. Branding a Calf 
3. The next clay they arose e8.rly a.nd cl.ressed. When they came down 
into the lobby of the hotel for breakfast, Bill looked them over 
'tlri th et"~Y·') roval, Betty 1-ras in the riding costume bought in Ne'tlr York. 
She 'I''RS a l.?.rge heal thy girl and loolced a.t leDst t'tlro years older 
than sh~ w~s. Charles was in the most anproved west ern dress--~~de 
smmbero, crimson sill<.: Phirt, tight trousers, and short co'tlrboy boots. 
Around. his neck he 1-rore a yellov-r silk handkerchief. 
Bill, himself, had entered into the s ·,) irit of the occasion by 
dresRing his snare form in riding breeches, ~ray flannel shirt, red 
neck cloth, Fide hR.t e.nd boots 1•'i th snurs. il~fight as vell loolc like 
the 1·rest, 11 S8.id Bill. fiTh::tt 1 s the way they ex··1ect us to look., 11 ' 5 
1. A Hotel BrePkfast 3. A Big Sombrero 
2. A Healthy Girl 4. Interesting Costumes 
14 Ibid., p. 287-288, last paragraph. 
15 Ibid., p. 283, para. 1 and 2. 
Organi:zing Scramble.9: Outlines 
Exercise 10 
':i:his outline is r; i ven in mixed order. Pick out the m~dn or 
major to~ic ':i:hen, u~der the main to~ic, list the minor topics 
Nhich go Hi tb it. Put minor to·oics in correet order l'rhen they should 
be. I. · 
1. Sitting u~ to beg 
2. Counting up to five by barking 
). My net dog 1s triclcs 
4. Jumning to catch a ball 
5. Bringing in the newsnaoer 
II 
1. Firmly sewing across the ton of the bag 
2. Deciding uuon the size of the nie ces 
1. Cutting cloth forthc sides of the bag 
4. MeJ.dng a bean bag 
_5, Fillins the bo.g 1ri th clri cd beans 6: Finding a niece of firm cloth 
7/ Sewing all excent the top of the bag 
Exercise 11 
I. 
1. Covering the roof and sides 
2. l~a~ting the fr8.me1vork 
). Building a house 
4. Building the foundation 
5. Painting the house 
· 6. Digging the eellar 
II 
1 A beautiful s\mn eli ve 
2. Interesting sights at the beach 
3. A first lesson in diving 
L~. A three-year-old s~orimmer 
5 Castles in the sand 
6. A same of beach."...ball 
7. A rescue by the life guard 
Exercise 12 
I. 
Find the mBjor topic first. The minor tonics should be in correct 
order. 
1. Teaching ·o i geons to return to their nests from a short 
distance 
2. Training homing pigeons 
1. Taking ~igeons fa~ther away from their nests. 
i+. Te11.ching hungry baby pigeons to vJtllk into their nests. 
II. 
No definite order is needed this time 
1. Robins 
2. Kinds of Birds 
1. Bluebirds 
4. Nhi te..-throa ted, s·oarro~ors 
5. Ba.rn m'rall Oi'rs 
Finding Tonj.c Sentences 
Exerciee 13 
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Hany p8.ragraphs have 1 sentence vrhich tells you ~,rhat the ·t-rhole 
pa.r.,grc:,_nh is abo·q t. Such 8. sentence is called a to·0iq sentence 
It is usually found near the megi nning of a na. ragra~oh, but occasion. 
£lly it is \')la.ced n.t the _!2:<1-.~ 
Se e ~ilicther or not y ou can find the ton ic sentence of each of 
the fo l lo'·ring· paro.graphs L~i onlrt the J':!. r s t . -,~ ]rii J...ccj. s of the sen-
tencefj Tell 1'rhether you hn.v e c:1osen the f:'hrs t, se c ond, or last 
sentence. 
l. \Vhen -9. smoJrc jum·oer cor,1es down out of the sJ::.i.es, he looks like 
a strRng e monst e r from a nothe r world On his he~d is a heavy helme· 
Over his f e<. ce is a mas k or' heCJ. vy eteel v.ri re A t h :ick, padcl_ed suit 
c ov e r s his b ody A hc ~vy col lar nrotects his neck ~he j a cket, 
closel y be l ted ab ove t he bins , op ens from t on to bottom with a zip-
per ihe trousers, fitting un over the jacket, zip onen from the 
wdst to the f oot. After t l1e j umoer h8.S lEmded, it takes b.im only 
a. moment to unfasten the pc-~rachute, 'lilf).zip his clothes, a.nd be ready 
for ·Nork '~ 
2 Smok e jum1')ers soon le ,~.rrLed. that they :nce cl ed a s·.; ecial kind of 
para clm·ce The usu8.l ch'Ld;·2 vhl..i:1 t,,renty-fou:r· fe e·c across and floated. 
to ea.rth at the rate of sixteen feet a sedond Sixte Pn feet a 
second \'TP,S too fast, Nhen a ma.n h8.d to land in rough country at the 
edge of a forest fire, So the Forest Service designed a s nebial 
thirty-foot narachute that floa~ ed to earth a t only twelve feet a 
s e cond Th:L s slow desc e rrl.; gav e the jum·oer time to look arounp. and 
choose his l a nding spot!7 · 
). Fire fighter·s hPd a st&.nding joke about hoH they ordered break-
fa.st from the s k 5 e s 'hlhen the bre8.kf8.st ·.-:>aQl\.ar; e left the :\)la:ne G.n 
a large chute, they said, H:!.th a grin, it contained eggs, butter, 
and slioed bread. A8 the package filiuttered to earth in the smoky 
c.tir 8.bove the forest fire, the he2.t cooked the eggs, toasted the 
brePd., and melted the butter. \men the .,..,HCkB,ge landed, the egg s 
broke on the buttered toast, R.nd breakfB.st i'ras re D.dY to eat!,,. 
4. That 1 s it And a su:oercharger SCJ.ves you the trouble of p8.nting 
When this nlane le aves the ground, it is just like any other ~lane, 
and you bre a the ordinary air. At eight thousand fe e t the cabin is 
sealed, air tight, From then on you breathe supercharged air. The 
superoharger nulls in the thin outside air nnd shrinks it so that 
jt i s n ' t thin any more. The n a blower shootP this sun ercharged air 
i n to t :C1e c c:tbin for you to breathe .'9 
1 6 Hovious, loc. cit., p. 210-:- pa r a . 1. 
17 Ibid., p. 210, para. 3. 
18 ~., p. 212, para. 2 . 
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) ,, lf' you had crosRed a busy Ptre~t in Hil1,raukee a fev.r years ago, 
you might have seen an automobile anc. trafler narl~ed a.t the corner~ 
~~:~ed to the trailer ''rrs a be.lloon about ~r.elve feet across It 
floated ~bove tb.c street corner, thl"E:!A llu~fled feet in the air, 
:J&.rry!nz a c.ame!'a. \fuen the man on the gb~und :oushed a button the 
c.erial ~.mera clicked. Each click meant that the camera ha.d taken 
a nicture of the traffic below. In an eight-hour day it took 
thirty-two uictures, one e2ch fifteen minutes, By studying the 
nictures, traffic nolice discovered wbich corners v.rere dangerous 
Elnd 1,rhy they 1•rere d:=mgerous. Thus, sky ··; i cture s hel·oed the 
MihrEJ.ukee police itm.ge ifr~=>r on traffic accidents. !lo 
Exercise lL~ 
l. Shon:oing for Uncle Sam is an enormous tB.sk. He buys everything 
in huge r~uenti ties. TEJ.ke pencils, for exam-ole Uncle Sam cannot 
b~ bothered to buy o.ne -pencil, or even a hundred pencils He buys 
nj.ne million Jw~t try tD think of nine million pencils all at onc( 
If you laid them end to end, they would make a row over fifteen 
hundred m:i.les long, Or take soan and mops Uncle Sam does not buy 
one cake of soap or one mop. He- buys tons of soap and. thousands of 
mops 1•ri th v,rhich to keep government buildings clean 1./ 
2. · Just looking at Uncle Sam's bills would make most people dizzy 
Every year Uncle Sam snends sixty million dollars for articles on 
his regular shopping list Special orders cost another two hundred 
and thirty million dollars. For exam·ole, automobiles alone cost 
the government four and a half million dollars one year, along with 
four million doll~rs for tires and tubes. For gas, oil, and coal 
Uncle Saw snends another eighteen million dollars. Many other billr 
22. ' J 
are just as large. 
11 
I 
Ibid., 182, 2. II 
II 
2o p. para. 
21 Ibid., p. 308, para. 1. 
1\ 22 Ibid., P· 308, para. 2 . 
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3. For Uncle Sam's shopryers no article is too small, too large, o~ 
too hR.rd to get. If it is made or gro'V1rn on this e101.rth, they ~~rill 
finct it Here, for example, are a fe·t-r of the things they hf'l.ve pro-
vided in recent ye!l.rs. They sent to fara1~m.y Pola.nd for medicine 
\ri th 1rrhich to cure sick horses. They rented a railroad car and 
fitted it 1-ri th SY)eci.?.l ·oens so that the De·oartment of Agriculture 
could sa.fely shi:J five nrize hogs to Bal~ersfield, California .23 
4 Uncle S.?.m stroes his sw;Dlies Hi th a neQtness that 1-vould deligh" 
the tidiest house11rife The main storehouse 2.t i'la.shington, D.e. is 
a seven-story, firenroo~ building, so huge that it covers an entire 
city block. Inside the bullding stand row after row of sacks, bags, 
boxes, r-md nacko.ges. 1•Torl~men shuttle bgck 8.nd forth on small motor 
trucks, nl:.wing neNly orrived s.rticles on the shelves or taking therr 
dm·rn to load on a 1-raiting truck at the door. The su!)plies are so 
c~refully arranged that at a moment's notice a workman can find any 
one of the nineteen hundred different kinds of a.rticles stored on 
the seven huge floors of the building. 2~ 
Exercise 15 
1. Uncle Sam is the most careful shopper in the world. He tests 
before he buys For exam·.,le, he does not 1.-rr.1lk into a store and say, 
11 Send me a hundred sacks of cement". He first gets a sa.mple , of the 
~meat and tests it to see if it 1•rill make good strong buildings. 
in a sinRle yeAr the government tested thirty-five thousand samples 
of cement, to be sure that Uncle Sr'~.m ''ras getting his money's 't1rorth. 
Everything Uncle Sam buys i~ tested with eaual care. In fact, if 
a ma.n 1•rants to sell something to the United States, he must first 
send the government a sam·01e to be tested. 2..3-
~ 
I 
23 Ibid. I p. 309, para. 1. 
24 Ibid., p. 309, para. 3. 
25 Ibid., p. 310, para. 1. 
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2, For its tests the Bure8U of Standards uses an amazing collection 
of C1ueer-lool:ing machines that ·oull, stretch, rub, boil, freeze, rot 
chon, and fade the thousands of samDles that come to it each year 
When yow famil~ QUY8 a ne1~T set of dishes, ever one handles the 
dishes v~ darefully to keeu them ner.r rt.nd f:pe looking. The 
Bureau of Standards does just the ooDosite. I ries to wear the 
dishes out! \'lith its me.chines, r'lhnning night and day, it soon gives 
the dishes e.s mudh hard \•Tear as they 1•TOUld get after months of use 
in your home. 1fucn Uncle Sam buys dishes, he Nrtnts to be sure tha~ 
they will last a long time, If they crack and chip on the dish 
testing machine, they Fill not stand u-::) under hard use in Uncle 
Sam's kitchens and dining rooms. 2~ 
J. For testing silk stocldngs the Bureeu of Sta.ndP.rds uses a Queer 
metfl.l 11 leg 11 1·ri th a bulge at the ton, If a Rtocldng is still \•Thole 
a.fter being yanked and j erlced by this machine, it Hill stand any 
kind of hard l 1Te8.r To mR.ke the test a Forker :pulls the stocking 
un over the metal lcg,Rtretches it tight over the bulge at the top, 
a.nd fastens it Hi th tHo garters Than she turns the machine Oft, 
The me.chine r,ives the stocking 8 . rea.l 11 Horlc-out 11 • Itr 1')Ulls th~ 
stocldng length·Nise. It stretehes it crosst-rise, After a fe't.r ~harp 
pulls, some stockings are as full of holes and runners as if they 
hAd been che1<red by a puppy. The threads of a good stoclcing vvill 
stand many pulls and ~tretches. 27 
L~. The deserts of the Soutln·rest P.re vast em··)ty stretches vri thout 
Fater .c~nd 1·ri thout signs of human life. The hot sun burns dovm b.y 
dR.y; the cold desert 1='.ir chills the niGht. Every once in a 'lj\Thile 
someone gets lost in these deserts, C'lnd then the Coast Guard :olanes 
go into action. They fly low, searching every inch of ground tfuen 
the lost nerson is spotted, the pilots S't•roo·o do1m to ree if he is 
all right. Then they toss over a cargo chute. It flutters to the 
ground, CB.rrying a ten gallon can of \,rater, bree.d And fruit juice, 
a first-aid kit, and snake bite remedies. A note is dronned tell-
ing the lost ·1erson to stay just Nhere he is so that a rescue party 
can find him. Nany a person lost in the desert OFes his Ufe to 
the 't,Tatchful eyes of the Coast Guard. 2 P 
26 Ibid., p. 311, para. 1. 
27 Ibid., p. 312, para. 1. 
28 Ibid., p. 115, para. 1. 
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ReHd the follo~,rl ng ·0p.rag~~;:oh 1 After the parag:f\aph, you ~·.rill 
find nine sentences similt~~.t' to tlmse in the ·oa~ta!Jhj They are in 
mixed order. Co·.')y all the letters at the left 'of the sentences in 
one column. Then, beside each letter, ~nrri te one for the sentences 
tha.D ought to come first. vvri te t~nro for the sentence which should 
come next, and so on. 1'·Tri te a number beside every letter. 
Do not look back at the :oaragranh ~'rhen numbering the sentences. 
The very earliest urinting was done in China. The neoule did 
not have ·:0rinting nresses HS v-re do today. Instee.d, they made draw-
ings on blocks of ~~rood, Parts. of the ~nrooden surface ,,rere cut away 
so th8.t the dra1.,rings stood out like ridges. These ridges ''rere then 
coated with colored ink or paint, and used as urinting tools The 
bloclrs ~.rere ··1ressed firmly against ·oaner or cloth so that the color-
eO, design showed plainly on the material. It vras a fairly easy mat-
ter to '')rint the same design over and over again, after the drawine 
.and cutting hda been done. 2.9 
Arrange these sentences according to the directions above. Do 
not look back at the :oaragraph, Co~·')Y the column of letters and 
''rri te a number beside each letter to shov.r -vrhich sentence should 
come first, second, third, and so on 
a. r.::he rio.ges v.rere coated '''i th paint or ink 
b. 7he ueople did not have real printing presses. 
c. Part of the 't·rooclen surfnce v.ras cut avray 
d. 7he blocks were pressed firmly against ryaper or cloth 
e. The earliest printing 't·ra.s done in China, 
f, The clrm,rings then stood out like little ridges. 
g. It 'l!lre.s fairly easy to print the same design over and over again. 
h. They made dre.v.rings on bloclcs of wood, 
i. Th~ colored design showed olainly on the material 
29 This paragraph was paraphrased from; Katherine 
Dopp, May Pitts and S.C.Garrison, Pages of Adventures, Happy 
Road to Reading Series. Rand McNally ana-company, New York, 
1941. p. 91. 
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Exerc·i se 17. 
· Read this ·;aragra-oh. Then 't'rri te the letters a.nd numbers for 
the . sentences' as you dld in the last lesson, Be sure that the 
numbe.'rs shm•\- .the orcter in 1·.rhich the sentences should be read. Here 
is the ·oar8.gra:ph. 
The making of paper is one of the grea.test industries in the 
world today. Most of this nauer is made from wood or ftom other 
things Nhich contain fibers. · These 1;roducts are cooked "'i th soften.:. 
inp.; ma.terials in huge tr-mks of Nater. 1fuen the fibers are loosened, 
they form a mixture called wood uul9 This soft mass is pressed 
through screens to remove waste matter and water. ~he pulp is then 
beaten like eggs to mix up the fibers and it is pounded to crush 
them close together. It is then ready to be rolled into finished 
sheets of pR.pel". Thus, many kinds of work are needed in the manu-
facturing of paper. 30 
Co!')y the column of letters Then number the letters, shO't'fing 
the order in 1•rhich the sentences should be read. Do not look back. 
a. Most of this paper is made from v.rood or from other things 1,rhich 
contain fibers. 
b. \IJhen the fibers are loosened, they form a mixture called wood 
uulp. 
c. The ·oulp :ts then beaten to mix up the fibers, and ·oounded to 
crush them together 
d. These products s.re coolced ~,.ri th softening materials in huge tanks 
of ,rater. 
e. Thus many Jdnds of v.rork are needed in the manufacturing of paper. 
f. The making of :oaper is one of the greatest induptries in the 
~<rorld today. 
g. This soft mass is Dressed through screens to remove "raste matter 
and 1•rater. 
h. It is then ready to be rolled into finished sheets of pape~. 
Exercise 18 
Read this paragrauh 
A 1•rhale r s breathing habits are very interesting Since this 
creature is a mammal, it 'tlrould dro"m as easily as a land animal if 
it should try to breatha ~der "rPter. But a v.rhale can stay under 
the surface of the ocean for a long time without breathing at all. 
After filling its lungs with fresh air, it closes its nose from the 
inside to keen the water from entering Then, it dives and swims 
until its body has usetl all the oxygen from the air in its lungs 
and in its blood. When this su·oply has been used up, the vrhale 
blows out the old air and f1lls :tts l~ngs again with fresh air. If 
the creature weighs sixty or seventy tons, 1t can stay under the 
"rater for about an hour "tori thout taking a new breath. ~1 
IT -- -------
30 Ibid., re-worded p. 90. 
31 Ibid., re-worded p. 28 . 
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Copy the column of letters. \~;lte a number beside each letter 
to sho~ the order in ~~ich the sentence should be read• 
a. But a r.rh~le c<m stay under the surface of the ocean for a long 
time without breathing at all. 
b. Then, it <'lives and sNims until its body has used all the oxygen 
from the air in its lungs Dnd in its blood. 
c. Since this crea.ture is a mammal, it v-roulr1 drov-rn as easily aa a 
land animal it should breathe under water 
d 1fuen this SWT)ly has been used u·0, the Hhale bl01-rs out the Cld 
air and fills its lungs again with fresh ai~. 
e After filling its 1unf;s r-ri th fresh air, it closes 1 ts nose from 
the inside, to keep water from entering. 
f A 't·rhale 1 s breC~.thing ha.bi ts are very interesting, 
g If the creature weighs sixty or seventy tons, it can stay under 
-vr,<'l.ter for about e.n hour Ni thout taking a, p,e't.r breath. 
Exercise 19 A 
Directions: Read this paragr~Jh and arrange the sentences on the 
next pa.ge in orcter, as you hEwe done in the la.st three lessons. 
Loading a 11 tramp 11 steamer takes et greP.t deal of Norl~ and care. 
If the c~rgo is not nronerly arranged, either the ~oods or the ship 
and the lives of the crew and the Dassengers may be endangered, The 
very hea.viest materia.l must be placed at the bottom of the ship so 
that the vessel will not be top h~avy, since a badly balanced craft 
co'lJ,lcl. be u·· )set by a storm. In .. add.i tio'n, the goods must be distri-
buted evenly so that neither the front, the back, nor one side may 
be too heqvy. R'or, unevenly balanced ships are ha.rd to navigate or 
steer Moreover, GOOds such as oil o.nd flour must be -oacked a long 
1•ra.y apart, so that leaking oil ma.y not spoil the flour. Finally, 
since some articles must be unnacked sooner than others, they must 
be Dlaced near the ton of the hold ~~ere they may be reached most 
ee.sily. ':Vhe men l•rho load the 1ttram··J 11 steamers must remember all of 
these facts. 32. 
Exercir.e 20 A 
Rea.d the folloi,Jing ·oaragra·,;h in the se.me Na.y, nnd number the sentence 
on the next ·oa-r;e to shov-r 't'rhi ch should come fl,rst and so on. 
PerhD:os your mother coo~':s Ni th ge.s, or your house may be he a ted 
by a gas-burning furnace. There e.re two lcinds of fuel-gas ':'he 
type Nhich mR.ny of us use is a.rtificial gas 't,rhich is manufa.ctured 
from coal or oil. i.Jhen coal is heat eel. to me.l{e coke, ge.s is formed 
But, another kind of gqs is m~de by nature, so it is CPlled natural 
gas. ¥en bore holes or Nells in the ground until they reach the 
·oool r·rhere this ges has be "' n made. Pi:oes then ca.rry the gas to huge 
steel tanks ~~ere it is stored until it is -oi~ed to our ~omes or 
factories, to furnish a clean, easily used ~u~l.33 
II 
32 Ibid., re-worded p. 231. 
33 Re-worded from; Frederick K. Branom and Helen Ganey, 
Our Earth and Our Needs. VVilliam Sadlier, Inc., New York. p:-117. -- --
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Exercise 19 B 
do"')Y the letters in order then number them as they should read. 
a. If the carge is not ·nroperly B.rranged, either the goods or the 
ship may b~ in danger. 
b. Loe.ding a 11 tramp 11 steamer takes a great deal of Nark and ce.re. 
c. Moreover, goods such e.s oil and flour must be nack.ed a long '!:.ray 
apart, so tl1ett lealdng oil may not S~')oil the flour. 
d. A top-heavy craft could be unset in a storm. 
e. The very heaviest materials muat be placed at the bottom of the 
ship, so that the vessel 1,.J3.ll not be top-heavy. 
f. Finally, since some articles must be unuacked sooner than others, 
they must be placed near the ton of the hold i1rhere they may be 
reached most easily. 
g. For, an unevenly~balanced ship is hard to navigate. 
h. The men i'rho load the 11 tram·o 11 steamer must remember all of these 
facts. · 
i. In addi tHm, the goods must be distributed evenly so that neither 
the front, the back, nor one side 11rill be too heavy. 
Exercise 20 B 
dopy the letters P.nd then number thern in the order they should be. 
a.. The tyne 11rhich many use is artificial gas v.rhich is manufactured 
from coal or oil. 
b Pii')es then carry the gas to huge steel tanks where it is ,stored 
until it is needed. 
c. Perhaps your mother cooks with gas, or your house may be heated 
by a gas-burning furnace. 
d. But, another kind of gas is made by nature, so it is called. na-
tural gas. 
e. ~here are two kinds of fuel-gas. 
f. Then it is pi~ed to our homes or factories to furnish a clean, 
easily-used fuel. 
g. Nhen coal is heated to make coke, gas is formed. 
h. Men bore holes or wells in the ground until they reach the pools 
where this gas has been formed, 
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Exercise 21 A 
Read the naragra·oh e.nd try to see in your mind the order in v.rhich 
things hmYoen Beside each letter you 1·rill Nri te a number. Number 
all the sentences in the order in Hh;l.ch th~y belong in the stor.y. 
The sentences are on the next nage. Do nat look oack ~t ~~ para-
g!"a:oh. 
't~hen the native returned 1>Jith some of the inhabitants, the 
sailors were startled to find that all of them were large. They 
had enormous feet and hands, very broad shoulders, and their heads 
tov.rere-d high above those of ordinary men. 'tfuen they came close, 
they looked at the sailors in sur1)rise, wondering how men could be 
so 1,reak. In return, the sailors loolted. at them fl.nd uondered how 
men could be so lHrge Finally Hagellan began to CPll the inhabi-
tants PR.tagonhms 't-Thich name they have held until the present time, 
The Hord 11 ~ate.c;ons 11 in Spanish means 11 b;l.g feet 11 • 34-
Exercise 22 A 
Re~.Cl. this r;arngrai:)h. Number the sentences olfi the next :o~?.ge. 
Although the Patagonians ·Nere very le.rge, they were polite and 
~reated th~ sailors kindly. As might be ex~ected, they had big 
appetities, denending largely u:9on roots and the flesh of animals 
for food. One day HPgella.n invited some of them to eat on one of 
the ships. ';rl").e su:ouly of food ~, w s running s omev.rha t short, but he 
thought that they might help him to find the strait 1:rest1~rard . He 
soon found that he had mgde a mi s tal\.e, hovever, for they ate many 
ce:.c es, 1,rT-1.shing them do1m 'Ni th half-buckets of vrr.>ter, Moreover, the_t-
gave him no information 1 signal:Lng, 11 \~e know nothing of any strait. 
34 Dopp, loc. cit , p. 119, para. 1. 
35 Ibid., p. 199, para. 2. 
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Exercise 21 B 
a. ' trhe nati vos 1verc surprised that the sailors \'Jere so small and 
"t·reak. 
b. The sailors t-rcrc amCJ.zed that all of the :people were so large. 
c. At last, Magellan called the natives Patagonians, fro~ the 
S1;anish vrord meo.ning 11 big feet". 
d. The native came back with some of the ueoule of the land 
e. ~hey had huge hands and feet, broad shoulders, 8nd enormous 
height. 
f. In return, the s~anish sailors wondered how people could be so 
huge. 
Exercise 22 B 
a. As one might ex~ect, the Patagonians had enormous au:petities 
b. The food supnly was almost gone, but Magellan hoped they could 
heln him to find the westward strait 
c. Thei ate chiefly roots and the flesh of animals 
d. Even though the natives looked like gian~s, they were polite and 
kind to the sailors. 
e. vJhat -vras 1,rorse, they could give no hel"0 in finding the strait. 
f. The lef'.der soon found that he had been wrong, for the natives ate 
an enormous amount a.nd drank huge amounts of water. 
g. One day, Magellan invited some of the inhabitants of the land to 
eat on one of his ships. 
Writing Headlines 
Pretend tnat you are a newspaper reporter, describing these 
ne1,rs events. \'lri te headlines to use at the top of your ne"rs c::>lumrts. 
For exam·ole: if a dog ha.s dragged a little child av.ray from a burning 
building, you might "'rrite; 11 Dog-Hero· Saves Child". 
1·Jri te headlines for the follo"t·ring paragraphs: 
Exercise 23 
1. 11 Ladies and gentlemen, 11 said the announcer "The judges have 
chosen Miss Eli znbeth Storz, daughter of our esteemed fello~·r-ra.ncher 
Mr. Bill Starz, as ~ueen of the Rodeo She will reign as Queen dur-
ing the thre e days of the rodeo. All will be her v.rilling subjects. 
Toni r;ht she will be Queen of the Ball. 11 3"' 
36 Yoakam, loc. cit., p . 237, para. 1. 
2. At that molent the radio announcer, ~ho had been silent for a 
minute, began in a loud voice, "Ladies and gentlemen, the next ride 
will: be by an unlmoNn covrboy i·rho irill ride Blue Devil. This horse, 
ladies and gentlemen, has never been successfully ridden in a local 
rodeo. Tb'e ~j,d~r ie l.mltnmm to us. He calls himself the 1Man in 
the B t. k M J~Jt t. And that is i'lhat he is, ladies and gentlemen, 1 Blue 
Devil and the Han in the Blacl~ Mask 1 • 11 37 
J. 11 0, 8ue!u cried Retty, 11 that is Charles and father is going to 
:oick him U:P before he gets started, 11 
uo, Betty! 11 said Sue, 11 Blue Devil ~~rill kill him! 11 And for a 
moment it a·r:rDea.rcd that the vicious pony '!gould thro1rr the young rider 
and tram:ole him, but by thPt time Blaclde had taken Bill Starz to 
the rider's side. With a auick lunge he seized the boy around the 
;,raist and removed him from the sadclle.3S 
4. Still, their sDeed ''ras sufficient to ri·0 off the ,,rheels as if 
they had been made of ca.rdboard, and the next mom~;mt the i'rings ,,rere 
pierced Rnd shattered by ragged branches. Smith had expected as 
much, but was he.p1)y to see tha.t the craft had not ce.:osi zed, as it 
v-rould hr-we done on the rough ground. He and Bronte climbed out of 
the coclc·,-)i t, made their i'ray do"lrm to the ground, stretched their 
stiff legs and arms, looked sadly up at their crippled steed, then 
b~oke into a aueer, nervous kind of short laugh. 
llr~ell, Bronte, ,,re 1 ve reached one of the Ha111raiian Islands after 
all, 11 said Smith. 3 9 
Exercise 24 
NOi·r, make ti tJ.es for the above paragranhs. 
say, 11 Dog-Hero Saves Child 11 • This time, say 11 A 
Rescuer 11 , or "A Lucky Esca:oe 11 • 
i1!ri te 4 titles for the paragraphs you have 
p. 290-291, para. 5. 
38 Ibid., p. 292, para. 1. 
39 Ibid., p.263, para. 1 and 2. 
-==- ----
For examule, do not 
Dog Hero 11 ~ 11A Brave 
just read. 
l' 
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tvri te heAdlines, as you did in Exercise 23, for these paragraphs. 
1 Like B bull at bay, ax ~Rrtly raised, Antonla stood .and glared 
at the rRnGer. But Jiminy r s eyes never i·ravercd and the loo):c of 
purDoRe on his face indicated to the foreigner very definitely that 
he had a choice of thvo things; put out the fire or talce the conse-
0Uences. 
SloNly, grumbl.ing a v'rhile, he turned, dro~Jped his ax and v-rent 
over to e. bench beside the ca.bin on "t·.rhich stood several covered pail 
The cont ents of one of these he em~Jtied over the burning brush heap, 
and then Hith a stick he scattered the smoking brands and he and 
Jiminy sta.m:oed out every lC'.st s ~;arlc. 
Not until the last COA.l v.ras extinguished did the ranger S'tfl!ing 
bB.ck into his ae.cldle again, and turn his horse tov.rard the road. '110 
2. Lincoln f s r)artner 'llras CA.reles s, and Lincoln himself V.THS ~oerha:!JS 
too much int erested in study to 'IIT8.tch him closely. The result was 
that the business failed. Then Lincoln said to his creditors, HI 
mean to nay that money, ~nd if you will trust me, I will give you 
every cent that I earn above 't,rhat is enough to live on. 11 He ov.red 
e·leven hundred dollars. He used to sueak of it a:s the 11 Na ti onal 
Debt. 11 Finally he ?')aid every ~;enny of it, and tha.t 'tvas v.rhy his 
neighbors ca.lled him 11 Honest Abe 11 • 4/ 
j. In one famous case of v.rhi ch he h f'.d charge, he defended a nei~h­
bor \.•rho Nas accused of murder. One 't•ri tness after another said, I 
e~=~.w him commit the murder." 
.. 
11 What time vras it? 11 asl~ed Lincoln quietly. 
11 About eleven, 11 they ansv-rered. 
11 Hm,r could you see so clee.rly at eleven o'clock at night'? 11 he 
demanded. 
"The moon 'tvA.s shining, 11 they said. 
11 Just 't•rhere was the moon 2.nd hoH large wa.s i t'? 11 he asked, They 
told him its size and 9lace in the sky. 
Then Lincoln Dulled an almanac out of his noc~et and said to thf 
court, 11 This is all the defense ! have. This almanac decla.res that 
there 'tlrgs no moon on the ni ght of the murder, 11 The witnesses had 
ma.de U"9 their story tot;ether, but had forgotten to see v.rhether it 
agreed with the mo on, ?he man was declared to be innocent.~2 
40 Ibid., p . 143, para . 1, 2 a nd 3 . 
41 Ibid., p . 179, para . 2 . 
42 Ibid ., p . 180-181. 
r--
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4. One dai an old ~art ~arne to nle~d for the life of his son, a 
soldier "lilrno had been sentenced to death. 11 I am sorry I can do noth-
ing for you, 11 said. the President, 11 but the crime is unpardonable. 
Hef1r Nhe.t Generl'l.l Butler telegra··)hed me yesterday. 11 And he read, 
11 Presid.ent Lincoln, I ·oray you not to interfere Ni th the court-
martia.ls of the army You will destroy all discipline among our 
.,., .. 
I 
soldiers. 11 Then tl:e old man 't\TaS hoyeless, and broke dm-m complete-
ly. Lincoln could not bear to sec his sorrow. Suddenly he burst 
out, 11 Butler or no Butler, here goes!" And he wrote that the boy 
-,;,ras not to be shot 'tlri thout further orders from the President. 
"The re, 11 he said, 11 if your son never dies till orders come from me 
to shoot him, he 'tlrill live to be Fl. great deal older then HethuselahL,£3 
Exercise 26 
No"lilr, m2l;:e titles for the same 4 ~?aragra:ohs. 
Exercise 27 
1'Tri te headlines for the folloi,ring -oaragra··)hs. 
1. 11 By jiminy, there's just one chance left, 11 muttered the ranger, 
a thnught flashing into his mind, 
He looked touard the novr "<.)anic-stricken sheen-herders who ''rere 
gathered in a. group on the far side of the fire lane, "t·m. tcbing the 
ne1•r burst of flames Ni th 1'iild-eyed fea.r, as they realized that they 
were f~st being surrounded. 
11 Hi, be8.t it for the mines, those old ,A.ne.conda silver mine shaftr 
Git UD the trail. Start. If we make it and get inside befor~ that 
fire from the dra1·' s·oreads over the whole mountElin, ive 1 re saveP., 
otherNise 't,re 1 re gone. You lead 1 em, ,.'!atson, a.nd ! 111 bring u:o the 
rear. Easy now, easy. No panic. You he~r me First man bolts gets 
shot." And Jiminy drew his gun, for at his suggestion the men be- \ 
gan a 1,-rild scramble for the trail, threatening to 1.1ull and cla~r 
each other out of the ·t-ray in order to be in the ler.d. J.J.If 
3 Ibid., p.l83, pa ra. 3. 
44 Ibid., p. 158, para. 1, 2 , a nd 3. 
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2. (A part of a play) 
~.?:l:lor. Flat! Flat as a ·,Jancalre! On our lest voyage 1rre almost fell 
ovet• the edge. ~.Ve ,,rere out in the Sea of Darl:ness and monsters 
cRme for us~-drrtg~ms, and a,_ll kiUdf:i o:(' sea ser~oonts, rePdy to eat 
us, shi ·0 R.nd all. W~ t'\trned around as fA.st as ever ~-re could, I can 
tell you, and never went Nest again. (He starts to leave, then turne 
bacl>.: to the children and says in a tone of 'tlrarning--) You'd better 
not g e t 8.ny nueer notions Pbout going out Nhere the land ends. 
First thing you ~now, you'll fall right off! (The sailor leaves 
.fourth Child. No-:·r, Nh.;:,t did He t ell you? Sailors ought to kno't1T 
about the CQrth nnd sea. 
ChrJ:sto··)h e r. (stubbornly) I still think the eP.rth is round. 
First Child (imnatiently). Well, stay here and drenm if you want to. 
i'Te ha.ve other things to do. Come on, everybody 1-rho N8.nts to see 
1•rho.t the sailors brought b a ck from Cathay~ And hurry! (Children go)lflh-
3. At another time it 1.~ras reported that Santa Anna, the Mexican 
leP.der, had crossed the mountains 't1ri th his a rmy and that their tents 
1rrere Hhi tening the J.ot,rer slo··; es. To find out l,rhether this 1·ras true • 
W l S 8 . dangerous business, but Lee volunteered. He 1,.ras to have had 
e. Mexic 8.n 8.8 a gui d e 8.nd a troo·,; of ce.valry a s guard, but some one 
ma.de a. mifltrJce c>.nd neither r:\Dper.red. He seized a Mexican boy. "Lead 
the way to the ermy of Santa Anna," he ordered. "If you play falsei 
I shall shoot you. " S:he boy "<; referred not to be shot, ::>nd before 
long they came in sight of cUstant campfires and 11rhi te tents. Lee 
rode forFard Hlone. No sentinels cha11eng ed him; and why should 
they, for the Fhi te tents Fere only shee·o 'tlrhich their drivers t,rere 
t,g_:r: ing to market! Lee gB.llo,;ed back to hea.dr1uarters Ni th the good 
news that Santa Anna had not cros s ed the mountain, and brought back 
~m accurate re ·•.iort of 11There he W8.S. L/-(u 
4. One foggy Sent ember evening Ezra :Horton 1 s six-year .... old Bennie 
"t<ras sick. Young Dr. Sti tham, ~rho for tHo years he.d been B.t Atlantic 
Cove, looked serious, as he drew the fisherman into the kitchen out 
of lvirs. Horton's he e.ring. Of 1'rha t he "'rhisn ered, but tvro Hords mat-
ter -- 11 di·ohtheria" B.nd 11 a.nti toxin", 
11 Just one tube in my ca.se at home," said Doctor Sti tham. "Hand 
this to my 1·rife 8.nd she'll give you the S!!'!rum, Hustle a.s fast as 
gasoline can tal<.. e you. Remember Bennie's life is in that package. 11 lf7 
Exercise 28 
Write titles for the same paragra~hs, 
5 Ibid., p. 166, last paragraph. 
46 Ibid., p. 190, para. 3. 
47 Ibid., p. 198, para. 1 a nd 2~· ==============~=======*==~-----
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• Surmlying 1-1inor To<Jics for Incom·olete Outlines 
Exercise 29 
You have now lePrned to arrange Pentences in the correct order 
to build a nRragranh. Here is another kind of lesson. 
FirAt, re11d the ~Jaragra:oh . Then you 't-rill find pC~.rt of an out-
line for the iJaragraph All the main tonics are Nri tten for you. 
Under each main tonic are the letters for its mihor tonics. Write, 
beside each letter, a short, comulete sentence, telling some facts 
from the uaragraph . Indent the remainders of the sentences. 
For instance: 
I. MRterials used in bird 1 s nest. 
A. Some nests Rre m8.de of sticks a.nd mud 
B. Some ne~ts nre m~de chiefly of Grass 
C. A few nests ~re made of horsehair. 
Here is the ·;aragra;;h 
Most peo~le enjoy foods made with sugar, one of the materials 
l•rhi ch give us energy. r:i:here !1rc several different -ola.nt s -vrhich nro-
duce sugar. Most of our SU:0"91Y is called cane sugar. This kind- is 
prepared in factories or refineries from the juice of the sugar cane 
i·rhich gro1;,rs in 1,ret, hot lOI•rlancls. Another kind of :ola.nt 1-.rhich 
produces sugar is the sugar beet \'rhich grovJS in cool, moist regions. 
The sugar is mR.de in refineries fr·om the juice of these crushed 
beets. Still a third ldnd of sug2.r is ma.cl.e from the sugar ma'1le 
trees ~hese trees grow best ~~ere the weather is cool and the sugar 
is m~de in or near the maple groves. ~he tree is tanned so that itE 
saT) dri·os into a. bucket. The sa11 is then 'boiled to form syru:o or 
sugar '::his lcind of suge.r is more ex11enB i ve than the others, for 
only a small amount is made in the United States.~8 
Now, fill in the outline, using sentences. Indent. 
I. Introduction 
A 
B 
II. Pl~nts v~ich produce sugar 
A 
.,.., 
n 
c 
III. HPking ma·oJ.e sugar 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D 
IV ~·!by one kind of sugar is more exnensi ve. 
A 
Branom, loc. cit., p. 91 re-worded. 
1 
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Exercise 30 
Cony the outline given you in Exercise 29. This time, instead of 
using sentences for 1-rri ting the subtopics, see Fhether or not you 
can write only a tonic or title for each letter 
Exercise 31 
Here is a neN ·.;~.ragra·.-)h . Ree.d it carefully Fl.nd be re.B.dy to fill in 
the minor tonics. ~he first time use sentences for minor tonics. 
Do you lite mince ~ie or Gingerbread? Such foods would-not be 
so delicious Hi thout s ·o ices. These flavorings hE'.ve been used many 
hundreds of yeHrs. ~he great desire for snices urged the explorers 
to discover new routes to the East, for most of the spices grow in 
eastern Asia or the East Indies. We are still buying many of these 
products from the same regions. Some of the most common s~ices are 
:oenryer, nutmeg, cloves, cinna~on, and ginger Even though these 
fla.vors m2.y have similar uses, the s·oices are ··1roduced from differ-
ent narts of their Dlants For examnle, pepper is made from the 
dried berries of a vine , while nutmegs are the dried seeds of a 
tree. Cloves are the dried flower buds of a tree, but cinnamon is 
a tree's inner bark. Ginger, however, is made from still another 
1)f1.rt of a ''lRnt For, it is the root 't'Jhich is used in making 
po~.,rr1. e red or candied ginger . All these snices hel:o to make our food 
more interest~g in flaver.~9 
Fill in the outline, using sentences. ~ 
I. Introduction 
A, 
II. The great desire for suices 
A. 
B 
III. Where s:oices gro't,r 
A. 
B. 
c 
continued on the next page) 
., p. 92 re-worded. 
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IV. Different Kinds of Snices 
A. 
B 
c. 
D. 
E. 
V. Different parts of the snice plant ~iliich are used 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D 
E. 
VI. How ginger is preuared 
A. 
B 
VIII. Use of snices 
A. 
Exercise 32 
76 
Co9y the outline given you in Exercise 31 This time, use titles or 
tonics, instead of using sentences. 
Exercise 33 
ReR.d this ·oaragra·0h. 
Since the ~fuale is a mammal, it is considered a warm-blooded 
animal. This means that, wherever it may be, its blood is alw~ys 
11\Tfl.rm. ,just a ..s your blood is -vrarm. This blood, as you ma.y guess,. 
helns to .keep it WPrm even in very cold surroundings. Most animals 
of the sea, such as fish, as you know, are cold-blooded animal~ In 
other words, their blood and their bodies also, of course, are 
usually R.bout as ·t-rarm or as cold e.s the ''ra.ter in which they live.so 
Ure sentences for the minor tonics in this outline. 
.. 
I. 1·V'a.rm-blooded nnimals 
A. 
B. 
C. 
II. Cold-blooded creatures 
A 
B 
c . 
-------------~-- --- - --~-
Dopp, oc. cit., p. 28, para. 2. 
Exercise 34 
Copy the outline given you in Exercise 3~. Now, use titles or 
tonics instead of sentences for the same uaragranh. 
Sunplying 1Unor To·oics for Incomnlete Outlines 
Exercise J5 
Use topics, not sentences. 
I lts appearance 
A. --
B. 
II. Hot,r it we s driven 
A, 
B. 
c 
III. Vfu.at the shi D 1Jroved 
A 
B. 
IV. Its route 
A. 
II 
The 11 Cle:rmont 11 ,,ras e. long, flat-bottomed boat only lJ feet rvide. 
She carried two mast for sails to be used in an emergency. And, 
indeed, steamshins for many years to come did not ,give up the use 
of mt1.st for sails. The 11 Clermont 11 had ;Jaddle l·rheel~ sli r=;htly for-
~rard a.nd viaS d~iven by 13. steam engine \l.rhich had been made in England, 
~rhere, you ~rill remember, the steam engine ~ras invented. tfuat . 
Fulton had done r,ras to ~orove the practical use of the steam engine 
in ~Jro~Jelling a boat. The 11 Clermont 11 \'lras :out into successful 
service bet'tAreen Nevr York and Albany, thus proving the possi bill ties 
of regular schedules. 5"1 
loc. cit., p. 227, para. 2. 
I .. 
'f 
_______....,.. --. 
!;._~---
·use t ouics not sentences. 
Exercise 36 
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I. Her size 
A. 
II Ho"t~r she com;.')e.red "t~Ti th other 
~ 
c. 
III. Her first 
A. 
B 
c. 
fri~;ates. 
A. 
B 
c. 
mission 
The 11 Constitution 11 is 204 feet long and 43 feet broad. She 
has a cauacity of 1,563 tons and carried 52 guns and a crew of 400 
men, She was ~ore nowerful and faster than any other frigate of 
her time. On her first mission she vas sent to Tripoli to punish 
the Algerian i) irR.tes 'Nho 't•rere :oreying on the commerce of the new 
re!)Ublic. There she Non her title of 11 0ld Ironsides tt. So strongly 
was she built that ~ilien she engaged in battle vith the fort at 
Trino1i, the shots from the fort bounded off her sides and fell intc 
the 1•TP.ter. ~he s a ilors christened her "Old Ironsides 11 , a n8.me by 
1•rhich she hR.s been Hffectionately l'.:n01,m ever since. 52-
EYercise 37 
Use tonics.' 
I. Exneriments in building steamboats 
A 
B 
II r:211e first steamboe .. t to cross the Atlr:.mtic Ocean 
A. 
B 
c 
D 
In Englr:md, too, exrl eriments 'l'trere going on in building steam-
boats, but the honor of building the first steamboat to cross the 
Atlantic went to America.. This v.ras in 1819 1,·rben the !Jacket ship, 
"Savannahn Nhich had been sailing bet't'Jeen Nev.r York a.nd Save.nnal;l was 
ec:mi·o·oed 'liTi th ·oaddle wheels , She made the run from Savannah to Ne't'.r 
York. successfully in s·oi te of bad 't~eather. The Ol·mers, thus encour-. 
aged, decided to send her across the Atlantic She made the trip 
to Livernool in 25 days and used steam for 18 days while on this 
'9assage . hThen she B-:9!;:>eared off Ireland H navy cutter came out to 
meet her, thinking she WElS on fire, and it 1·ras only after several 
shots hF~d been fired that she slo'tved dovm ::1.nd all01:·md a boat to 
come 8.longside. People in Englana and other parts ot:_ Europe saw 
a.nd 1~ronclered aD t:.1i s first trans-Atlantic steamship. !J3 
52 Ibid., p.202, para. 2. 
53 Ibid., p. 228, para. __ 2_· ~==~==~--~ 
.,. 
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Supulying Haj or To';';ics for Incom·olete Outlines 
You have leRrned to reHd H ·-1aragra:oh and to "Nri te minor to;_oics 
when the major topics are given you. Here are the minor topics 
this time. ReR.d the ·oo.ragra;.;h o.nd ·write the major topics, using 
sentences. For exar!F;J.e: 
I. Boston ha.s an im\Jortant he.rbor 
A. The h8.rbor i -s l8.rge enough for many ships at once. 
B. It is deen enough for ocean liners 
C. It ~~ rotects ehh)s 1,rhen there are greR.t storms at sea. 
You would write the sentence beside the I Boston has an imnortant 
hA.rbor. Use a sentence for' each Roman nume"i•al, to show't,rhat all t 
the minor touics are telling about. 
Exercise 38 
Read this 1)8.ragraph, anc1 be ready to follow the directions given 
above. 
Although no one is certain irrho invented gunpm·rder, 't•re do l{now 
tha.t it v.m.s used in China long before it ~ras brought into Euro~Je. 
r:;:he use of ~unnoir.Jder brought about greA.t changes in European life. 
For exB.m~;le, the greHt castle could no longer protect ueople again-
st nev.r Nea·0ons 1AThich used gun·oowder. Horeover, armored knights on 
horseback with swords and snears were not so strong in battle as 
foot-soldiers v.ri th cuns. Since a lord could no longer promise pro-
tection to his vassals, 1•rho were the less im·oortant lords under his 
rule, he coul~ not demand service from them. So the system of 
feucl..f'.lism, or rule by the lords, 'tms destroyed. But the king,, ~rho 
could bu~ more 1•rea1;ons Rnd gunpo1irder still nossessBd the power. 
Hm·rever, the use of guno01:vder brought new freedom and new ~·rays of 
1:! ving to the common pe.onle of Euvope. PI 
II 
N Wri te the main tonics using sentences. 'ow, 
I._ --- knov-rs "v.rho lnvented gunpowd.er A. No one i t 
II 
It Used in China, f rs B. v.ras 
Castles were no long~r enouft,h urot:c~~~~~oldiers with guns. 
Armed knights were not so s rong a . 
Lords could not urotect their vassals. 
Lords could not demand service from the vassals. 
Rule by the lords Has destroyed. 
The king could buy much gun:oo'tvder and many 't'>l'ea;;ons. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. mhe king became ·om·rerful. 
Tl1e ~ammon peo:ole had ne''' free~ H. 
Re-vwr ed from; Edna McGuire, The Past Lives Again. 
acMillan Company, New York, 1940. p. 41-.r.- --
11 li sa 
Exercise 39 
This time, you will find topics given as titles, and not as sentence 
1vri te the main to'Jic in the same r,~ray. Use titles instead of sen-
tences. Refer to the paragraph about gun:.;o"rder, and "t'rri te the main 
touics for the following outline. 
I. ____ ~=--~~--~~~~~------
A. \'lho · invented 1 t? 
B. 't'Jhere it i-'T?.s first used. 
II. 
--p::. Effect-on-- t:he-u.-se-of' castles 
B. Effect on the strength of knights 
C, Effect or the newer of lords 
D. Effect on the power of a footsoldier 
E. Effect on the power of kings 
F. Effect on the lives of common people 
Exercise 40 
Here is another paragra:oh. Read it carefully and be ready to com-
plete the outlines ~iliich follow 
The crusaders failed to carry out their nlans to capture the 
Holy Land. But, in another vray, they did not fail, for the lives 
of all classes of European peo,;le v.rere changed because of the cru-
SRdes. The men vrho returned from the distant Eastern lands brought 
back stories of beautiful cities. As a result, Euro:oean peo!)le 
v.rished, to make their cities more beautiful, too. Moreover, the 
crusaCl.ers brought back rich goods such as cotton, perfumes, s ~Jices, 
jeHels, sugar, paper, velvet, silk, and fine car·,;ets. More and 
more, the common ·oeonle began to use these articles, as trade 'tvi th 
the East increased. In addition, new trees and plants were carried 
into Europe The mulberry tree, the leaves of 'tvhich are used to 
feed silkNorms, dcvclO'Jed o. great industry in Europe many years la-
t er Then too, ne't'r ,,rords from the Arabian language -v.rere added.- A 
fev.r of these \<rord.s r~. re· 11 apricot, 11 "damask", 11 rice 11 , and 11 calico". 
Trade v.ras improved greatly, and the common people le2.rned thqt they, 
too, could be im·oortant. In all those Nays, cmd more, the lives of 
the peopl e cf Euro·oe Here changed by the crusa.ders. ss 
Nov.r Nri te the main to;Jics using titles instead of sentences. 
I·-.--~~----~~~------~ A. Pl8.ns Hhich ,,rere not completed 
B. Another kind of success -
II ·~--=-c-
A. Stc)ries of bee.utifui cities 
B. Rich goods 
C Tre e s and ~lants 
D. Ne"t<r 't,rords 
III. 
A~---r5e8Ire for beau.tiful-cities 
B. Desire for rich goods 
C. Better trade 
D. More luxuries for the common people 
E. A richer language 
F. A new felling of importance for the common people. 
55 Ibid., pp. 325-328 re-worded. 
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Exercise 41 
I 
Read the next paragraph carefully. 
81 
1=-
·, 
People have not always had the use of light, well-made paddles 
for moving their canoes through the 't'l!ater. Probably the very begin-
ning of a naddle ir.ras the long hunting stick "rhich an early cR.veman 
used to push his floating log toward the shore. As he learned to 
flatten and to hollow the log, as well as to point its ends for his 
boat, he needed a better steering device. In crossing a deep stream 
he found that his nole would not reach the bottom. Gradually, early 
man mR.de a ··1ole 1,rhich was broad and flat at both ends. This double 
paddle ,-,ras used for both pushing the boat thro'\.lg.h the water and for 
steering it. ifuen lEJrge ships such as the Roman galleys v-rere made 1 
many paddles or oars sent the boat ahead, but a large steering 
paddle was used by the steerman at the stern of the boat. 7his de-
vice was not satisfactory because, in a rough sea, the steering 
pP.ddle came U:J out of the WR.ter. But it 'tvP.s one of the early forms 
of the rudders 1.·rhich our ships use today lfuen the North American 
Indian made his light-weight canoe, a paddle ~ith only one broadened 
end or blade "tms used. This ,-,ras the first single p2.ddle. It ha.s 
taken mP_ny centurieEL and many peoples to give us our kno't·rledge of 
how to use naddles ~~ 
Here are the minor tonics i~lri te the mc.dn to·oics for this outline. 
Do not use sentences. -
I. 
---=-A-.--:::T::-h-e_u_s_e~o-f:-1·re i 1-made <J 9 dcU e s 
II.~~---------------~-----------· A, A second use of ~ cavemanls hunting nole 
B,. 1\'hy he needed a better ·oaddle 
III. 
A-. -H(n,r .. the ends of the ·oaddJ.e -,;,rere chr-me;ed 
B, RoN the double padcne was used 
IV.~-=-~~~--~~--A. Pad~ling a Roman galley 
B. Steering a Roman galley 
C 1.·fby the steering device Nas not successful 
D. How it helned later steersmen on modern ships 
v. 
A. ''Thy it could be -me.de-\·Ti th-only one blade 
VI • --=---==---A. HeN 1ie- de•>end" o~rly times Pnd people 
56 Re-worded from; William Johnson, Roads of Progress. 
Lyons and Carnahan, New York, 1940. pp. 140-142.--
F== ======~==============================================================~-·~========== 
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II 
Read this :o~'lr8.gra·oh. 
One of' the chief problems 1-rhich the builcUng experts had to 
consider was the enormous weight of materials. In other words , they 
hRd to nrovide a foundation sufficiently strong to carry the weight 
of all the stories Rbove. They had to make the steel 1-rork in the 
lower p~rts of the building stronger than that in the upper parts. 
To plan all this accurately~ they designed the building from its 
top do1·.rnPard rather than from the bottom up"t·.rard, as is usually done 
in designing buildings. In this 1'ray, they determined exactly ho.w 
much ,,rei~;ht the s teel 1,1rork on each floor \•rould h:we to su·oport, and 
planned strong enough mG.terialS for the purpose, '\:'Jhen they-· reached 
the bottom, they knew exactly how strong the foundation should be. 
Thus everything possible was done to amke all parts of the building 
strong.!.7 
\'Trite the 1-ia,jor to::Jics for this outline. Do not use sentences. 
I. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Planning a strong foundatlon 
MP.l~:ing the steel't·rork strongest in the lovrer parts 
of the building 
Planning from the to1J dovm\llrard 
Deciding ho,,r much vreight each part must su-o-oort 
Making a.ll pa.rts strong enough to carry the- greo.t 
loe.d. 
57 Dopp, loc. cit., p. 361 re-worded. 
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Making a Comolete Outline 
You h~.ve le8.rned to 1·.rri te either tJ:fe main topics or the minor topicf 
lrrhen the others have been given to you. Here is a netv series of 
:oR.ro.graphs This time, you Rre ready to write nll the to:9ios besidf 
the figures and the letters. 
First, write all the main topic~ beside the Roman numerals. Then 
1frri te the minor touics beside the letters. If you have done this 
1,rork \'Jell it illill be much easier for you to study and to remember 
'1filiat you read in many subjects 
Exercise 42 
ReE~.d this pRrB.graph. 
The deserts of the South"rest are vast em:oty stretches without 
''w.ter P.nd "ri thout signs of human life. The hot sun burns do'tm by 
day; the cold desert air chills the night. Every once in a while 
someone gets lost in these deserts, and then the Coast Guard planes 
go into action. They fly low, searching every inch of ground. Whe1 
the lost ~erson is suotted, the pilots swoop down to see if he is 
all right. Then they toea over a cargo chute. It flutters ~the 
ground, carrying a ten-gallon can of wHter, bTead and fruit juice, 
n first-::tid kit, Elnd snake bite remedies. A note is dro~J"~')ed tellin§ 
the lost person to stay just 1vhcre he is so that a rescue :OEJ.rty can 
find him. Me.ny a person lost in the desert Oi1CS his life to the 
v-rR.tchful eyes of the Co8.st Guard. 5 P 
l 
Make a com1)lete outline, writing in the major topics first 
I. 
-A 
B. 
c 
D 
--------- -----
58 Hovious, loc. cit., p. 155, para. 5. 
~ 
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Exercise 43 
ReP.d this pare.graph. 
A few years aro sailplane pilots found, to their great joy, 
that they could sail the skies even over fll'l.t country where there 
~-rere no· mountR.ins to m8ke slooe 't•rinds. Thermals 'I.-Jere the secret. 
The sun, beP.ting dm:,rn upon the earth, ~rarmed the earth in some 
places more than in others. Thus a lr:tke or forest remained cool, 
v.rhile a city street or a dry field gre1<r hot under the sun. When-
ever the eRrth was hot, it sent up a current of warm air that 
climbed skyHfl.rd at the rf!.te of from three to fifteen miles an hour, 
like a 1dnd that blew· up instead of cross1,rise. If a. glider pilot 
ca11.ght one of these thermals, or rising air currents, he found him-
self suddenly lifted up1·rard for a free ride that lasted until the 
air c:urren t died do-vm or until be came to the end of it. In sail-
planing tod~y, the pilot tries to soar so high on one thermal that 
be can glide safely over to another, hitchhiking from one air cur-
rent to the Rext.59 
Urite an outline, beginning v.rith the major tonic 
I ~ 
---:------b .• 
B. 
c 
D. 
E. 
Exercise Ll-4 
ReA.d this paro.grRDh. Then ''rri te the outline~ 
Only a fe1·r adventurous glider nilots have ever dared to ride 
into a thundercloud. 1Vhen a f; entle, 'tvhi te cumulus cloud shows sign 
of becoming a thunderhead, most pilots dive for safety. The .cloud 
turns sucldenly black rnd gro1~rs to enormous size, becoming as much 
as ten thousand feet thick from toD to bottom. Once he is sucked 
into a thunderhead, the nilot can ~o little more than nray that hi& 
safety belt and wings will hold. Inside the cloud roars a violent 
, .  rind. It ''rhirls the sailDlane skyNard at a hundred miles 1:1.n hour, 
dro~s it suddenly into a downdraft, or spins it like a leaf, It 
bends the wooden wings, sometimes tearing them from the plane. 
Streaks or lightning rip across the cloud. Showers of hail riddle 
the v.rings, lil{e bullets of ice. Riding a thundercloud calls for all 
the courage and dRring of the pilot if he is to come out alive.~ 
I. 
--------A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
59 Ibid., p. 146, pa ra. 2. T 
I 
60 Ibid., p. 149-150, para. 5. +=r=---
j; ; 
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Exercise L!-.5 
Re .<:J.d this :oar1l.(Sr.:roh. 
The early fire engines were very different from those ~iliich we 
h<=>.ve todf1.y. One such en@;ine ·Has mr:tde by the Dutch colonists in New 
Amsterdam, the name 1\rhich Ne"t.v York once had. 'ihe r1Ueer little 
eng ihe was only a lar(Se box or tub on wooden ~1eels A bucket bri-
~ade, or a line of people passing buckets of wate~, was U?ed to keer 
the tub full of •·rater. A hand pum~ vTHS used to · squirt the 'tvater 
through a :o~pe in the tub onto the flames. Firemen had to pump 
so hard that they were tired out in a few minutes. These engines 
had no hoses. They had only short, straight ·!.)ipes or nozzles to 
send. the v.rater tm·rard the fire. A later kind used a curved pb)e, 
so it ·r,ms called the "gooseneck" engine. Still later, a hose made 
of l ercl;ber "\\JR.S attached to the pipe. One section of hose vras ke:ot 
on the fire engine, a.nd th(f firemen carried the rest of the hose on 
thei~ shoulders. Even though a le~ther hose was very crude, it did 
help to carry the water more directly to the flames. These early 
inventions helped later inventorA to perfect our fire engines.~/ 
Now, make a ilrhole outline, deciding on the mE>.in to~')ics first. 
Write them beside the Roman numer[1.1s. Then vrri te the minor topics. 
I, 
II. 
III. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E 
F. 
G. 
H. 
T 
.l. • 
~--
61 Re-worded from; Helen Mitchell, Fire Figh ters. Row~ 
~ eterson a nd Company, New York, 1941. pp. 14=T7. 
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Exercise 
I 
-
l . 
2. 
3. 
4· 5. 
6. 
II 
-
1. 
2. 
3. 4. 
5. 
III 
-
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
Exerci se 
I - 1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
II - 1. 
2. 
3. 4. 
5. 
ANSWERS FOR WORKBOOK 
1 Exercise 2 
gardening tools 
parts of a house 
musical instruments 
insects 
I - 1. birds and animals 
parts of airplanes 
animals 
2. hot and cold things 
3. instruments and gar-
den tools 4. days and months 
5. boys' names and 
girls' names parts of an automobile 
days of the week 
bodies of water 
vehicles 
II - l. toys and tools (car-
penter) 
liquids 
heaters 
parts of room 
parts of the head 
coins (pieces of 
money) 
young creatures 
2. Money and goods that 
may be bought with 
money 
3. flying birds and 
poultry (domestic 
fowl) 4. insects and animals 
5. real people and stor 
book characters. 
3 Exercise 4 
I - 1. birds, animals and 
fish 
large and small animals 
objects at the beach and 
the fire station 
light and dark (happy and 
sad) 
writing materials and kit-
chen equipment 
articles of rubber and of 
wood 
articles of leather and 
metal 
summer and winter (hot or 
cold) 
happiness and unhappiness 
young animals and full 
grown animals 
children and adults (real 
name s and nicknames ) 
II 
- ~------=--=----
-
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
cities, months and 
rivers 
rivers, days and 
states 
mountains , cities 
and rivers 
garden; kitchen and 
carpenters' tools 
water, land and 
flying creatures 
numbers, letters an 
Roman numerals 
writing material, 
eating equipment an ; 
cooking equipment 
bedroom, livingroom 
and dining room 
equipment 
aviators, inventors 
and writers 
- ----:: ----==-- -::--:. -=-
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Exercise 5 
I - 1. trees and toys 
2. objects from the beach and kitchen 
3. fire station and railroad station 4. holidays and months 
5. states and cars (automobiles) 
II - 1. objects of stone, of wood and of metal 
2. Money, places to keep money, and places to spend 
money 
3. stringed instruments, wind instruments and percussio 
instruments (drums) 4. Large dwelling houses, small dwelling-houses and 
public buildings 
5. games, vehicles and writing equipment 
Exercise 6 Exercise 7 Exercise 8 Exercise 
1. 2 1. 3 1. 2 
2. 1 2. 1 2. 2 
3. 4 3. 4 3. 3 
4· 3 4- 2 
_5. 3 
Exercise 10 
I. My Pet Dog's Tricks 
(other topics in any order) 
II. Making a Bean Bag (4) 
6. Finding a piece of firm cloth 
2. Deciding upon the size of the pieces 
3. Cutting cloth for the sides of the bag 
7. Sewing all except the top of the bag 
5. Filling the bag with dried beans 
1. Firmly sewing across the top of the bag 
Exercise 11 
I.-Building a House (3) 
6. Digging the cellar 4. Building a foundation 
2. Making the framework 
1. Covering the roof and sides 
5. Painting the house 
II. Interesting Sights at the Beach (2) 
(other topics in any order) 
1. 1 
2. 2 
3. 4 
9 
Discuss.- Water and beach arrangement of activities 
Exercise 12 
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I. Training Homing Pigeons {2) 4. Teaching hungry baby pigeons to walk into their nests 
1. Teaching pigeons to return to their nests from a short 
distance 
3. Taking pigeons farther away from their nests 
II. Kinds of Birds (2) (Other topics in any order) 
=~~-==-~~=-==== ~~========~ 
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Exercise 13 
1. First 11When a smoke 
2. First "Smoke jumpers soon 
3 • . First 11 Firefighters had 4. Second 11And a supercharger 
5. Last "Thus sky pictures 
Exercise 15 
1. First 11 Uncle Sam is 
2. First "For its tests 
3. First "For testing silk 4. Last "Many a person 
Exercise 14 
1. First "Shopping for Uncl 
2. First "Just looking at 
3. First "For Uncle Sam's 4. First 11Uncle Sam's store 
Exercise 16 
a-6 f-5 
b-2 g-9 
c-4 h-3 
d-7 i-8 
e-1 
Exercise 17 
a-2 e-8 
b-4 f-1 
c-6 g-5 
d-3 h-7 
Exercise 18 
a-3 e-4 b-5 f-1 
c-2 g-7 
d-6 
Exercise 19 
a-2 f-8 
b-1 g-6 
c-7 h-9 
d-4 i-5 
e-3 
Exercise 20 
a-3 e-2 
b-7 f-8 
c-1 g-4 
d-5 h-6 
Exercise 21 
a-4 e-3 
b-2 f-5 
c-6 
d-1 
Exercise 22 
a-2 e-7 
b-5 f-6 
c-3 g-4 
d-1 
Exercise 23 Exercise 24 
1. Elizabeth Starz Chosen 
Queen of Rodeo 
Rodeo Queen Chosen 
2. Unknown Cowboy to 
Ride Blue Devil 
Masked Man Will Ride 
Wild Horse 
3. Cowboy Removes Rider 
from Saddle 
Bill Starz Rescues 
Strange Rider 
Bill Starz Rescues 
Son 4. Fliers Land in Trees 
Fliers Reach Hawaii 
Safely 
Exercise 25 
1. An Honor for Elizabeth 
A New Queen of the Rodeo 
2. An Exciting Announcement 
A Wild Horse and His Rider 
A Masked Rider for Blue Devi 
3. A Surprising End to a Ride 
The End of a Dangerous Ride 
Charles in Danger 
4. A Crash Landing 
A Strange Landing in Hawaii 
Hawaii at Last 
3. Almanac Helps Prove Man 's 
Innocence 
1. Ranger Forces Worker to 
Extinguish Fire 
Possible Forest Fire 
Stopped by Ranger 
Ranger and Workman Nearly 4. 
Lincoln Proves Man Innocent 
Lincoln Wins Case at Court 
Lincoln Pardons Condemned 
Come to :Blows 
2. Lincoln Pays Debts of Care-
less Partner 
Honest Abe Pays 11 National 
Debt" 
Lincoln Earns New Nickname 
Soldier 
Lincoln Takes No Orders from 
Butler 
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Exercise 26 
1. Unwilling Obedience 
A Ranger.' s Unpleasant Duty 
Preventing a Forest Fire 
2. Lincoln's Hugh Debt 
A New "National Debtu 
Lincoln's New Nickname 
One Honest Partner 
3. Lincoln's Skill as a Lawyer 
A New Use for an Almanac 
Lincoln's Neighbor is Freed 4. Lincoln's Kind Heart 
The Results of a Disagreement 
Further Orders Needed 
Exercise 27 
1. Ranger Drives Sheep Herders to Safety 
Ranger's Gun Helps Prevent Panic 
Ranger and Sheep Herder s in Danger from Forest Fire 
2. Columbus and Sailor Disagree About Shape of Earth 
Sailor Reports Dangers of Sea Serpents Near Edge of Earth 
Neighbors Call Christopher Columbus a Dreamer 
Columbus Stubbornly States Earth is Round 
3. Lee Learns the Truth about Santa Anna's Position 
Santa Anna's "Tents 11 Prove to be Only Sheep 
Lee Accomplishes Dangerous Mission Without Guard 4. Serum is Rushed to Bennie Morton 
Child's Life in Danger from Diptheria 
Ezra Morton Rushes to Son's Aid 
Exercise 28 
1. Single File to Safety 
A New Use of the Silver Mines 
Dodging a Fire Trap 
Panic Averted 
2. A Difference of Opinion 
The Puzzling Shape of the 
World 
Columbus' Strange Ideas 
A Sailor 's Report of Sea 
Dangers 
Exercise 29 
3. A Trip Without Guard 
A Successful Mission 
An End to a False Rumor 
Lee's Heroic Mission 4. Antitoxin for Bennie 
A Life-saving Trip 
Help for A Fisherman's 
Son 
I-A Most people enjoy sweet foods III-A. It is made in the 
B Sugar gives us energy groves 
II-A Sugar is made from sugar cane B. The trees are tapped 
B Sugar is made from sugar beets C. The sap drips into 
C Sugar is made from maple trees a bucket 
D. The sap is boiled 
IV-A. There is very 11 ttle 
made in our countr 
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Exercise 30 
I -A. Enjoyment of Sweet food III-A. Where it is made 
B. Use of sugar B. How sap is obtained 
II-A. Sugar cane c. How sap is turned to 
B. Sugar beets sug ar 
c. Sugar maple trees IV-A. Its scarcity 
Exercise 31 
I-A. Certain foods need spices for flavoring 
II-A. Spices have been used for hundreds of years 
B. The desire for spices brought about the discovery 
of new trade routes 
III-A. Spices grow in eastern Asia 
B. Spices grow in the East Indies 
C. We get many of our spices from these same regions 
IV-A. Pepper is one kind of spice 
B. Nutmeg is one kind of spice 
C. Clove is one kind of spice 
D. Cinnamon is one kind of spice 
E. Ging er is one kind of spice 
V-A. Pepper is made from the dried berries of a vine 
B. Nutmegs are the dried seeds of a tree 
C. Cloves are the dried flower buds of a tree 
D. Cinnamon is the tree's inner bark 
E. Ginger is the root of a plant 
VI-A. It is powdered 
B. It is candied 
VII-A. They make our food more interesting in flavor 
Exercise 32 
I-A. Use of Spices 
II-A. How long spices have 
been used 
V-A. The 
B. The 
c. The 
D. The 
part used 
part used 
part used 
part used 
mon 
for 
for 
for 
for B. How spices affected 
exploration 
III-A. Eastern Asia E. The part used for 
B. East Indies VI-A. Powdered ginger 
C. Where we buy spices today B. Candied ginger 
pepper 
nutmeg 
cloves 
cinna-
ginger 
IV -A. Pepper 
B. Nutmeg 
c. Clove 
VII-A. Effect on flavor of food 
D. Cinnamon 
E. Ginger 
Exercise 33 
I-A. Mammals, including whales are warm blooded 
B. The blood of a mammal is always warm 
C. The warm blood helps to keep the whole animal warm even 
in cold surroundings 
Exercise 33 continued 
II-A. Most sea animals are cold blooded 
B. All fish are cold blooded 
C. Their blood is about as warm or as cool as the water 
Exercise 34 
I-A. Kinds of warm blooded 
animals 
B. Temperature of the 
blood 
C. How warm blood affects 
bodies 
II-A. Kinds of cold blooded 
animals 
B. Effect of surroundings 
on the temperature 
of the blood 
Exercise 36 
I-A. Length 
B. Width 
C. Capacity 
II-A. Strength 
B. Speed 
III-A. Where she went 
B. Why she was sent 
C. How she won her 
nickname 
Exercise 38 
I Gun powder was invented 
long ago 
II Gunpowder brought many 
changes in living 
Exercise 40 
I Failure of the Crusades 
II Ideas and goods from the 
East 
III Effects of the Crusades 
Exercise 41 
Part I 
I Introduction 
II The Earliest Paddle 
Exercise 35 
I-A. Size 
B. Shape 
II-A. Sails 
B. Steam Engines 
C. Paddle wheels 
III-A. Practical use of steam 
B. Possibility of a. schedul 
IV-A. New York to Albany 
Exercise 37 
I-A. In England 
B. In America 
II-A. Where she was built 
B. Her name 
C. Her early success 
D. Her trip to Liverpool 
E. How she was received 
Exercise 39 
I The invention of gunpowder 
II How gunpowder changed liv-
ing conditions 
Part II 
III An Improvement in paddle 
I The Weight of a Skyscraper 
(Planning the Strength 
of a. skyscraper) 
IV How 
V The 
VI Our 
making 
Roman ships were moved 
first single paddle 
knowledge of paddles 
(Conclusion) 
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Exercise 42 
I The Coast Guard in the Desert 
A. Dangers in the Desert 
B. Locating a lost person 
C. Contents of a cargo chute 
D. Advice for the lost person 
E. Value of the Coast Guard 
Exercise 43 
I Thermals (Hitching with a sailplane) 
A. A discovery by sailplane pilots 
B. How thermals are made 
C. What thermals are 
D. The . speed of thermals 
E. How thermals are used 
Exercise 44 
I Riding into a thundercloud 
A. Introduction 
(Daring pilots) 
B. Changes in a cumulus cloud 
C. How a pilot feels in a thunderhead 
D. Its affect on the sailplane 
E. Conclusion (What the pilot needs) 
Exercise ~5 
I ··A. di f erence in fire engines 
(Introduction) 
II An early f i re engine 
A. Who made it 
B. Where it was made 
C. How it looked 
(Its appearance) 
D. How it was supplied with water 
----===== 
E. How water was forced toward the fire 
F. Difficulty in using a hand pump 
G. Two engines without hoses 
H. Materials of which the first hose was made 
I. Value of such a hose 
III Importance of such crude beginnings 
(Conclusion) 
92 
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INFORMAL TEST 
I 
-~ ~-~~~~~~~~ 
Elementary '47 S-Form 
Grades 4-8 
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY 
E.LEMEI\ITARY '47 S-FORM 
Devised by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W Tiegs 
94 
( "'a me ______________________________________ __ _______ ___________________________________ __ __ :_. _____________ Grade _________ "- _________ Boy-Girl 
ll School_ ____________________________________________ __________ _______________________ Age __________ __ ____ Birthday _____________________________ _ 
Teacher _________________________ ·------------------ -- ----- ------------------ __ ___ Date __ 
TEST FACTOR. Possible Pupil's Score Score 
Mo. 
Mental Age 
72 84 96 
' 
108 
DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE 
(Chart pupil's scores here) 
1~ 1U 1« 1~ 1~ 
. ' 
180 192 204 216 
Yr. 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.017.018.0 
Spatial Relationships 35 
1 Sensing Right and Left* 20 __ * 
2. Manipulation of Areas* 15 __ * 
Logical Reasoning 
3. Similarities* 
4. Inference 
Numerical Reasoning 
5. Number Series* 
6. Numerical Quantity 
Vocabulary (Test 7) 
Total Mental Factors 
Language Factors 
<4+6+7) 
Non-Language Factors 
(1+2+3+5) 
Chronological Age 
Actual Grade Placement 
(Grade pupil is in) 
30 
15 __ * 
15--
25 
10 __ * 
15 __ 
50 
f40 
80 
60 
Mental Age 
I 
I I I 
10 15 20 
I I 
25 
I 
30 
I I 
I 
35 
10 II 12 13 14 15 20** 
10 II 12 
I I 
5 10 15 20 25 
12 
13 14 15 
I 
30 
___ 1,__:;...2:_31--.4 -----=.5--=.--_____:.-::.-8 __:,9 _ ___:10 11 12 13 14 15 
I I 
1 5 
I I 
20 31 41 
I I I 
72 84 96 
I I I 
1.0 2.0 3.0 
I 
10 
I 
53 
I 
33 
I 
108 
5 
4.0 
I 
15 
64 
I 
38 
I 
120 
I 
5.0 
I 
20 
I 
74 
132 
10 
6.0 
I 
85 
I 
46 
I 
144 
25 
I 
94 
I 
46 
4~ 
I 
156 
I 
15 
10 
I 
30 35 
20 
12 13 
40 
I 
25 
10 
14 15 
I 
45 
I I I I I 
1 05 113 123 129 134 
I 
55 
I 
50 
I 
168 
I I I I 
180 192 204 216 
I I I I I 
7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 
s:o 1 d.o 11'.o 12.o 13.o t4.o 1s'.o t6:o 17 .o 1's.o 
-on-language tests. 
upper limits of test. Mo. 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 180 192 204 216 
SUMMARY OF DATA 
Total Mental Factors 
Language Factors 
Non-Language Factors 
Score M.A. c. A. I. Q. 
Copyright. 1938. 1942, 1947, California Test Bureau. Copyright under International Copyright 
\inion. All Rights Reserved under Pan-American Copyright Union. Published by California 
Test Bureau, 5916 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles 28, California. Printed in U. S. A. 
Per-
cent-
ile 
Bank 
-
-
-
TEST 1 
Directions Draw a nng around the letter R under all nght hands and feet. Draw a ring around 
the letter L under all left hands and feet. 
A B 
.2. 5 
.. 
R L R L R L R L R L 
7 10 
6 
R L R L R L R L R L 
11 12. 
14 15 
RL R L R L R L R L 
16 17 16 19 2.0 
/)1) 
R L R L R L R L R L 
Test 1. Score (number rightl. .............................. _ 
c 
TEST 2. 
Directions In each row find a drawmg which is the same as the first drawing. Put an X under 
it and write its number on the lme to the right. 
A 8 
~ 1-- '-- ~-4- ~ 
1 9 
\___ 2-- ::3__ 4.__ --' 
1-. z__ "3__ 4__ __9 
2 
I__ 2._ .3__ 4 ____ z
10 
ft\f~ 
1- 2.-- "D-- 4-- __ ,o 
11 
I__ 2. __ . .3__ 4 __ 
-" 
4 
_ .. 
6\\f ~ ~ 
, __ '----- 3-- 4_ 
1-- 2- 3 -- 4--
_ .. 
1-- z._ .3-- 4-- --·~ 
, __ z.__ .3-- 4 ____ ,
5 
tE:n \~ nfb ~ Eb 
i 
,__ z.__ ,3 __ 4__ --· 
'-- z __ .3 __ 4 ____ ,. 
7 15 
Em,jf@ !11 ~ ~ @~@)~@ 
I I__ 2-- 2>-- 4-- -·· 
, __ "?..-- "'5 -- 4 ____ ,
Test 2. Score (number right l. ................. . 
TEST 3. 
Directions The first tnree things in each row are alike In some way Find another thing in the 
same row which belongs with them. Put an X under It, and wnte Its number on the line 
to the right. 
2 
4 _14 
2 3 4 _7 
CTMM(.\0 Sf·-l 
Test 3. Score (number right). _____________________________ _ 
TEST 4. 
Directions. Read each group of statements and draw a line under the correct answer. Write 
the number of the answer on the line to the nght. See sample 0. 
0. If the sun shines It IS day 
The sun shines. Therefore 
1 It will not rain 2 It is day 
- -8. All cucles are round figures. 
The figure IS not round. Therefore 
1 It is not a circle 2 It is oval 
3 The moon may shine tonight 2 o 3 It IS either a square or a triangle --8 
1. All four-footed creatures are animals 
All horses are four-footed. Therefore 
1 Creatures other than horses can walk 
2 All horses can walk 
3 All horses are ammals 1 
9 All metals are solids. 
Gold is a metal. Therefore 
1 Gold IS valuable 2 Gold is a solid 
3 Metals are usually heavy -- 9 
10. Some fishes fly 
2. Either the sun moves around the earth or No birds are fishes. Therefore 
the earth moves around the sun. 1 All creatures that fly are fishes or birds 
But the sun does not move around the earth. 2 No fishes resemble birds 
Therefore 3 Creatures other than birds can fly __ 10 
1 The earth moves around the moon 
2 The earth moves around the sun 
3 The sun is larger than the earth 
3 J\1anuel runs faster than Harry 
Burt runs faster than Harry 
Which IS the slowest of the three? 
1 Burt 2 Manuel 3 Harry 
2 
3 
11. Three boys are up on a ladder 
Tom is farther up the ladder than Paul. 
Jim is farther up than Tom. 
Wh1ch boy IS in the middle position on 
ladder? 
1 Tom 2 Paul 3 Jim 
the 
11 
12. George Washington was a skillful general. 
George Washington was President of the 
4. Jane IS taller than Helen. Helen is taller Umted States. Therefore 
than Barbara. 
Which IS the tallest Jane, Helen, or Barbara? 
1 Helen 2 Jane 3 Barbara 4 
5 All mammals are vertebrates 
The cow IS a mammal. Therefore 
1 Some vertebrates live on land 
2 Some mammals live in water 
3 The cow is a vertebrate --5 
1 Skilled generals make good presidents 
2 One President of the Umted States was 
a skillful general 
3 Good presidents make skillful generals--12 
13 A is situated to the east of B. 
B is situated to the east of C. Therefore 
1 C is situated close to A 
2 A is situated to the east of C 
3 C is nearer to A than to B __ 13 
6. A is either B or C. 
A is not C. Therefore 
1 A is not B 2 A is B 
14. He is either honest or dishonest. 
3 c is B __ 6 But he is not dishonest. Therefore 
1 He is desirable for a position 
7 Either your cousin IS older than you, or the 2 He comes of honest people 
3 He is honest __ 14 same age, or younger 
But your cousin IS not older, nor is he younger 
Therefore 
1 Your cousin is younger than you 
2 Your cousin Is older than you 
3 Your cousin is the same age as you __ 7 
15 A is equal to B. 
B is equal to C. Therefore 
1 B is larger than C 2 A is equal to C 
3 A is equal to B plus C __ 15 
Test 4. Score (number right)-·---- -------------------------
TEST 5. 
Directions. In each row of numbers below, there is one that is wrong. Find this wrong num-
ber among the answers to the nght. Draw a lme under it and write the letter on the 
lme to the right. In Sample A, the correct answer IS 9 and letter b is wntten on. the line 
to the nght. 
Answers 
Sample A. 2 4 6 8 9 10 Sample A. a8 b9 c4 d 10 e2 b A 
(1) . s 10 1S 20 22 2S 30 aS b10 cIS d20 e22 ___ 1 
(2 I8 IS 13 I2 9 6 3 
... 
~ ·, a 1S b I3 c I2 d9 e 3 2 
(3 2 5 8 10 11 I4 I7 aS b8 c IO d11 e I7 3 
(4) 1 2 4 8 14 16 32 a2 b4 c8 d I4 e 16 4 
(S 27 9 3 1 0 % a9 b3 c 1 dO c:l;S 5 
(6) 3 4 7 8 11 I2 14 15 a3 bl4 cIS d7 eg 6 
(7) 3 9 27 76 8I 243 a9 b 27 c 76 d 8I e 243 7 
(8 2S 24 22 I9 I8 I6 13 I2 9 10 7 a 25 b 22 c I9 d13 e9 8 
(9) 1 2 4 7 11 I5 16 22 a I5 b I6 c 22 d2 e4 9 
(10) 12.5 11.4 10.3 9.8 9.2 8.1 7.0 a 11.4 b 9.8 c 9.2 d 8.1 e 7.0 10 
Test 5 Score {number rightl. ............................• 
-6-
r 
TEST 6. 
Directions: Work these problems. Use the side of this page to figure on If you need to See 
sample problem A. Read the problem. The correct answer is 8, so the letter b is 
A. 
1. 
2. 
wntten on the lme to the nght. 
There are 5 buds m the tree and 
3 birds on the fence. How many 
birds are there? 
Ans. a 2 
Tom has S marbles. Bob has 4 
marbles. Bill has 3 marbles. How 
many marbles do all three boys 
have 
Ans. a 1 b2 c 12 d60 
Tickets to the kite show cost 10 
cents. Jim's big brother bought 2 
tickets. How much did he pay for 
them? 
b A 
1 
2 Ans. a 20¢ b 2¢ c 12¢ p 8¢ --
3 Ben earns 4 dollars each month 
helpmg his father after school. He 
has earned 16 dollars. How many 
months has he been workmg? 
Ans. a 20 b64 c $4 d4 --3 
4. Seventy girl scouts were divided 
mto 5 groups of equal Size. How 
many girls were there in each 
group? 
Ans. a 15 b 14 czo d3 
5 How many marbles can you buy 
for 25 cents at the rate of 3 for 5 
cents? 
4 
Ans. a 15 b 75 c 33 d 40 -- 5 
6. Two boys had a watermelon stand 
at the ball game. They had 50 
cents m the cash box to start with. 
They sold 40 shces of melon at 5 
cents a shce. How much should 
they have m the cash box at the 
end of the day? 
Ans. a $2.00 b 80¢ c $3.00 d $2.50 -- 6 
7 Baseball mits which usually sold 
for 65 cents were sold for a short 
time for 25 cents less. Frank 
bought a mit at the lower price 
and gave the clerk 50 cents. How 
much change should he get back? 
Ans. a25¢ b20¢ c 10¢ d5¢ - 7 
8. At Camp No. 9 It took 10 boy 
scouts 3 days to set up camp. At 
Camp No. 12 the camp must be set 
up m one day How many boys 
will be needed to do the work? 
Ans. a3 b30 c27 c113 -- s 
9. George lives one-fourth of a mile 
from school. He goes home at 
noon for lunch. How far does he 
walk each day gomg to and from 
school? 
Ans. a ¥2mi. b 1mi. c %mi. d 1 ¥2mL-- 9 
10. A newsboy delivered papers to 30 
customers for a month. At the end 
of the month he collected $1S 
How much did each customer pay? 
Ans.. a 50¢ b $2.00 c 5¢ d $5.00 __ 10 
11. There are 20 girls m the Sunday 
school class. Each week each gul 
gives 5 cents to go toward a fund 
for needy families. How much 
will all the guls give m 5 weeks? 
Ans. a $1.00 b 25¢ c $5.00 d $7.50 _11 
12. Richard saw a bicycle advertised 
for $21 at one-third off for cash. 
How much money will he need to 
buy it? 
Ans. a$14.00 b$7.00 c$18.00 d$9.00--12 
13 How much will your mother have 
to pay for the cleanmg of a rug 
9 ft. wide and 12 ft. long at the 
rate of 20 cents a square foot? 
Ans. a$8.40 b$1.08 c$4.20 d$21.60--13 
14. In a field meet, 20 events were 
listed for the day Pupils from 
your school won 60 per cent of the 
events. How many events did you 
lose? 
Ans. a 4 b 3 c 8 d 12 14 
15 A swimmmg pool1s 60 ft. long and 
30ft. wide. The water m the pool 
IS 4 ft. deep on the average. How 
long will It take to fill the pool If 
the water runs mat the rate of 90 
cubic feet a minute? 
Ans. a80min.b5mm.c26mm.c145mm. __ 15 
Test 6. Score {number right) ....... ........................ . 
TEST 7 
Directions: Draw a line under the word which means the same or about the same as the first 
word. Wnte the number of this word on the line to the nght, as 
0. blossom 1 tree 2 vine 
3 flower 4 garden 3 0 
1. journey 1 state 2, travel 
3 end 4 fair 1 
2. law 1 rules 2 power 
3 abk 4he~ 2 
3. always 1 larger 2 forever 
3 know 4 apart 3 
4. almost 1 rarely 2 never 
3 now 4 nearly 4 
5. alarm 1 blame 2 signal 
3 address 4 comfort 5 
6. damage 1 manage 2 collect 
3 inJure 4 recover 6 
7 announce 1 keep 2 publish 
3 reform 4 destroy 7 
8. Improve 1 make 2 better 
3 satisfy 4 admit 8 
9. difficult 1 different 2 pleasant 
3 hard 4 task 9 
10. despair 1 mmd 2 time 
3 past 4 hopeless __ 1 o 
11. consent 1 occur 2 offer 
3 oppose 4 agree __ 11 
12. portion 1 collect 2 part 
3 make 4 refer 12 
13 amuse 1 afford 2 gift 
3 game 4 please __ 13 
14. lack 1 use 2 want 
3 admit 4 apart __ 14 
15. cease 1 consent 2 concert 
3 stop 4 strain __ 15 
16. disguise 1 reveal 2 declare 
3 show 4 mask __ 16 
17 distinct 1 success 2 clear 
3 mterest 4 noticed ___ 17 
18. smcere 1 satisfactory 2 genume 
3 hopeful 4 noble __ 18 
19. lofty 1 tone 2 high 
3 example 4 toil __ 19 
20. extend 1 refuse 2 remain 
3 lengthen 4 revert __ 2 o 
21. condemn 1 false 2 blame 
3 oppose 4 alarm __ 21 
22. humble 1 secure 2 dwellmg 
3 lowly 4 proud 2 2 
23 expert 1 average 2 master 
3 busmess 4 student __ 23 
24. apply 1 piece 2 use 
3 correct 4 mean --2 4 
25. legal 1 lawful 2 court 
3 lawyer 4 humane __ 2 5 
8 
26. endeavor 1 help 2 hero ~ - -
3 attempt 4 harm __ 26 
27. conclusion 1 settlement 2 end 
3 JOurney 4 nght __ 27 
28. obscure 1 clear 2 hidden 
3 odd 4 quaint __ 28 
29. extraordinary 1 prefer 2 unusual 
3 particular 4 favorable __ 29 
30. location 1 relieve 2 choice 
3 view 4 situation __ 3 o 
31. 1magmary 1 existmg 2 trifling 
32. escort 
33 merit 
34. compile 
35. console 
3 unreal 4 substantial __ 31 
. 
1 avoid 
3 attend 
1 deserve 
3 desire 
1 aid 
3 collect 
1 empower 
3 order 
2 occasiOn 
4 remain __ 3 2 
2 merry 
4 just __ 33 
2 ample 
4 answer __ :l4 
2 reduce 
4 comfort --3 ;:; 
36. legislator 1 elector 2lawmaker 
3 mmor 4 Citizen __ 36 
3 7 revert 1 persist 2 perplex 
3 return 4 unknown 37 
38. significance 1 prevention 2 treatment 
3 meaRing 4 certamty __ 38 
39. petulant 1 oppressive 2 stagnant 
3 sprightly 4 peevish --3 9 
40. dispute 1 disturb 2 question 
3 subdue 4 disgmse __ 40 
41. deplete 1 complete 2 final 
3 exhaust 4 fearless --4 1 
42. compassionate 1 respectful 2 free 
3 sly 4 kmd 42 
43 deter 1 meddle 2 applaud 
3 hinder 4 reline __ 4 3 
44. complex 1 simple 2 compliment 
3 complexiOn 4 mixed __ 44 
45. dispatch 1 discount 2 mood 
3 reheve 4 haste __ 4 5 
46. venerable 1 admirable 2 aged 
3 youthful 4 reliable __ 46 
47 conceited 1 variable 2 connected 
3 vain 4 conquest __ 4 7 
48. malign 1 insure 2 slander 
3 muffle 4 invade __ 48 
49. facile 1 fragile 2 futile 
3 easy 4 remote __ 4 9 
50. empower 1 enlarge 2 permit 
3 surpass 4 indulge __ 5o 
Test 7. Score (number right)-------·-····-·----------·-----· 
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TEST 1. RA~COMPREHENSION - PART A 
DIRECTIONS. Read the story below very carefully so that you can answer quest.ions about it. At \ 
of one minute you will hear the word "Stop." Put a circle around the word you are then reading an 
for further instructions. 
SLATE 
1 Slate is a name which is used to include many dif-
ferent kinds of rock. 2 The most common kind is that 
made up of clay and silex and is generally known as 
clay slate. 3 Slate is found in layers below the surface 
of the earth. 4 Geologists call these layers strata. 
5 The sheets of slate are lying in almost all positions, 
ranging from horizontal to vertical. 6 In some places 
they appear to have been folded like cloth or pa,per 
before the rock was hardened. 7 Millions of years of 
changes within the earth were probably required for 
the slate to reach its present state. 8 Slate splits 
quarry 15 Since the stone is in thin layers, it m 
taken out very carefully or it will be worthless. 16 
loosening of the layers is usually done with we 
17 Blasting is sometimes necessary to loosen the 
18 However, slate is rarely blasted out except at 
opening of the quarry. 19 The quarry follows the 
of the strata and in time may become quite dee} 
20 Grooves are cut in the rock to limit the size of t1i 
slabs split off. 
1 easily into slabs and thin sheets. 9 It is very hard, 
although it varies in hardness and structure, depend-
fig upon the quarries from which it is taken. 10 Many 
different colors of slate have been found, but most of 
it is bluish black. 
21 The greatest use made of slate is in roofing build 
ings. 22 It is very desirable for this purpose bec\).use i 
resists all actions of the weather and is also fireproof 
23 The slate is put on the roof in much the same w 
as shingle.s. 24 From a distance it closely resemb 
the shingle roof, except for the difference in C<'1 
25 Almost all the blackboards found in school 
11 The principal slate quarries of the country are 
located in the states of Pennsylvania and Vermont. 
12 The Pennsylvania! quarrie~ are the larger 13 Those 
of Vermont furnish the finer qyality of slate. 14 A 
slate quarry differs from that of any other kind of rock 
are made from slate. 26 It is especially suitab 
this purpose because the surface is smooth and · 
easily cleaned and because it naturally splits into 
sheets or layers. 27 The softest varieties of sla 
used for making pencils. 
,+2 
.Wait for further directions. Do not answer any of the questions until you are told to do so. 
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TEST 1. RATE-COMPREHENSION -PART B 
DIRECTIONS. Read this story very ·Carefully so that you can answer questions about it. When you hear t 
word "Stop," put a circle around the word you are reading and wait for further instructions. 
+ LIFE IN A CASTLE IN OLDEN TIMES 
1 In olden times a knight's castle was planned mainly 
for the protection of his family and his followers. 
2 However, many of the richer noblemen built splendid 
castles which became the real homes of their families. 
3 Around the castle and close to it for protection, the 
followers of the lord of the castle made their homes. 
4 In this way a village grew up, often within the outer 
court of the castle. 5 Here would be found the forge 
or blacksmith shop where horses were shod and where 
swords and armor were made. 6 In the court also were 
the bakery the carpenter shop, the stables, and usually 
the church. 7 In some castles the outer court was often 
large enough to include the village, a garden, a water 
mill, a poultry yard, and cultivated fields. 8 Many had 
lakes of fresh water for use in time of siege. 9 In such a 
castle life was not as simple and dull as one might think. 
10 The daily life of the castle WftS centered in the large 
main room known as the hall. 11 In the earlier days and 
in the castles of the less wealthy knights the hall was 
only a large, bare room. 12 On some flat stones in the 
center meat was cooked, and the smoke found its way 
out through a hole in the roof as best it could. 13 As time 
passed or the owners became richer and more power-
ful, towers of more than one story were built. 
14 Sometimes fireplaces with flues were made. 
+ £ 15 The floors were tiled. 16 The walls were hung 
with rich tapestries, cloth of gold, banners, and shields. 
17 Long oaken tables with wooden benches stood ready 
for use at me9-ltime. 18 The table of the master of the 
castle usually stood on a platform at OILC end of t 
hall. 19 At the opposite end was a gallery fo 
mus1e1ans. 
20 W]J.en bedtime came, the people of the hous 
hold slept in the castle hall. 21 For the servan 
coarse mattresses were laid on the hard floors. 22 Th 
bed of the master of the castle and his lady commonl 
stood at the farther end of the hall, usually separated 
from the rest of the room by curtains. 23 In the larger 
castles separate bedrooms were built on the uppe · 
floors. 
24 In the smaller castles the furnishings of these room · 
were very simple. 25 In the homes of the wealthy ther 
was great display. 26 The high posts of the beds wer 
sometimes overlaid with gold, inlaid with ivory, 
ornamented with precious stones. 27 The bed co 
ings were of rich silk or fur with golden fringe. 28 1'h 
chests for clothing were handsomely carved. 29 Jewels 
were kept in smaller chests covered with leather. 
30 In spite of the rude magnificence which was found 
in many of these castles, there was little that peopk 
today would call comfort. 31 The heavy stone walls 
must have been cold, since they were so thick. 32 The 
rooms were not as light as we woul? wish our rooms to 
be. 33 It was not safe to have the windows very large. 
34 Even large windows would not let in much sunligh 
if cut into a wall ten or fifteen feet thick. 35 The rooms 
were often made more cheerful, therefore, by painting 
the walls with crude but bright and cheery designs. 
Wait for further directions. Do not answer any of the questions until you are told to do so. 
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TEST 2. DIRECTED READING FIRST SELECTION 
eTIONS. A story is given below. Read each question and find the sentence in the story which an-
ers it. Notice the number of this sentence. Find this number among the answer spaces at the right 
the question and fill in the space under it. 
Look at Sample A below Space No. 2 is filled because the question asked in the sample is answered in 
sentence No.2 in the story Study Sample B. Rea:d the question. Sentence No. 1 gives the answer to 
the question; so space No. 1 should be filled in. Do it now. Answer the other questions in a similar 
manner. 
You will have five minutes for this work. You may read parts of the story again if you need to do so. 
SUGAR CANE 
1 Sugar is made from several different kinds of 
plants. 2 In the United States, sugar cane is one of 
the important plants from which we get sugar. 3 In 
the sugar-cane plant, the stalks or canes are jointed 
like those of the Indian corn. 4 For this reason it is 
sometimes called a cousin · of the Indian corn. 5 The 
plant grows best in a tropical or very warm climate. 
6 In preparing the land for the planting, it is first 
plowed. 7 Ridges are then thrown up from siX to 
eight feet apart. 8 A shallow ditch is made in the top of 
each ridge. 9 Two or three rows of jointed sections cut 
from the main stalk are laid end to end in this trench. 
10 On large plantations machines cover the stalks. 
11 In the smaller fields men with hoes do the work . . 
12 Several canes bearing grass-like leaves grow from 
each root. 13 The plants grow rapidly under the heat 
of the Southern sun. 14 By harvest time they reach 
a height of from five to twenty feet and a diameter of 
about two inches. 15 For a number of years the cane 
will spring up from the same roots, but gradually it 
becomes poorer in quality. 16 The old root is then 
plowed up and new cuttings are planted. 17 Where 
labor is plentiful, the planting IS done each year. 
18 In Louisiana the stubble will produce a good crop 
the second or even the third year. 
19 Harvesting usually begins m October. 20 It IS 
better to let the cane have just as long as possible to 
grow, for sugar forms in the juice of the cane most 
rapidly in the latter part of the life of the cane stalk. 
21 However, it must be cut before frost injures the 
qt1fllity of the juice in the stalk. 22 When the canes 
are cut, they are taken in bundles to the mills, where 
the juice is taken out by running the stalks through 
heavy rollers. 23 The crushed stalks are used as fuel 
for the engines which run the mills. 
24 The juice, which is a yellowish-green liquid having 
~ leasant odor, is then strained and boiled until it 
ckens. 25 The molasses which we use in our homes 
btained from the first boiling of the juice. 26 Raw 
s not secured until a more careful refining of the 
U) taken place. 
SAMPLES. 
A. What plant produces much of the sugar + 
made in the United States? A 
B. Do many kinds of pl;mts produce sugar?. . B 
1. Which sentence tells one way in which sugar 
cane and corn stalks are alike ? . . 1 
2. Does sugar cane grow better in a hot or a cold 
country?.... . 2 
3. What relation is the sugar-cane plant to corn ?a 
4. How far apart are the rows of cane planted?. 4 
6. What is the first step in getting land ready for 
planting sugar cane? .. 5 
6. How do owners of large sugar-cane fields cover 
the cane stalks when planting? 6 
7. What kind of leaves does the sugar-cane plant 
grow? . . . . 1 
4+ 
8. How tall does sugar cane sometimes grow? .. 8 
9. Does the sugar-cane plant grow fast or slowly ?9 
10. Under what conditions are new cane stalks 
planted each year? . 10 
11. When the old plants fail to produce, what is 
done to get a better crop? 11 
12. Where could a man who raises sugar cane get 
results without planting each year? . 12 
13. When IS the cutting of sugar cane usually 
begun? 1a 
14: What danger is there in waiting too long before 
harvesting sugar cane? 14 
16. When does the cane juice become richest in 
sugar? 15 
16. How is the juice removed from the stalks? 16 
• 17. What color is the cane juice? 11 
18. What product is made after the cane juice has 
been cooked only once? . 18 
19. What are the stalks used for after the juice has 
been removed? 19 
20. What is the process called by which the raw 
sugar is obtained? 20 
Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. 
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TEST 2. DIRECTED READING- SECOND SELECTION 
A story is given below . • Read 'each question and answer it just as you did in the first 
The sample is answered correctly. You will have .five minutes for this work. + 
STORMING A CASTLE IN OLDEN TIMES 
In olden times, no man was safe unless he could 
_..-._.._._ .... himself with his own strong arm or the arms 
followers.' 2 Thus the home of a knight had to 
fortified. 3 Most of the great castles of that 
were located on high, rocky points near a river or 
4 In this way they could be entirely surrounded 
a moat, or deep ditch filled with water 5 This 
could be crossed only by means of a drawbridge. 
enemy thus would find it very difficult to reach 
'CaStle. 7 The castle walls were usually built of 
~ n•~._..,"' stone and were very high and thick. 
looking at the ruins of one of these ancient 
~~USU1es and seeing how they were fortified, it is easy 
why only the bravest enemy ever tried to capture 
of them. 9 The easiest way, if the foe could spare 
was to lay siege to the castle. 10 This meant 
'WllTCit.Jil.diilg it, cutting off its food supply, and waiting 
those within were starved into surrendering. 
nwPv••,., if the enemy could not wait to take the 
cutle by siege, there· were three common and usually 
qq,icker methods. 
11 One way was to try to batter down the walls or 
by means of a machine called a battering-ram. 
usually consisted of a heavy iron-headed beam 
,,,,.,~~ on chains between towers on wheels. 14 These 
tow.ers were moved up close to the walls by the enemy. 
16 Then the iron head of the beam was crashed into 
-the gates or against the walls. 
18 Often the walls were too strong to be broken 
doWn by this battering-ram. 17 Then the enemy must 
uae his second method of attack. 18 This meant that 
be tnust get to the top of the walls and overpower the 
defenders. 19 For this purpose a tall wooden tower 
a's high as the castle walls was built and set on rollers. 
10 The moat was then filled with rocks and trees to 
Dia,ke a roadway 21 Then the tower, filled with men, 
was rolled across the moat and up to the wall. 22 The 
Dl<)~lmt it was near the walls, a drawbridge was let 
the top of the tower to the wall. 23 The 
attacll~ers rushed across, and the battle was on. 24 Of 
the defenders of the castle were not idle. 
Heavy stones were hurled upon the tower to wreck 
26 Often they tried to burn it and the men by 
th~oo...in blazing tar and pitch upon the tower. 
Another method of attack was to try to under-
K-'"'I~¥MIIi" the walls of the castle. 28 If the walls rested 
this method of attack was usually not success-
. • But if the walls were built on soft soil, it 
as Qften possible for the enemy to dig an underground 
~ under the very base of the walls. 30 The top 
passage was supported by heavy beams. 
kept the roof from caving in while the digging 
on. 31 Later these beams were set on fire, 
that the top of the passageway would 
it the po~·on f the wall above it. 
wall the enemy would 
-...~~ce of · · a 'Victo1y 
SAMPLE. Which sentence tells how a knight pro-
tected himself in olden times? 
1. What kind of place was usually chosen for a 
castle? 1 
2. How did a friendly visitor get across this deep 
ditch to the castle gate? 2 
3. What name was given to the water-filled ditch 
around the castle grounds? . 3 
4. Of what were the castle walls usually made?. 4 
6. What was the easiest way of taking a castle in 
olden times?. s 
6. What word describes the man who would try to 
take a large castle? 6 
7 What is meant by laying siege to a castle? .. 1 
8. How was a battering-ram made? . . . . 8 
9. Were castle walls sometimes difficult to crush 
with a battering-ram? 9 
10. What part of the battering-rare was used to 
break down the walls? . 10 
5+ 
11. What was a second method of attack, used when 
the walls could not be crashed? u 
12. What did the enemy usually use to get to the 
top of the castle walls? 12 
13. What did the enemy use to get across from the 
tower to the castle wall? 13 
14. What was used to make a roadway close up to 
the castle when the attack was made? 14 
15. What did the defenders often use to try to burn 
the enemy?. . 1s 
16. How did the men in the castle try to crush the 
movable towers? 16 
17. What was the third common method of 
attack? . 11 
18. Was undermining a good method when the 
castle was built on soft soil? 18 
19. How did the enemy keep the tunnel from caving 
in while it was being dug?. 19 
• 20. What made the castle wall cave in when the 
enemy was ready to attack? 20 
Do not tum this page until you are told to do so. 
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TEST 3. WORD MEANING 
DIRECTIONS. One of the four numbered words in each exercise means almost the same as the first word. 
Find the word. Note its number. Then mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same. 
SAMPLE. Little -'-- 1 real 2 light 3 small 4 brittle ..... 
1. Quick- 1 fast 2 away 3 quiet 4 thick,. 
2. Silently - 1 madly 2 nightly 3 quietly 4 quickly 2 
- Sound- 1 words 2 noise 3 talk 4 lesson .. ., .. 3 
4. Slope- 1 boast 2 level 3 slant 4 scope ... 4 
6. Allow- 1 make 2 do 3 plaee 4 permit .... 5 • 
6. Power 1 strength 2 storm 3 powder 4 engine 6 
7. Frock 1 sheep 2 dress 3 flock 4 ducks .... 7 
8. Calm- 1 cold 2 balmy 3 quiet 4 warm .. 8 
6 
3 4 
I 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 4 
2 3 4 
2 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
• 2 3 4 
9. Slam- 1 solve 2 bang 3 perform 4 shout . .. 000000000 '1 9 
2 3 4 
10. Brave 1 honest 2 smart 3 bold 4 skillful ... 10 
2 3 4 
11. Arouse- 1 believe 2 stand 3 awaken 4 notice .. 11 
2 3 4 
12. Expert- 1 unusual 2 expensive 3 honest 4 skillful. 12 
6+ 
2 3 4 
13. Amount- 1 some 2 sum 3 many 4 part .. 0 13 
2 3 4 
.14. Pause 1 think 2 look 3 stop briefly 4 breathe slowly. > 14 
2 3 4 
16. Lawfully - 1 carefully 2 legally 3 manfully 4 improperly . 0 • • 0 0 0 15 
2 3 4 
15. Misuse 1 disturb 2 use 3 mistake 4 mistreat ... 16 
2 3 4 
17. Sovereign- 1 state 2 law 3 country 4 ruler 0 17 
2 3 4 
18. Abominable- 1 violent 2 right 3 horrible 4 sure ... . .. ... 18 
2 3 4 
19. Clergyman- 1 salesman 2 storeman 3 preacher 4 teacher . . 0 • • • 0 19 
• 2 3 4 
Desolation - 1 condition 2 destination 3 prosperity 4 destruction. . . . . . . 00 00 20 
2 3 4 
1. Entice- 1 attract 2 endure 3 enter 4 advise 21 
2 3 4 
Assert- 1 send 2 state positively 3 look carefully 4 desert. ••••• 22 
2 3 4 
Violate- 1 transgress 2 fail 3 relate 4 visit. • 00 23 
11 2 3 4 
Judicious- 1 happy 2 foolish 3 free 4 wise .. • 24 
2 3 4 
Diligent 1 funny 2 busy 3 skillful 4 pretty ..... . •• 25 
2' 3 4 
Abridge- 1 condense 2 lengthen 3 end 4 cross .. 26 
2 4 
Defile 1 lose 2 find 3 file 4 soil , 
'''.J' ••• 27 
Go right on to the next page. 
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4 
Fog 1 rainfall 2 foliage 3 atmosphere 4 thick mist 
4 
Sanitation - 1 cleanliness 2 sanitarium 3 disease 4 insanity 2 
3 4 
Inhabitant - 1 inherent 2 resident 3 nurse 4 dwelling 3 
3 4 
1 do away with 2 polish 3 leave 4 call away .. 4 
3 4 
1 angle 2 polygamy 3 surface 4 many-sided figure 5 
3 4 
1 deserter 2 alignment 3 enemy 4 foreigner . 6 
2 3 4 
1 cannon 2 steep valley 3 rocky place 4 flat country 7 
2 3 4 
1 revolve 2 work out 3 stand out 4 find 8 
2 3 4 
1 valley 2 castle 3 bed of river 4 sea vessel 9 
2 3 4 
1riable- 1 changeable 2 venerable 3 unusual 4 common • • . 10 
+ 2 3 4 
reatment 1 medicine 2. treaty 3 disease 4 management .... 11 
2 3 4 
mbush 1 amend 2 fight 3 waylay 4 capture. 12 
2 3 4 
nnexation- l. anniversary 2 addition 3 country 4 vexation 13 
2 3 4 
heorem 1 geometry 2 theory 3 statement to be proved 4 established law 14 
2 3 4 
rrptom l symposium 2 sign 3 disease 4 organ of the body 15 
7+ 
2 4 
rater...:._ 1 molten matter 2 rocky wall 3 lava 4 opening of a volcano . . 16 
2 4 
ri$tocracy 1 government 2 followers of Aristotle 3 democracy 4 privileged class 17 
2 4 
'Simplify- 1 explain 2 solve 3 make less difficult 4 restrain 18 
2 4 
Stimulant 1 that which excites 2 stinginess 3 medicine 4 that which controls 19 
2 4 
Similar 1 different 2 simpler 3 general likeness 4 exactly the same 20 
2 4 
Navigate- 1 implicate 2 sail over 3 walk 4 fish 21 
2 4 
Ballot- 1 defeat 2 bat 3 win an election 4 vote. 22 
2 
1 answer 2 divisor 3 number to be divided 4 a number to multiply 23 
1 dense thicket 2 bush 3 jumble 4 animal. 24 
2 
1 map 2 political party 3 special privilege 4 dia~ram 25 
2 
1 cylindrical 2 three dimensional 3 correct 4 two dimensional .. 26 
• Measure 1 rule 2 work 3 walk 4 value 27 
• Elevation 1 mountains 2 elevator 3 height above sea level 4 high plains 28 
CTtoNS. Read each paragraph carefully, and then study the questions A, B, and Cat the right. Select 
correct answer. Notice the number of this answer In the margin at the right, fill in the answer space 
er this num~er. 
• A pencil makes a mark when the surface on 
· ch it is scratched is rough and hard enough to 
off a part of the lead. A pencil will not write 
pane of glass, because it is so smooth that the 
will glide over the surface. It .will not write 
thing very soft, because it will not wear off 
h of the lead to make a mark. When in use, 
cil keeps getting shorter and shorter, because 
t of the lead is being left on the paper. 
he Boy Scout movement has spread from its 
rganization in 1907 until fifty-seven countries, 
senting over 90 per cent of the population of 
orld, have adopted the Scout program. Scout 
dot every corner of our own country. More 
800,000 Scouts from Maine to California are 
their daily good turns. 
lax grows in. the cold-temperature belts. Flax 
.and cold and drought pretty well ; but a fair 
t of rain is ne-cessary in order to have a good 
of flax. Growing flax and getting the fiber 
when it is grqwn are both hard, slow tasks. 
flax have to be weeded carefully by hand. 
ks also have to be softened under water by 
them decay before the fibers can be pulled off 
ody core of the stalk. 
ot springs often bring large ,amounts of fine 
1 
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 
1 How a Pencil Is Made 2 How a Pencil 
Writes 3 Writing on a Hard Surface . . A 
B. Why is it difficult to write on a pane of glass with 
a lead pencil? 1 Glass is too smooth.~ 2 Pencil 
is too hard. 3 Lead is too soft. . B 
C. The lead in a pencil wears down faster when writ-
ing on a - 1 pane of glass 2 sheet of smooth 
white paper 3 piece of wrapping paper c 
2 
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 Spread 
of the Boy Scout Movement 2 Importance of 
Scouting 3 First Organization of Boy Scouts A 
B. In how many countries are Boy Scout troops 
organized? 1 the United States orily + 
2 90 countries 3 67 countries . B 
C. The number of Scouts in the United States is more 
than- 1 300,000 2 800,000 3 1,600,000 c 
3 
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 
1 The Nature of Flax 2 Temperature Needed 
for Flax 3 Conditions for Growing Flax A 
B. Why is the production of flax slow and 
expensive? 1 It must be protected from 8+ 
cold. 2 It must be cultivated by hand. 
3 It must have plenty of water.. . B 
J 
C. The fibers of flax can be separated only- 1 during 
the rainy season 2 when the stalks have been 
soaked in water 3 after they have been frosted c 
4 
ste to the surface with the steaming water . . A. 
te is· then deposited around the opening o~ 
Choose the best title for the paragraph. 
1 How Hot Springs Are Formed 2 How Mud 
Volcanoes Are Made 3 Height of Volcanoes A .-.g, where in time it forms a hard mound several 
gh with a crater in the center. Although seldom 
ixty feet in height, the resemblance of these 
to true volcanoes has given them the name 
ud volcanoes." 
Before 1880 only a few thousand immigrants 
to this country from Italy. After the above 
they began to come in large numbers. The 
er varied from year to year, but often it ran 
the hundreds of thousands. Most of the Italian 
'grants came from southern Italy, where the popu-
is very dense and where living conditions are 
poor. Today there are more Italians in New 
City than in Naples. The Italian immigrants 
ot all remaiq in New York but may be found in 
st every American city 
Go right on to the next page. 
B. What forms the crater-like openings around hot 
• • B 
• 
springs? 1 rock deposits 2 soft mud 
3 petrified wood 
C. Few mud volcanoes exceed a height of -
1 sixty feet 2 six inches 3 six feet . c 
5 
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 Italian 
Immigration to America 2 How Italians Come to 
This Country 3 Why Italians Come toN ew York A 
B. Which of these cities has the largest Italian popu-
lation? 1 Naples 2 San Francisco 3 New York B 
C. Italian immigration to this country was heaviest 
from 1 southern Italy 2 northern Italy 
3 central Italy c 
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TEST 4. PARAGRAPH CO PREHENSION (Cont'd) IowaSUentReading:NewEd. Elem. Ali: 
The United States has found that it must save 6 
timberlands. For many years these have been 
'troyed and carelessly handled. In the latter put 
the nineteenth century the United States began 
reaiize that so'mething would have to be done about 
This resulted in the establishment of the National 
rest system. This service protects the remaining 
nberlands from destruction and thus insures a regular 
of water in the streams. 
Every summer millions of American people take 
cir vacations where they can enjoy the beauties· of 
ture and the freedom of life outdoors. They are 
;racted by the majestic greatness of the mountains, 
charm of the lakes and streams, the peacefulness 
the forests, and the bracing breezes of the ocean. 
the open air they build up health and find a new 
ppiness. In camps and resorts they play with a 
edom which is impossible in the congested and busy 
e of a modern city. 
8. If you will loo~ carefully at the creeping ivy 
ne, you will find that it sends out many little fine 
oots or tendrils which attach themselves to rough 
aces in the wall. If there were only one or even 
st a few of these tendrils, they could not 'support 
e vine. However, there are a great many of them 
d each holds a little, so they are able to support . 
avy vines. 
9. The swordfish has been so named because of the 
ng, sword-like snout with which it defends itself 
d secures its food. In shape its body is much like 
at of a mackerel. It reaches a length of four to 
A. Choose the b~st title for the paragraph. 1 Waste 
of Forests 2 Reasons for the National Forest 
Service 3 Saving the Forests A 
B. The most important reason for saving our timber-
lands is - 1 to reduce forest fires 2 to give 
rangers jobE 3 flood prevention. B 
C. What is a possible date for the establishment of the 
National Forest Service? 11848 21918 31898 c 
7 + 
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 Escape 
from the City 2 The Healthy Out-of-Doors 
3 The American's Love of Nature. . . A 
B. What are people seeking as a result of vacations 
in the open air? 1 health and happiness 
2 ocean breezes 3 majestic mountains B 
C. People enjoy a summer vacation near the ocean 
because of its 1 majestic beauty 2 cool 
and bracing breezes 3 peace and calm. c 
8 
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 
1 How Ivy Shoots Grow 2 The Way Ivy 
Climbs Walls 3 The Tendrils on Ivy Vines A 
B. What makes it possible for an ivy vine to climb 
up a brick wall? 1 tendrils 2 suction cups 
on the leaves 3 a sticky substance B 
C. The heavy vine clings to the wall because 9+ 
1 one, of the shoots holds it 
2 many of the shoots hold it 3 the leaves 
attach themselves Jo the wall c 
9 
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. 1 How 
the Swordfish Fights 2 The Weight of the 
Swordfish 3 How the Swordvsh Gets Its N arne A 
How long does the bony snout of the swordfish teen feet, and weighs from one hundred fifty to · B. 
hundred pounds. The sword, which is sometimes 
ree feet long, 1s formed by the prolonged and 
ughened bone of the upper jaw. It is usually some-
hat flattened and has a very sharp point. 
10. The _starfish has a very thick central portion, 
e underside of which is called the mouth. From the 
ntral portion five pointed arms extend, which give 
general appearance of a star. The spiny skin 
ms a deposit of lime which makes it hard and 
mewhat shell-like if the fish is removed from the 
ater for a long time. When in the water, the star-
sh moves about qqite freely By means of a double 
ow of sucker feet the starfish is able to move about 
nd to fasten itself firmly to objects. 
sometimes grow? 1 six feet 2 three feet 
3 fifteen feet . B 
C. A full-grown swordfish usually weighs 1 three 
to fifteen pounds 2 fifty to one hundred pounds 
3 one hundred fifty to si:ll: hundred pounds. . c 
10 + 
A. Choose the best title for the paragraph. r What 
the Starfish Looks Like 2 The Arms of the 
Starfish 3 The Sucker-like Feet of the Starfish A 
B. How does the starfish fasten itself to an object? 
1 by its five-pointed arms 2 by its sucker-like 
feet 3 by its mouth n 
C. In the water, the starfish 1 swims about easily 
2 fastens itself to a rock 3 cannot swim 
because of its spiny skin. c 
Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. 
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TEST 5. SENTENCE MEANING lowa Silent Reading: New Ed.: Elem.: All 
s. Read each question. If the answer is "Yes," fill in the space under YES in the margin. If the 
"No," fill in the space under NO. ,S~udy the sample. Do not guess. 
Are all people dishonest? 
dime less in value than a nickel? . 1 
we see things clearly in a thick fog? 2 
I 
• Is geography studied in public schools? 
1. Are appearances sometimes deceiying? 
5. Could some accidents be prevented? 
6. Do newspapers ever print untrue statements? 
7. Do good students make a habit of missing class? 
8. Will a difficult task be performed easily? 
• 
9. Do all problems deal with arithmetic? 
10. Will a man usually be anxious to work if he is very tired?. 
11. Does superior intelligence always insure the success of a person? 
12. Is an index the same as a table of contents? 
13. May it become a habit for a person to impose on others?. 
14. May great care help to prevent mistakes?. 
15. Does it take courage to volunteer to perform a very dangerous task? 
16. Does the friendship of a cheerful person usually make us unhappy? 
17. Are all celebrations characterized by extravagance? 
18. Can one· become accustomed to doing difficult tasks? 
19. Does an increase in population require a greater food supply? 
20. Should free people be expected to work for nothing?. . . . 
21. Are there ever objectionable people in a democratic country? . 
22. Will a person always be insulted if he is stopped on the street? 
Is it always a good thing to know the rules when playing a game? 
Do most children attend the public school in the summer time? ... 
Will a person who is seriously ill be likely to seek medical aid?. 
Do good deeds sometimes result in satisfactory rewards? 
Should a diligent worker ever be given a satisfactory reward for his work? 
Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. No. Right No. Wrong 
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TEST 6. PART A: ALPHABETIZING; USING GUIDE WORDS 
COLUMN 1 
DIRECTIONS. This tf'st will show how well you are 
able to locate words in an alphabetical list such as in 
the dictionary. 
Study the sample below List A contains the words 
to be located. List B is made up of guide words 
such as are placed at .the top of a page of a dictionary 
to tell you which words are included on that page. 
·For each word in List A you are to find the pair of 
guide words between which the word would be found 
in an alphabetical list. Notice the number of this 
pair of words. Then fill in the answer space under 
this same number at the right of the word in List A. 
LIST B 
(Guide Wor~s) 
1. and -are 
2. arm-ask 
3. bad- big 
4. bill - bird 
6. cab cat 
SAMPLE 
LIST A 
(Words to Be 
Located) 
bed ...... 11 
car . . . . :: 
any ..... . 1 
2 3 5 
I 
2 3 4 5 
I 
2 3 4 5 
For example, bed, the first word in List A in the 
sample, will be found in the dictionary between bad 
and big. This pair is No. 3 in List B, so, the third 
answer space after bed is filled in. The second word 
in List A, car, is found between cab and cat, the fifth 
pair in List B. Therefore, answer space No. 5 has 
been filled in after car. Where would the third word, 
any, be found? This sample exercise is answered 
correctly by filling in answer space No. 1. 
Do the exercises in .Column 2 in ~ similar way. 
Notice that some guide words may be used more than 
once and some may not be used at all. 
JNiiii'BEB RIGHT: 
I Siiiiidard Score 
CoLUMN 2 
LIST B 
(Guide Words) 
1. able - action 
2. after - agree 
3. aid - also 
4. apart - applied 
5. apply - autumn 
6. bill - bite 
7. bitter blind 
8. cake - called 
9. care -cart 
10. comb - coming 
11. gem - gentle 
12. gently - get 
13. give - goose 
14. half -hang 
15. head - heart 
16. kind knee 
17. knob -known 
18. make - most 
19. ram -rat 
20. reach - ready 
21. reason - roll 
22. sack - said 
23. sail - salt 
24. sat say 
25. uncle - umon 
26. unite - use 
27. well -who 
28. words - worm 
29. yard - yam 
30. year - yes 
LIST A 
(Words to Be 
Located) 
apples .1 
ail . . . .2 
about .a 
authority. 4 
again s 
call .... 6 
birds .. 1 
+ 
cars .s 
hands 9 
general ... 10 
11+ 
heard . . . 11 
kitchen .... 12 
read . .1s 
know 14 
saw... . .15 
road ..... 16 
upon. 11 
undress .... 1s 
yeast . . .19 
worked .... 20 
• 
Do not tum the page until you are told to do so. 
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TEST 6. PART D: USE OF AN 
'RECTIONS. The answers to the questions in Col-
nn 2 are fo1,.md in the index below First read 
e question and then find the desired answer by 
oking under. the proper topic in the index. Then 
<:ate your answer among the possible answers given 
th the quention and fill in the answer space in the 
trgin whicb is numbered the same. 
ud 'lne samples carefully before you try to 
r the questions. 
Look at Sample A. In the index under "Oregon" 
u will find the word "lumber" and the page refer-
nee, 173. 173 is second among the answers given 
ith the question so the second answer space has 
een filled in. 
Look at Sample B. 
cference in the index. 
arked. 
See if you can find the page 
The correct answer space is 
Answer the remaining exercises the same way 
INDEX 
:anada: 45-53; coal, 244; dairying, 157; flax, 153; for-
ests, 97; fur farms, 176-177; industrial regions, 263; 
map, 47; trapping, 176; wheat, 95~8. 
~hina · 22-24; deserts, 216; farming, 125, 129-131; lack of 
dairy cattle, 130; lack of manufacturing, 262, plains, 129; 
population, Fig. 24, page 126; rice, 131; silk, 131, 142; 
troubled condition, 124. 
Cotton: 147-152 Australia, 151; bales, 149; bolls, 149; 
Egypt, 150; Korea, 150; mills, 149-150; Russia in Asia, 
152, South Africa, 154; Sudan, 156; United States pro-
duction, Fig. 42, page 148. 
irying: 1$6; in Holland, 1$8. 
Geology: 2o-24; defined, 21; important divisions, 22; 
fields, 24. 
Germany: 83-85, 235; cities, 82; dairying, 158; farming, 
83; fisheries, 205; manufacturing, 267; potatoes, 82; 
rainfall, 82; sugar beets, 82. 
Grapefruit: California, 135; Florida, 133-134; Texas, 136. 
Herding: Persia, 219; reindeer in Alaska, Fig. 25, page 192; 
reindeer in Lapland, 192; Russia in Asia, 219 semi-deserts, 
213-214. See also Grazing. 
India: 22-27, animals, 93 ; barley 90; cotton, growth of, 
151; crowding, 90; dairying, 161; fakirs, 91; farmhouses, 
92; farming, 90; governed by England, 9o-91 ; rainfall, 
90; rice, 90; seasons, 90; silk, 14r. 
Japan 267-269; cherries, 132; farming, 127-128; fisheries, 
206; forests, 127; map opposite page 269; poverty, 128; 
rice, tea, 142; temperate belt, 127 
Oregon: apples, 138; automobiles, 99; horses, 99; irriga-
tion, 138; lumber, 173; salmon, 205, 207; wheat, 98. 
Railroads: 41-45; Alaska, 185; deserts, 2n-212 east of 
Caspian Sea, 104; Lapland, 194; number of miles in 
'ted States, 45 · Moscow, 196 · spur track, 39· See also 
nsportation. 
Scandinavian Peninsula: 195-196 mountains, 193. See also 
No! way. 
Scir;nce: defined, 18; American Men of, 22. 
~ JUth Africa: 94, 1os-uo; cotton, 151 ; oranges, 138; 
ranching, 163 ; sisal, 155. 
Texas: map of, 75 admission to Union, 78. 
SAMPLES. 
A. What page di~cusses lumbering in Oregon? 
1 138 2 173 3 92 4 98 5 185 A 
B. What page gives information about fisheries m 
Germany? 
1 156 2 235 3 83 4 205 5 82 B 
1. Next to what page can you find a map of Japan ? 
1 127 2 142 3 206 4 269 5 282 1 
2. What page tells about dairy products in Holland? 
1 127 2 131 3 156 4 157 5 158 2 
3. Does the index tell where to find the number of 
miles of railroad in the United States? 
1 Yes 2 No 3 
• 4. What is the number of the figure which tells about 
cotton production in the United States? 
1 24 2 39 3 42 4 45 5 196 4 
5. Where is there a reference to grapefruit in Texas? 
1 trade 2 grapefruit 3 Texas 4 fruit 5 
6. On what page can a definition of geology be found? 
1 21 2 22 3 23 4 24 5 25. 6 
7. What page tells about the wheat crop in Oregon? 
1 95 2 98 3 99 4 138 5 205 7 
8. Where is English government in India 12+ 
3 90-91 discussed ? 1 22-27 2 83-85 
4 92-93 5 133-134 8 
9. Where (on what page) will you find a map of 
Canada? 1 22 2 45 3 4 7 4 97 5 176 9 
10. Does the index tell where to find something on the 
schools of India? 1 Yes 2 No. w 
11. On what page will you find a figure showing how 
many people live in China? 
1 24 2 124 3 125 4 126 5 129 11 
12. On what page can you find a figure about herding 
reindeer in Alaska? 
1 192 2 194 3 213 4 214 5 219 12 
13. On what page is ranching in South Africa dis-
cussed? 1 105 2 138 3 151 4 155 5 163 13 
14. What topic gives another reference to herding? 
1 cattle 2 dairying 3 farming 4 grazing 14 
15. Where (on what page) is a map of Texas given? 
1 47 2 75 3 78 4 92 5 193 . 15 
16. Where will you find out about cotton in Egypt? 
1 147 2 148 3 149 4 150 5 154 16 
17 Is there a reference in this index to British Men 
of Science? 1 Yes 2 No 11 
Where are the industries of Canada referred to? + Trade 282-288 advantages for, 283-284, Arctic Ocean, 196; 8 Eskimos with white people, 188 Hawaiian sugar, ns. 1 · 1 153 2 157 3176 4 263 5 27718 
Venice: 23, 28o-282; Grand Canal, 280 manufacturing, 282. 
Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. 
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'tvord CP..te:;ories 
E~.ch f;rouu of ten ~,.rords bclonr,;s in 2 Grou:oo. For inot!".lnco: 
cup, ro'bin, so.uccr, plr-~ te, bluebird, spe.rrO't·r. '::he so '-'Ordo \·rould 
mnl\::o tHO R:1ort lists Of c1.if'h88 Pnd birds, li~'::O this: 
Dishes Birds 
cun robin 
snucer bluebird 
plnte sn~rrow 
See Nhether or not you c«.n m.,.,ko 2 c;rou•)S of Fords from those · 
li G t s. Put yov.r ~.nGFcrs on the P.ns1•rer sheet. 
Exercis~ l 
1. fl.nplcs; pot,.,toos; p;re.~ns; turnips; squ.!lsh; melons; carrots; 
:oon rs; bn.nRn"~.S. 
t. chair; bl_,.,cl~bird; desk; sof"'.; buregu; oriole; bluej!'l.y; CFI.bine 
croH; bookcP.SO. 
3. elephPnt; b~seball; giraffe; horse: footb~ll; cow; cat; 
SFimmj,ne;; do~; sl\::C'ting. 
4. ST·rimminr~; skptine;; tennis; skiint;; toboggafuing; sunb::~thinc;; 
ono•·mhoeing; bicyclin.s;; f;olf; oleic;h .... riding. 
5. cod; rnr.ckcrr>.l; •)encil; ink; herrinc:;; erR.ser; S::'l.lmon; h::;.libut; 
:pRper; pen. 
Exercise 2 
Mn.ke 3 lists, this time-:--no not-mo.rk on this :9"":oer. 
1. Snlisbury River; Ash Street; Hontello Street; 1o!hite £.1ountA.ins 
Ho1·rprd Street; Green l'IountP.ins; Roclcy Hountr.ins; 141 ssi r si:o:oi 
River; Ohio River; On.k Street. 
2. ~ouse; factory; dog; teddy be~r; c~.t; girpffe; church; city 
hF1.ll; jump-rope; m1=1rbles. 
3. C1'1.rcline; butterfly; horse; ox; mosauito; cle·ohFl.nt; SP.lmon; 
bee; fly; herring. 
i./ 
4. Bido-Pnd-so Seek; Putomobile; ~encil; Lon~on Bridge is FRll-
ing Do1·rn; trF>.in; ernser; ink; ho:oscotch; bur; pen. 
5. J~mes; Bett~r; Nell; sun; rifle; Robert; s1,rord;. s·:)e~.r, Eleanor 
br>yonet. 
6. vi olin; mixing rr•)oon; hf'mmer; mixing bo,.·rl; egg bee.ter; pi-?.no; 
cello; moP suring c·u·o; trv.m~Jet; r::~.F. 
• L~=~==~-~~~============~-===============~~============~~~==~-~~-~======-
9 7 
Sometimes T.re need to kno11 ~. definite_ 1-rord or ryhr~so to 
describe a p;roun of things. For ex...,m•;lc: o_ogo, CEl,ts, flnd tigers 
Rre Rll r-ni~?ls; dimes, •;ennics; 1=md nickelG R.re .!1.11 coins. 
Sec Phether or not you cnn give r:t o_efini to ens,.rer · for e·=teh of 
these lists. ,,rrt~ the ~§£.£ on your E1ns1·rer sheet. 
1. 
2. 
). 
1 
2 
1 
uncle, 2 
b01·rJ. 8 1 1 
11.utwnn, 1 
1=1.unts, P.nd 2 cousins enun.l 5 
cup, !"1.nd 1 D!"1il 80U1=1le 4 
s~1ring, r'nd 2 summers eaunl 4 
4. F'e1=1.r, joy, sorrm·r, :=>nd rmger eaUEl,l 4 ____________ _ 
5. 1 sof,, 3 chPirs, ~.nd 2 t::~.bles equ~.l 6. ________ _ 
-----=-=--. ~ 
Selecting Best '::J;tles 
Exercire~ 
98 
The ber-t title for P. DP.re.gra-,!h or section ie the title noout 
Fhich the HholQ DPr."'grp_·oh or eection is telling Do not choose 
<-l title 1,rhich is discussed by only 0 sm~?.ll n~rt of this parf",graph. 
Hhich of the follm·ring titles gives the amin thought of each 
''rhole :on.r~_gre.uh or section? N'ri te your pJ1S1,rer on the e.ns11er 
sheet, 
I 0 Hm·.r does e. uigeon find its ~·ray home? No one kno1•rs, but 
mnny ueo~le h~ve tried to find out, At first, they thought the 
PiGeon mirht see its own nest, bec,quse nigeons do h,qve very good 
eyes. But P. ·o igoon 1•rill fly home 1,rhen it is thousn.nds of miles 
P..HP.y It cert,oinly cn.nnot see thousr'.nds of miles 
Do uigeono remember the w,oy home? The Rnswer is no You 
can Dut R pigeon in a box Pnd cover the box so th~t the bird 
C.<1.nnot see 't•rherc it is going. Hhen you turn it loose, it 1•rill 
fly un in the Rir, circle ~round a few times, and then heRd for 
home It does not c;eem to ma2Ie P.ny difference ho1,r fP.r e.NP..y 
from home the ··1igeon is "' 
1. Seeing the \>!ny 
2. A Pigeon's Good Memory 
3. The Myetery of the ::-Ioming 
Pigeon 
4. A long FliGht 
II. A homing ··)igeon must enter its nest the minute it ~ets home. 
The men ~·'hO:. m,rn ·oip;eons sn.y th(1.t the pigeon must 11 tr-":o 11 i teelf, 
th8.t is, F;o into its nest. 1_·!hon 8. !?it;eon is C8.rrying 8. message, 
the o~,rner HP._nts to lmoN 1,rhnt is in the mess8.ge. ':lo get the 
mesrnge, he mut:t get the :oigcon , If the bird sits in R tree or 
on the roof of R ~uilding , it is not of much use as a messenger! 
S:hcrefore, the first lesson the little :oigeon lePrns is to go 
into its n8st Pnd trRD it self . 2 
1. Cnrrying R Message 
2. A ::-Taming Pigeon's 
First LesRon 
1 Carol Hovious and Elga M. Shearer, Wings for Readin~. 
D.C. Heathe and Company, Boston, 1947. p. 16, pa~ 2 and • 
2 Ibid., p. 38, para. 2. 
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III. On ~n October day in 1918 Cher Ami st~rted out with an 
im:9ortant rneser.:1ge. Guns rofl.red belo't·r. Bullets 1-rhistled through 
the Rir . But Cher Ami ke9t right on, flying a mile a minute 
above the bPttle. A shot ~lmost tore off its leg. Another shot 
rinned into its body. Sti~l t~e little Digeon kept on. 
Just twenty-five minutes after it Rt~rted , the bird flut-
tered dmm on the roof of its horne loft, ~o.lmost t~·renty-fi ve miles 
P~·rP..y, '·ri th the messp.ge still dfl.ngling from its Nounded leg. Cher 
Ami never fler·r P.t;~in, but it c~rried P. meseP,ge thP.t SEWed 197 
soldi e rs from dc~th.~ 
1. A Flying Life SF~.ver 
2 A Wound ed Pigeon 
). A Sueedy Flisht 
L~ Chcr Ami 
IV :fn the first ·01~. ce, •··hy r;o to Indig for A.n ele··;hP.nt hunt 1 
'\•D.1y not f;o to AfricP.? If you hA.d ever seen R. 1-rild AfricP.n 
ele··)hPnt, you r-rould kno't,r the nns1•rer. Afri cc-m ele·.jhRnt s ::1.re big, 
fierc e , ::1.nd hPrd to tR.me. Hhen one of them charges 11 hunter, 
its hup7e e::1.rs, fifteen feet p.round , rtRnd out in the breeze like 
big sP ils. IncU .'l.n ele··)hant s, on the other h::1.nd, gre smP.ller 
P.nd ePsie:_- to t::1r_ne. ':2hei; eP.rsJ./. pre only r:>bout one-fourth as 
large P.S Ghe Afr1c0n eleunPnts . 
1. A Ch::1rp;ing E}.ephPnt ). Ele·;hf'nts from IndiR. 
2. Taming Elephants 4. The Difference bet~een 
Indian [-lnd Afric~n Elenhants 
V. Even InrUP.n ele·vhR.nt s pre dP.ngerous ,,rhen they P.re frightened 
or Fl.ngry. Hunters tF1.lce no chcmces. '.!:hey HOr~c for months getting 
r eady so th~t everything ~rill go smoothly and safely, If you 
get in the i•'"'.Y of P. frightened ele··;h<>.nt, your chf'.nces of coming 
out ~live are almost zero You see the big grey beasts charging 
down on you. Its short-sighted little eye~ burn with Pnger. 
If you run, y6u will nrobably get steD~ed on, for an ele)hRnt, 
usuP.lly slo't•r-moving, can ·out on reB.l s:·.Jeed •·rhen it needs to - at 
least enough to catch un with you.s 
1. An Ele·ohnnt 1 s Speed . ). 'raking· No Chances 
2. ':'he DrmgerR of !iunt.:.; 4. Getting ReE1.dy to Runt 
ing Elenh~nts Elephants 
I 
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''!ri tinr,; He~.dlines 
Exercise ..2. 
100 
Pretend thP.t you P.re r.1. ne1,rs·1pner re·>ort er , df~ scribing these 
ne~qs events i,vri te he.adline s to u 'se P.t the toryo of your ne,>rs 
columns. For exnm-vle, if A. dog hRs dragge~ ::. a little child Po.i.·ray 
from A. burning building, you might 1,rri te: "Dog Hero Saves Child" 
11Tri te he ,Qdlines for the following p.n.rp.gr,q;ohs on your answer 
sheet 
I. At the Cpn~.l Zone Uncle S,Q_m runs Fl. NP.ter stP.irway for ohi:os. 
On these strP.nge st."l.irs shins climb over a mountrdn Before the 
PRnnm.a. Cn.nP.l 1•TPS built, shi·os from Ne~·r York to Srm FrEmcisco hP.d 
to scdl P.round the to-e of South America, E1 dist"'.nce of 13,135 
miles. Luckily, bet'·reen North PUd South AmericP. lies 8. nf1.rr0'1:'1]' 
strip of l~nd, Rt one plade only 40 miles wide. Down the center 
of this nP.rrow strip runs a law rRnge of mountnins. Uncle Sam 
snN thfl.t he could cut out .q c:::t.nR.l !"\ .. eros s this n~ rroN s tri '0. 
However, the shius would hAve to be "lifted" over the mou~tetins, 
So Uncle Sn.m built R s cries of ~ -rp_ t erstP.ir-st e·os called 11 1 ocks 11 • 
By t~king the short cut through the c~nRl, th~ ships s~ve 
7,873 miles."' 
II. At P~nPma m~n's gren.test enemy is the mos0uito. Although 
there Pre dA.ngerous jungles and SN1'1.m:os P.nd rivers in PP.name., it 
is the mosnuito that cArries death to men. In 1862 the French 
tried to build r>. Cl'l.nr.l through Pc:mam8.. They Norked for t1rrenty 
yeP.rs. They sncnt more th0.n 250 million dollPrs. Forty thousand 
men NOrl{ed on the CP.nl'l.l. But the French failed They could not 
fight the mosauito . In fact, they did not even know th~t the 
mosoui to 1·m.s their enemy . They only knm,r that thous,cmds of men 
died every ;yenr from a str."'.nge fever thP.t struck suddenly P.nd 
fiercely A man NEtS i<TIDll one day! He -vms de8.d the next. A 
'ehousR.nd \,rorkers, sent to dig the cAnal, Here deR.d in less th8.n 
H yeP.r. At le.st the French cave up trying to build the C-"'.nHl. 7 
c 6 Ibid., p. 261, para. 1. 
~ Ibid., p. 263, para. 3. 
' ' 
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III. i'lhen Uncle S?.m began nork on the l'P.nn.ma CP.n?.l in 1904, he 
kneH something f'l.bout moscmi toes. He lcne,,r that they CR.rried .c~. 
dise?.se CR.llcd mF'.lP.rir-1. A mose1ui to bit a nerson Hho hP.d the 
fever. ?hen it bit a healthy nerson. Soo~ the healt~y person 
·w1.s ill of the fever too. DoNn to PP.nPmP. Nent Dr. Gorgas. It 
''m.s ·his job to rid the C.!1.nP.l Zone of mose1ui toes, He kne"t•r thA.t 
mosquitoes lrdd their eggs in ·oools of 1,rP.ter. To get rid of the 
mosquitoes, he must get rid of stR.nding •·r.qter Dr. Gorgas set 
men to filling lrP.ter holes.. He dr?.ined sNamps He :!JOUred oil 
over uools so th~t mosnuitoes could not live in the wRter. He 
cut doNn the tn.ll jungle grgss ;.rhere mosoui toes hid. He ordered 
screenR nlRced over all windows Pnd doors. Today the Panama 
Canr-1.1 Zone is ns heP.l thy R ·olace R.s Fl.nyone could i,rish. fl 
IV. In dig~ing the Panama Canal workmen cleared away thousands 
of tons of dirt Have you heard of the Pyramids of Egypt? If 
you have, you know that the Great Pyramid, 450 feet ta1l, covers 
thirteem acres of ground. The dirt taken out of the Panama 
Crtnr>.l 'T!rould mR.ke 119 Gre..,t Pyr8.mids. You CP.n think P.bout the 
R.mount of cUrt P.nother NP..y. Supnose you mR.rked. out e. sau?.re of 
ground two feet long on en.ch side n.nd then started digging. If 
you kent digging until you hRd R hole clear through the earth, 
you 1,rould then hrwe as m'\j.Ch dirt P.S the \ITOrkmen took OUt Of the 
PanamA. Cn.nal If you ~iled the dirt un in one big pile you 
would need R snuare 2,132 feet long on eRcb side. Then you· 
would nile un the dirt on this snace until it was 2,132 feet 
high No 1•roncter Lt took Uncle SC'.m ten yeP.rs to build the PP.n-"'m8. 
Cr1.n2.l! 9 
V CP.n you im.qgine Uncle S::>.m running P . motion picture tbeP.ter? 
He does at the Pann.ma Canal, In fact, Uncle Sam is the onl~ 
businessmPn in the "rh:ale CP. l1~'~.l Zone. And he h~'~S to do some very 
str~nge things, at leAst for Uncle Sam. He buys meat And soup 
P.nd brel=l.d, bec~"'.use he runs the grocery stores r1.nc1 restP.UrA.nts. 
He sEJlls rrdlron.d tickets, bec.<:~.use he m'rns the r.<:~. ilro!'1.d. He ONns 
t1·ro big hotel~ for visitors "~.-rho come to the CP.nP.l, He o~.rns ?. 
bePutiful g~"'.rden Fhere bloom str.<:~ .nge tro··')iC!l.l floNers He sells 
co~l Rl1d oil to the shins th~t u~es through the CRnRl Zone 
These ~re just R few of the str~nge jobs Uncle Sam hAs to do in 
run~ing the _C_P.~~l_ 10_ ~-~ _ 
8 Ibid., p. 263, para. 4. 
9 Ibid., p. 264, para. 5. 
10 Ibid., p. 265, para. 7. 
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i~ri ting Titles 
Exercise Q 
====lt:'l02 -
Not·r, Nri te dcfini te titles for e~.ch of the 5 ~).!' . r.~.grP_~;hs 
for ,,,hi ch you hPve Nri tten hePdlines For exr-:~.ffi '')le, do not SPY, 
"Do~ Hero SP.ves Child". S:his time sr:ty, "A Dog Herot"'A Brqve 
Rescuer", or "A Lucky Escqpe 11 • 
\vri t e five ti t1 e s for the ·0~.rP.grP:;ns you hr~ve .lust re;'1.d. 
Put your ~ns~ere under Exercise 6 on your ~nswer sheet. 
Finding ~ouic Sentences 
Exercise 7 
M~ny "OP.rP.gr.,.uhs hP.ve 1 sentence 1tJ'hich tells you NhP.t the 
1.·rhole ·o.'-' . rrt.gr~.-.,h is ab:i!Jut Such "- sentence is cn.lled A. to·.)iC 
Pentence. It is usu~lly found ne~r the beginning of q DPr~­
R;rP.\;h, but occ!'1.sion!1.lly it is ··;lP.ced ·"'.t the end. 
See whether or not yo~ c~n find the to~ic rentence of e~ch 
of the folloHing nP.rA.gr.n.··;hs. Couy only the first l ~,rords of 
the sentences on your :1ns~er sheet. 
L Dust ·~>rill ex··')lode To ··)rove it, Uncle Sn.m invited P. gr,oup 
of firemen, fp_rmers, n.nd mqnufP.cturers to 11P.shington, D.C. . A 
government ,,rorker closed P.ll ths 1•rindm·rs in ~l Nooden building. 
Then he dum·oed P SP.ck of cornstn.rch inside ~"nd shot P.n electric 
snr>rk into the buj.lcJ.ing. FlP.mes rnn P.long the lover Nindo't,rs, 
then le...,·oed into the tm.rer. In q moment there ' 'TP.S 8. flqsh n.n'd 
A. terrible ror1r. \·rind m-rs crA.cked. Broken glP.SS rn.ined d01•mw~rd. 
Bo.n.rds tl'risted P.nd broke into s;:;lint ered ·oieces. The 1"rhole 
'building hA.d ex•'Jlodec1. Uncle Sn.m hP.d ··')roved his "<')Oint. Dm.st 
is d .o.ngerous. Dust from ~<rhef"t, corn, dried milk, rice, or cot-
ton could blow un P. mine. In eighteen yeqrs drifting dust 
Cn.USed 274 eX<)lOSiOnS, killed 277 :080Dl8, P.nd destroyed :oroperty 
worth thirty-three million dollnrs." 
11-----~r~rr-~I~b~ira~.-,-p=-. 277, para. 1. 
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.. II, F:oom June to Se-,;tember three Cor.st Gu~. ra. bogt s p .,_trol the 
North Atlr-ntic in se~.rch of 't'r8.ndering icebergs. Every summer 
theB"e huge chunks of ice bre"~.k loose from the frozen seP.S of the 
F~.r North :-net flo~t slo~·rly southFf-"rd. Only the ti:o of F'_n ice-
berg sticl\:s out r>_bove the HP'ter, but th..,_t ti:o m8.y be 8.S muoh:·!t"'.S 
eighty feet high P.nd eit:ht hundred feet long StreE>.ked here 
R.nd. there Hi th lines of dee'; blue, .<>n iceberg gle~"ms sno,-,.r-111rhi te 
in the sun. At night or in foggy weather, it ·oresents P. reP.:}. 
d~.nger to shi:os. During P he"VY fog in 1912, the ste~.mship, 
11 Ti tP.nic 11 struck -".n iceberg ..,_nd 1'rent clo~m 1~ri th 1, 517 p..,_ssengers. 
Since thP.t d.<>.te Co..,st Gu101.rd bo .n.ts hP.ve ~)!".trolled the North 
AtlPntic to renort icebergs. In one su~rner they mPy sight ~s 
mnny A.S 700. Not P. sinr;le shi:o hr>.s cr..,_shed on .<>n iceberg since 
the Const GuF1.rd beg.<>.n its Ic eb e rg :?gtrol. /2 
III. To the iATP.r of 1812 1•re O'l':·re both the lP.nlty fi f;ure of Uncle 
Snm ..,nd the stirring words of "The StPr-SpA.ngled BPnner". The 
story of Uncle SP.m beg~.n P.S 8. joke 101.mong the tmms•1e ople of 
Troy, N.Y. The Nords of nThe StP r-S:o.<>.nE;led B101.nner 11 1,rere Nri tten. 
by the young Frnncis Scott Key ~fter R fi e rce night of bPttle. 
Both Uncle Sr1.m Qnd the nP.tiono.l 101.nthem h.<>.ve become der>.r to the 
henrts of the Americnn people. /3 
IV. Uncle Sr>.m hP.S the longest shopping list in the i·rorld. He 
buys everything from bP.by bonnets to mule shoes, including 
bnseb~ll~, flowernots, fur-lined clothing, gr~ss seed, hor~es, 
iqe-crePm freezers, uills, Prid rRinco~ts. These Rre only a tew 
of the 155,000 Prticles of his list. 1~ 
V. Uncle ~A.m needs these 155,000 Rrticles, Pnd m~ny more, for 
he hPS one of the lP.rgest fn.milies in the 1.,rorld. ThousP.nds of 
men Pnd women work for Uncle SRm, helning to tRke anre of the 
133,000,000 ·neo:ole in the United StP.tes. They Nri te letters 
for Uncle s~m They work on farms to study c~ttle ~nd crons. 
They fly through the ni» to tPJte pictures of soil erosion . They 
c~re for little children and old soldiers. They go to the FRr 
North to le:->.rn !".bout AlFtska 'tfuerever they g o ~.nd 1,ThHtever 
they do, Uncle S101.m '1rovicles the things they need in order to 
c~.rry on their ,.,rork .~s- __ _ 
12 Ibid., p. 27, para. 3. 
13 Ibid., p. 301, para. l. 
14 Ibid., p. 307, para. 1. 
15 Ibid., p. 307, para. 7. 
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. ,, OrgP,ni zing Ser1uence from Mlmory 
Exercise 8 
],.04 
Re"d the i)P,rP,f:rP.i1h Pnd try to see in your mind the order 
in Phich things hrm;1en. Then close this booklet ,"l_nd turn to 
your -"'nFmer sheet u~C!ing the sentences given there. Beside e,r.1_ch 
letter f:l,t the 8nd of the eentences, you 1·rill Nri te ""· number 
i'Tri te 1 for the firRt thig th?t hr-1~T·1ened, Hri te _g for the thing 
thP.t hrrD·r:lenecl next, nnd so on. Nut1.ber P.ll the sentences in the 
order in '~'rhich things bel one; in the story. 
Now, re~d ~11 of this before you look ~t your nnswer shee t, 
remembering the order in Fbi ch things hp·o•1en. 
About tbis time the Dulce of :UlP,n, f:l. rich gentlem...,.n of llfilP.n 
or Milano, ~s it is called in Italy, began to search for R 
ecu1·,1tor to m,qke P, bronze st8.tue of his fqther on horsebrtck 
Hhon LeonRrdo he...,.rd Ftbout the mFttter, he decided to comneto for 
the honor of doing the work. 3e re...,li7ed thFtt he ne2de~ holry, 
ho•,.rever, Ftnd 1•rent to Verocchio be<:~e=:ing !'>S follo•·rs, 11 Belp me to 
obtain the order to m11.ke this bronze et...,.tue for the Duke. I 
!Jromise, GreP.t M.r.>ster, not to bring sht=~.me u~~1on you but Hill do 
the best th::tt I cnn 11 • 
11 I shP.11 be gl~d to he1•:J you, 11 SRid the mf.tster thoughtfully, 
11 but you c::m !=1_lsc5 hel:0 yourself . The Duke of Milan h~\s R friend, 
Lorenzo, ~~o frequently comes to our studio. The next time he 
comes, show him the new silver-stringed instrument which you 
have designed. He loves music ::1.nd \•.rill enjoy the tones of your 
excellent instrumont. 11 
\fnen Lorenzo heP_rd Leon . ,_rdo :o1r.1.y tho silver-stringed instru-
ment, he F.o .. s gre,..tlyr ::>,mRzcd 11 \vhr>.t '~'ronderfu1 tones! 11 he cried 
"You must go ~=ts ~=t mcssemger to ~')lP.y for my friend, the Dulce of 
Milan Before you go , i.'fri te him a letter shm·ring thRt you :oos-
sess the · abiJ_i ty to Hork. 11 
Leon~=trdo W::tS gre~tly uleased ~t the orynortunity ~nd wrote the 
letter iml!lcdip,tely. In describing his P.bi1i ties , he stated th::>"t 
he could write noetry, paint portr~its, c~rve statues, build 1 ~ 
cannons, mpJce bridges, A.nd thus be useful in both ~oeace antit 't1rar. 
16 Katherine Dopp, May Pitts and S. C. Garrison, Pages 
to Adventures, Happy Road to Reading Series. Rand McNally 
and Company, New York, 1941. p. 328. 
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~ Orgt:1.nizinp; .:Scr11.mblec1 Outlines 
Exe_rciRe ! 
Pick out the mn_in or mP_jor topic from this outline Hhich is 
given in mixed order Then, under the mqin toDic liet the 
minor touics Hhich go 1,ri th it. Do P.ll the 1,rri ting on your 
tl_nsNer sheet. 
A BrA.ve Pet 
Animal Heroes 
A Couragaous Horse 
I 
A Wounded Pigeon-Messenger 
Do the SP.me Ni th this mixed. outline, ArrF~.nge touics in 
their _correc! _qrd_er. Do 1 t on your ~=mm,rer sheet 
II 
Smelling the Smoke 
Ho,,r Rover g~we the alt:1_rm 
See ing the flames 
BA.rldng into the telephone trt:1.nsmi tter 
"Centrt'1.1 11 sedding for the firemen 
Knocking off the teleuhone receiver 
A: ,f f 
' ., 
Sw;-olying Hinor c:io··;ics for Incom·olete Outlines 
Exercise 10 
106 
~ou h~ve le~rned to ~rr~nge sentences in th9 correct order 
to b~~ld ~ ~nragraph . Hero is another kind of lcs~on. 
First, rer-1 d the ~;p rpgrp:oh. r:;hen on the ."1.118\''e r sheet, you 
,,ril.l find P Y)Prt of n.n outline for t:1e ·"JR N1 f:rR.l)h AJ.l the IDf-1.in 
to;;ics !').re Fritten for you. Under e2.ch mr>in to:·;ic Pre the numbers 
of its minor tonics. 
\vri te, beside-eP.ch numb e r, a short, com-olete sentence, tell-
ing some f.octs from the pRragrp~h. Indent the remainders of the 
sent enc e s. For examule: 
I. HP.t2rlP.ls used in birc1s 1 neo t 
~- Some nests pre IDF1.de of sticks P.nd mud 
2. Some nes ts Rre mpde chiefly of g rass 
J, A few nests are mPde of hors ehair 
No1-r re~d the :oP.rr.g rP:-;h. 
\v1l.R.les belong to P lr-1.r ge clP.SS of c>nimnls lmo1m P.s m~".mmP.ls. 
A :.~qmmp.l is P.n P.nimP.l Fhose younc; lives on milk just !=! .S c,lves 
live on milk. Host rJpmmqls , including both tP.me ,o_nd l.·Tild P.nimR.ls, 
live on the l ,ond, but Fl. feN live Nholly or pF~.rtly in the w1.ter. 
~i1 os e 11 vinf; in 'c.he ,,JP.ter n_re usuplly Fell suited to their sur-
rounc:l.ings, exce··")t th!=1.t they must come to the eurfPce to bre.othe.17 
Su·o\)~Y\!!£. Hinor ':7onice. for_: Jncom··)kte Outline s 
Exercise 11 
. --
NoH, use titles or to·") ics, inst e-"'.d of sentences, for t:1e sPme 
Y)'lrR.§ra:oh. ' 'Trite it on your n.nsFer sheet . For exFJ_m-;le: 
I. Mnt RriPls us ed in birds 1 nests 
1. Stick s Rnd mud 
2 . G-r('SB I 
}. ::-Iorsehn.ir 
17 Ibid., p. 28, para. 1. 
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: Sw:mlyin__g_ K"'j or t_::lo;·!ic~ for Incom;')lete Outlines 
Exercise 1~ 
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You h<1.Ve le~rned to repd a ·on.rRgrEt-·1h ~l.nd to Nri te minor 
to··1ics Fhen the m'-'in to···.l ics ~re given you. Here 8.re t.'il.~ _rnino~ 
to~ics, this time. Write the m~in topics, using sentences . 
Fo~ cxpm~lc · · 
.L ~"I · - ·:; · t- // , LA - 1 · 1- fi '~ ,_l~_'_:._• r<'l.- ,r)~(J/ •. D/1~2..)~-{rt. . <J.<2'lL.,.,A'i 0,.,;1 (•·"1:_YJj 
1. '::he ho r'oor is 1:-> rge ehough for ffiR.ny sl'li '-')S n t once. 
2 . It is dePp enough for ocePn liners 
3. It nrotects shins ~hen there Pre storms at sea. 
You ''ould Hri te the sentence beside the I. 11 Boston h.<:1.s R.n im1')!rlr-
tP.n't, _h"'rlJor . 11 Use .!1. sentcnc~: for e~1ch ]i.omPl1_ -Num_er..:"'~l~-to- shc)1i __ _ 
1·rhR.t nll -::.l!.e sub-to·.')ics R.re telling R.bout . 
Iron Ore, PS you ~now, is the most i~Jortant ore in the 
v.rorlo., You CP.n re::>dily see hov-r imoort!Clnt it is if you try to 
imP.gine Fh8.t tlJ.e FOrld r,rouJ.d be lE:e 1•ri thout it, i'Ti thout it '·re 
should h~ve no automobiles, trPins , or n.irrylpnes , ~nd no tele-
hones, telegrp:·.lhs, or rP.dios . v'Ve SJ.1ould hR.ve no t.ronder-i;,rorldng 
m,qchines to mPl:c things in our factories. Fe should h"'.ve no 
stoves for cool~ing fooc1, no meR.ns of m;::tlcing clothing, !'1.nd no 
tools for building homes ,ig 
I. 
--:----------------------------1. It is hP.rd to im:->.f;ine ;rhP.t if.re should <Ito Fithout 
iron ore. 
2 . Iron ore is us eo. in m"'.~dng tr."'.vel 8.nd communice.tion 
pessible. 
1, Iron ore is used in mPking many machines. 4. OlJjects mPde of iron heln in nreparing our fooa, 
clothing, and shelter. 
Nor-r use tO')ics insteP.c1 of sentences to com··')lc;te this outline 
of the SP.me "'),Q_rP.f;rR.:oh . ~vri te only on your .a.ns 1''cr sheet . 
II. 
- y~-- IInP.f;ining Fh.?.t He should do 1,ri thout iron ore. 
2. Iron 1 s effect on trP.vel -"'.nd communic.ntion. 
q• Effect of iron on the rnPking of m~chines. 
4. Objects made of iron help effect life 
18 Ibid., p. 100, para. 1. 
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Exercise .M. 
Making a Com·olete Outline 
NoN, make a ,,rhole outline, deciding on the title P.nd the 
ml=tin to1')ics first. 'lr!ri te themi beside the RomR.n NumerA-ls on 
your ·ansNer sheet. Then Nri te i the minor tonics. Use to·oics 
instead of sentences. · ' · 
Re ~.d the :o~.ragrA.ph. 
For hf-l.ir for the puppet, me.ke e. ''rig out of cotton or woolen 
cloth ~nd tie to the screw eyes or bent pieces of wire set in 
the he~.d. MPl~e the 1,rig P.ny color the.t you choose, so long P.s it 
looks some1.1ThR.t like hair. If you Ni sh, you mP.y le.Q.ve off the 
\'rig .Q.ncl.. mr-~.ke hP.ir by glueing OJ;.' pasting strips of cheesecloth to 
the he~d. Let the strius hRng do~m the side, pin them up, or 
P.rr~.nge them in any \,r,q_y thA.t you like. Color the cheesecloth 
1'ri th shoe ·oolish or the SP.me kind of pA.int that you used on the 
fnce. 1'Then you hRve finished. the h8.1r, you mP.y 'llrish to :out P. 
h~=~.t or CP.n on the heP.d, fnstening it r,qther firmly to the scre't-.r 
eyes or ~ieces of bent wire, 19 · 
- -------
., p. 403, para . 3. 
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- Ans1,rerSheet NA.me 
" Exer~c.i se 1. Exercise 2 
• f 
1 1 
("' 2 2 
' 
3 
4 
5 
Exercise 2 
1. 6 
2. 4 
~ 4 Exercise 4 
"'. 
4. 4 I, 
5. 6 II 
~ 
Exercise 2 III 
I_ IV 
II v 
III Exercise 6 
IV I 
v II 
Exercise 1 III 
I IV 
II v 
III 
IV 
v 
' . 
- - --
1 
!I 
110 I II 
Exercise ! 
t:t. Lorenzo thought the music 't'r~=~.s be~utifu1. P-~----r· ~ 
b. LeonP.rdo decided to try to be chosen ~-s this sculptor. b. _____ . • 
c. Verrochio A.dvised him to sho1"' Lorenzo, the Duke 1 s 
friend, the silver-stringed ~rurnent Nhich he had 
mR.de . c ____ _ 
d. The Duke of Mil~.n Nished to find P. sculptor ~rho 
could mr-1.ke a brunze stR.tue. of his fnther d. ____ _ 
e. The letter to the Duke told of many kinds of things 
~~rhi ch Le on~.rdo could do. e. ____ _ 
t He ~=~.sked his teRcher, the ~=~.rtist, Verocchio, to 
assist him to g e t the order. f ________ _ 
g. He advised Le on~=~.rdo to 't'rri te 11. letter to the Duke, 
telling him th~.t he could Nork A.s ~rell as pl~=~.y. g, ____ _ 
Exercise 
I ___________________ _ 
II _________________________ __ 
Exercise 10 
MammA.ls 
1 ________________________ __ 
2. ________________________ ___ 
3·--------------------~----
4, ______ ~-----------------
' • I • 
+ 
Ans11rer Sheet 
(Continued) Name·----------~----------
Exercise 11 
Mammals (tonics) 
1·----------------------~~-----------------------------
2. ________________ ~-------------------------------------
3 __________________________________________________ _ 
4 ____________________________________________________ __ 
Exercise 1% 
As a sentence. 
I 
As 8 . Tonic 
II --------------------------------------~------------
Exercise 11 
Title _______________________________________ __ 
I. __ 
1. ___________________________________ __ 
2. ____________ ~----------------------
3. 
II. 
1. 
2. ________________________ __ 
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